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Not complete Edit
[[File:
|60px|link=User:{{{username}}}]]
''Sonic and Greed Avengers GX: The Rise of the Chaos Fusion''

Quick Info
Developer(s)
Publisher(s)
Platform(s)

Rating(s)
Mode(s)
Media



Sonic Team, Sega
Studios
Sega
Microsoft Windows
Dreamcast 2
PlayStation 4
Wii U
ESRB: E </li></li>
Single player,
multiplayer
Optical disk

Genres [show][hide]
Sonic and Baby Greed Avengers GX: The Rise of the Chaos Fusion'''''Sonic
and Baby Greed Avengers GX: The Rise of the Chaos Fusion is an actionadventure video game developed by the Sonic Team and published by Sega.
It will be released on Microsoft Windows,Dreamcast 2, and PlayStation 4
on May 10, 2015.
On the cover, it will have the Sonic Team logo on the back. It will be half blue and
green. It is because they are becoming "fused".
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Portable links to countries can take this game first I believe Japan would get this
first
it can be port of the New Sega Dreamcast game or PC PlayStation Wii
to take the first cake of the game.
This game will have improvements of best graphics and the heroes will be even
older. Sonic will be even older to the heroes will be even more improved make an
sonic sharp ends tails knuckles and the rest of them sharp.
Special they will have a toy to the back of the cover or being delivered to you. Free
of the new releasing of the game toys are sonic baby greed tails knuckles and Amy
and silver and probably cha-cha. Limited to the releasing of order of the game for
the country releasing their keychains and they can be played with. For the kids.

Ranodm Tract/ Tv Radio Station/ Game Here Edit
Detail Thank You Sonic Team/SEGA For Making Me and This. :-)
3 Best Rock Random Track
3 Best Sonic Team Rock Random track







[[1]]Funeral for a friend - rookie of the year (w lyrics)
[[2]] Breaking Benjamin Firefly
[[3]] Pre)thing - can't stop / you can't stop Heroes/ A new Power
----------------------------------
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and others are sonic. The best backgrounds Ramdom Track.Sonic can switch
these tracks if don't match the background. But i think the other two or 3 will
match the background. it up to you sonic team.




Sonic team can change these tracks at any time. If they don't match. ok.
This games going to be the greatest of sonic game.

The Beginning Edit
Story Mode Talks

ContentsEdit
[1]<< ha ha ha (Link) To Fix No More Problem
----------------------Game Detail

Story detail Edit
Story Mode Edit. meant for nothing But Putting
stages in there without anything else
these are for people. who meant four stages to know without knowing Story.
Not Recommended for people who want that. Sometimes it can change tracks by
the story.

Story mode Edit
Middle City Fight
Park Fight against Egg Man Red Scorpion
Green Hill Paradise Zone 1
Green Hill Paradise Zone 2
Egg Man and Baby Gaius The Gorilla Fighter Robots
Palm Panic Paradise Stage 1
Palm Panic paradise Stage 2

(Story Mode Wrting Characters Seem to Seem to talke in all) Edit
Sonic and BabyGreed Story Mode
Night Enters The Baby Dreams Story Mode
Sonic and baby Greed EggMan Burning Sun of torture Final story mode
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Final story game mode of a dream Elder Giant Orc Sonic Legend has Been born
EGG MAN AND BABY GAIUS STORY MODE <LOCK COMPLETE ALL THE STORY MODE
FOR THE LAST ONE HERE

Characters Gameplay and Controls Edit









Sonic the Hedgehog
Baby Greed the Hedgehog
Miles Tails Prower
Baby Cabela the Hedgehog Bunny
Knuckles the Treasure Hunter
Amy Rose
Cha Cha The White Rose
Queen Jessica The Egypyt Hedgehog Dolphin

Character Themes Edit
Enemies of the Street Edit
Boss Edit








Eggman
Baby Gaius The Hedgehog (New Boss)
E102 Gamma The Chaos Power) (Boss Team Partner Baby Gaius)
??? ????? ????? ??? ???????? Last Boss indie
Heavy Duke or
Dr Sheila
Metal Greed The Metal Of Power ***Completed***

Nightmare Bosses Edit
(Evil Sonic Zare of Nightmare Dream
(Evil Amy Rose of Nightmare Dream
(Evil Cream The Rabbit Nightmare Dream
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Enecmies of the Street and Sky Edit
Cities Edit
Arenas Edit
OSL All Tracks of the World Challenge of the dancers and the music Tap Tap Online☀
Edit

Start
Menu Selection
Option settings
Albums trackers Pop Stars Trackers
Pictures of the artists download of fans
Event
Prize room
Fashion Room of The OSL
Baby Fashion Room of the OSL
(GM) Room of the OSL
Staff Hitting Room Lock
Sonic Boom Dancers Training room
Download tracks
Upload your tracks
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Model hits of the rhythm of the music to keep moving the groove
Model your background and styles in all things to OSL that makes your game more
better as you play
Play online
Play off-line
Single match
Tag team match
Three way dancing tag
Four way tagteam match dance off
Champion match
King of the dance
10 challenges To 20 Tournament
Play the OSL Dance Online and Off-line
Play the OSL Dance Tab Tab Online and Off-line
Play the OSL Dance Catch the Beat Online and Off-line
Play the OSL Dance Drums the Online and Off-line
Play the OSL DJ remakes tap wrapper lines to wait screen
Play the OSL Catch the Beat Fruits
Play the OSL Star of the show greatest of all dancers Be The King of The Dance
Baby Be your in spotlight around the world only online only♙
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The OSL Tracks
The OSL All Tracks in the world
THE OSL (SEGA RADIO)
The OSL Sega Team Club Sega 2 - Beat Grooves/ Tracks***Completed it***
The OSL Sonic Hard Rock Tracks Unlock
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The OSL Sonic Old-School Tracks Unlock
The OSL Sonic Boom Old-School Tracks Unlock
The OSL DJ Sonic Free Tracks Unlock
The OSL Sonic Remix Tracks Unlock
The OSL Sonic New Tracks Unlock
The OSL Sega Old-School Track Unlock ***Complete it***
The OSL DJ Sega Free Tracks Unlock
The OSL Sega Remix Tracks Unlock
All OSL Sonic and Sega Tracks Here Unlock
Night Best Track Unlock
Hatsune Miku
Michael Jackson Zone
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rocks Steam and Unknown track
Arcade Original Tracks Around The World
All DJ OSL Here
Popstar trackers
❤ RMB ❤
Paradise Jazz
Techno Star Trackers
Blues Star Trackers

Baby Areas Edit
Baby's room
Baby Gaius Baby Room in EggMen Ice Starship

Power up And Items Edit
All Power up Item
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Fusion Crystals And Chaos Emeralds

Daycare areas Edit
Kindergarten School 2-4 Years old Areas Edit
Sports areaEdit
Shopping mall area Edit
Online system area Edit
Controls Edit
Gameplay Edit
Stages Edit
Secret Stages Edit

Unlockable Edit
Gallery Edit
System requirements Edit
Limited Unlockable Key Card Online Edit
Book of History of Characters Edit
Unlockable Characters Secret Edit
Unlockable Baby Fashion Edit
Press Start Category Edit







Action Adventure
Trial Demo Greed The hedgehog
Mission
Mini Game collection
Switch to System Startup Registration on Menu Selection Online
End The Game

Menu selection Edit


Select Your Character

Options Edit
Save game

System category Startup Edit
Start The Game
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00:08
Let's Go to New world Baby Greed SEGA 2 Green All Team Color
Register
Play Online
Play Off-Line
Play Off-Line But Here The Announcements
Play Off-line No Registration Required (But No Play Online Without Registering To
Play Online)
Sonic Team Proudly Presents A NewComer Screen Logo
and startup Sega Symbol>
Let's play open the game
Demo of Greed The Hedgehog's Game Bad Future Unlock?
All Heroes Unite Demo connections to this game
Unlock the final force
Categories:










Started
Needhelp
Community Article
Action Adventure
BOXed
Jorgebunny.zare's articles
Sega
Sonic Team
Sonic Games
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Adventure
PC Games
Sega Dreamcraft 2
Sega Dreamcraft 3
Sega Dreamcraft 2 Games
Sega Dreamcraft 3 games
Online
Action
Action-Adventure
Simulation
Online function
Single Player
Multiplayer
Announcements
Forums
New characters
Playable characters
Racing Simulation
"E" rated
Fantasy
Add category
Showing 18 most recent

56 comments




Sorry I was checking out Phantasy Star 2



if like to play the game.



Go here and go by the instructions.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FaxU1AcyGk
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warning be advised. There are no kids on that game. Only adults



and they talk bad things in others. Things so you gotta be carefull what you
hear.



Its not a private server it's an original game



they don't talk in private. They talk around everyone.



Just keep your distance from the bad language.



I think there is a tool so you can block bad language and rude language.



Good Luck bye



anyway the game was very good. I can always go back there. But i had this
on my eyes. Sonic and Baby Greed game.



June 18 by Jorgebunny.zareReply

o
o

there is sonic 24 birthday. coming plus and trying to do something. If I
tried to secede one character will come to life.

o

Tomorrow probably be a busy day like today.

o

if it doesn't make Dreamcast 2.

o

It will make it for the next big one that has the best. system. Ok

o

June 23 by Jorgebunny.zare

o

o
o

See soon.

o

June 23 by Warioroll199




I've been looking for Sonic power up and Speed up and invincibility
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and. New Wings fly power up. < it lasts 1 minute to fly for 2 baby. Baby
greed, and baby cabela,



baby greed can't fly but using that power up. He can Fly Wings



but special Places and specials stages. and special zones boss he can fly fully
no tiredness



if there's energy that flows from the worlds. he can fly fully.



Baby cabela can fully. But not in the sky. It can only be three feet from sky
floor.



That's not high. You can only be so close to the floor. But using power up fly
wings you can fully fly. As high as you can go.



But she can fly as high she wants. But she gets tired if she goes to even
higherand she will come down if she does ok



need to look for a black and white picture.





I'm thinking about. Adding the final character. But this is the last character of
the game.



and special to the sea of City Square



(Chim The Reindeer Pirate)



of the. Sea. Last Character this character cannot be unlocked. But it will be in
counter by Sonic The Hedgehog.



Plus the character cannot be unlocked. Online But it will be unlocked on
another Sonic Grame and Baby kids Greed



June 5 by Jorgebunny.zare



Reply




This music game OSL World Challenge awesome.



May 30 by Warioroll199
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Reply




on the video Game they will Show Greed The Hedgehog. Reversing Time and
the new rising will begin of the new Adventure for Sonic And Baby Greed.



May 22 by Jorgebunny.zare



Reply

o
o

i'm making the best game ever.

o

May 24 by Jorgebunny.zare

o




This page makes no sense to me. It isn't understandable! The grammar, the
spelling, everything! For example, "OSL All Tracks of the World Challenge of
the dancers and the music Tap Tap Online☀ ." what does that mean?!



May 9 by AStranger195



Reply

o
o

didn't use the google translator. it will help you understand. i use
ginger.

o

May 9 by A Wikia contributor

o
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o

i don't know what you did but thank you. you can be my friend on.
Facebook if you
like >https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009197634292

o

May 9 by A Wikia contributor

o



o

Whoa! That's fast replying.

o

One, are you Jorgebunny? Two, I don't friend strangers on FB. Three,
just like IsGamer13 always says, your writings are not understandable!

o

I want to help fix this mess. Some questions:

1. I see lots of "Edit Edit" on the headings. Did you copy and paste
this from an another website or wiki?
2. What does this mean?
1. Sonic and BabyGreed Story Mode
2. Sonic and baby Greed EggMan Burning Sun of torture
Final story mode
3. Final story game mode of a dream Elder Giant Orc Sonic
Legend has Been born
4. EGG MAN AND BABY GAIUS STORY MODE <LOCK
COMPLETE ALL THE STORY MODE FOR THE LAST ONE
HERE
Lastly, what is the correct title? Sonic and Greed Avengers GX: The Rise of
the Chaos Fusion? I will rename the page.



P.S.: By Ginger, did you mean Ginger Software?



May 9 by AStranger195




yes and fix my miss spelling. And. Grammar but some of the phrases are not
correct. And it doesn't match the story line.



and i also use Proof
Readerhttp://www.paperrater.com/free_paper_graderand to fix the
https://wordpress.com/ to space out the words. ^_^ it works too.



May 9 by A Wikia contributor
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Sonic and BabyGreed Story Mode it's the First Story



Tails And Baby Cabela is the second story mode.



May 9 by A Wikia contributor




this is how the story mode going to
behttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G30Dj5GHcFY



Select your character of a Story Mode Men PC updays to day at 8:00 to 2:00
122 updays need to be done. -_- ok were i



May 9 by Jorgebunny.zare






Sonic and Baby Greed Avengers GX: The Rise of the Chaos Fusion



but it's too late to change it. if you can see that circle that's held up screen is
going to be like but different



http://dc522.4shared.com/img/Fd6gZVrPba/s7/14d3ac1d0d0/IMG_20150509
_181733?async&rand=0.6657862891443074



some story mode will have to way team 3 way teams and 1 way teams story
mode.



i'm making the scenes of the story mode just like sonic adventure dx.



May 9 by Jorgebunny.zare
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they will be a Night Pinball and the Same music but even better Online and
Offline Challenge.



Knuckles and Tikal Story Mode 3



Amy Rose Baby Greed Baby Cabela Story mode 4



Cha Cha The White Rose Story Mode 5



Cream The Rabbit Story Mode 6



Crazy Billy The Hedgehog Story Mode 6



Some of the Characters. Are in different Places that doesn't meet up with.



Sonic or. the rest of them



Goshen The Hedgehog Story Mode 7



Baby Star Universe The Bunny Rabbit And Universe The Hedgehog And
Shadow The Hedgehog Story Mode 8



Rouge The Bat Parasite The Hedgehog and Omega Story Mode 9



Silver The Hedgehog Baby Greed The New Transformations of Silver Wing of
Silver Energy Flow Story Mode 10



Vector the Crocodile Espio the Chameleon Charmy Bee Story mode 11



Crocker The Black Alligator Rocker Betsy the chipmunk Jamar the squirrel
Story mode 12



Night and Baby Greed and Baby Cabela and Baby Gaius Baby Star Story
Mode of Dreams< these is were you stop the Nightmare. Nightmare bosses
are on the top the last one is Cream Baby Greed worsest enemy and feared
of her. and the last 2 are Reala and him King of Nightmare Zare King of
Nightmare Dreams. The Destroy of good Dreams.





The Last Final Story Mode. Queen Jessica won't be a character to be played
as she will play as another sonic and baby greed game. she will be around in
the water like cream in sonic dx for pc. exactly like that.



you will be able to spot her in some sort of place is like water around. but if
you're online you have to prove yourself to unlock her. She's a special
character with cool powers. ok now
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and it is Extremely Hard to get her. Lots of missions will be involved with her.



ok now the last final story mode.



Sonic and baby Greed EggMan Burning Sun of torture Final story mode



Final story game mode of a dream Elder Giant Orc Sonic Legend has Been
born





End of the Story Mode



But Bonus Story Mode and (adventure for The baby Team by Baby greed
Team Baby Team).



first the boss Story Mode.



EGG MAN AND BABY GAIUS STORY MODE E102 in it and R 2 Babysitter



Baby Greed Team Mission Adventure and Super Sonic Race All World
judgement Story Mode. Race Baby Galus



Baby Galus Team Mission Adventure and Super Sonic Race All World
judgement Story Mode. Race Baby Greed



When all the story mode are Complete. The last of all Story modes. O_O>
Unlock the final force >Metal Greed The Metal Of Power



and that's all the Story modes ****Completed*****



May 9 by Jorgebunny.zare






sorry some one deleted my front page and i had to replace it but. Thats why
its like this.



May 10 by Jorgebunny.zare
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OSL



man i hate explaining as i haven't got to that yet.



ok OSL



there is a Buildiing that. Halves



Room there are humans in room kids baby and adults.



they are meant to enter the OSL Challenges



Sonic and Baby Greed and other heroes.will be challenging Baby Kid and
adults.



You got to dance your way to the top Rankers. They're very good dancers
and they know how to stay on Riddim of the Music/ Song. With out losing a
beat the top rankers. Is a baby kid in adult.



The category-top can switch.



they move with the music they grew with the music.



And you can also dance to E102 Music. See E102 dance before you.



and the characters. Can move very fast in a Music/Song Grew. Baby Be



The lights will change color. As they danced beyond the Stadium awesome.
^_^



and moving lights to shy beyond the people. The lights will move with the
characters. And Music/Song



The OSL. Be so. Awesome ^_^ woo ok ok move on.



May 10 by Jorgebunny.zare






Jorgebunny.zare, I renamed the page. Now, I'm gonna fix your typos.



Edit: I am creating a rewrite of this page here.
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May 10 by AStranger195




Oh thank you if there's something my grammar or Ms.spelling, you can fix
that if you like.



I see nothing wrong I understand clearly. But thank you



May 11 by Jorgebunny.zare




what i'm going to do with you
April 7 by JorgeBunny
Reply




let see can't believe this i've been scammed by yugioh game



April 7 by JorgeBunny




and got delete



April 7 by JorgeBunny




okay i'm back in control the link good enough



April 7 by JorgeBunny
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i be back on 17 or the 18 of April it a big day be back on 18 or 17



April 7 by Jorgebunny.zare






http://www.4shared.com/video/OZgP_dXSba/VID_20150427_170736.html?
when you get all the Completions and 100%. this one will be built one day in
the future of this. Time but he came deeply from the future Searching to
destroy one hitchhog Sonic but he came Baby Greed. Banned way into the
future.



April 27 by Jorgebunny.zare




How do I put this back up there on that page I only got only got one in the middle?
December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Reply


Hidden Base This one is also to hear. inside and out about the base commander
shorts. this basis been in the past.They built it on the mystic ruins to release a
barrier to protect mystic ruins from zare attacks and poison. that was their home
now. on the mystic ruins. there was no entry to this world of the city or anyplace
out there. and they have to get pass knuckles. they always have to shoot. a sleep is
called a sleep gun. to see the Master Emerald.
December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Reply
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ok thank you
December 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Reply




Your welcome Jorgebunny.zare.



December 29, 2014 by Warioroll199




i off for 30 day be back soon <.< bye



see you back on April 6



i will be begin back on the blog.



Continuing where it started.



and some of this project begin.



Still have the vacation see soon bye.



in joy my view i think they. Seem to like my story. And character



http://jorgebunny.deviantart.com/art/Gaius-The-Hedgehog-Baby-Age-3-ina-Half-499535603



it takes time to progress.



the number specs of one day at a time.



i say they're jealous. But they seem to view it anyway.



March 2 by Jorgebunny.zare
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great



March 2 by Warioroll199


well i guess i have to start over.
December 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Reply




please remember to keep a recovery of these. well please try to block people
from removing stuff when he's not there. to confirm to remove in a wikja ok.



December 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare






You don't have to start over, you just have to do the history edit
comparisons, and do a lot of copy pasting and some editing to remove a few
artifacts that will be popping up. I can see if I can find one of your
subsections in their latest appearance before being removed and see if I can
restore it for you or something, let you see how it turns out. I'd be for
bringing back the full article but I am seriously mentally drained and we have
a windstorm so I am more likely going to fall asleep or lose my Internet
connection for the night at some point here, haha.



However yes, try to always keep back ups, or do what I did and make your
own wiki specifically for your own stuff so you can stay in full control of it.
Heck, you can even store it at my wiki (Creativity Wiki ) and be safe in
knowing I won't edit it unless you want me to for grammatical fixes or
anything.
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December 29, 2014 by Somarinoa




not you again.? what do you mean welcome?



December 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare




I see you have a "help needed" template listed. What exactly are you looking for
help on? I am seeing the page as being essentially empty (although that may not
have been the case in the past and may be going through a revision) - does this
mean you are looking for input from other contributors such as characters and the
like or something?
December 29, 2014 by Somarinoa
Reply




somebody came to my project and remove everything from the front page.



i was wonder if you can turn back the clock. and restore it where you last
saw it.



December 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare






Well looking at the history seeing there have been edits since then there
would be no way to undo those revisions or roll them back now (unless they
have changed the wiki coding), but it can be painstakingly added back in by
viewing each edit in comparison to another in-turn.



December 29, 2014 by Somarinoa
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i see people like pokemon games so much. play to i've heard there was
another pokemon game that is exactly of the game that you buy at a store.
but it runs on a rom game once. if you go by their instructions you're in.
online and you be a new character not like the original. b

Post a Comment

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Beginning Edit
Story Mode Talks
-----------------------------[[1]]reversed time (Question do you suggest EGGMAN be in Time Revered part. Or Story part
here you cut out these parts.

Do you want cha cha to be in the reversed part you can decide sonic team /SEGA Team.
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you can even cut them out and put them with the story.

When Sonic Greed has Diffused. They cleaned out blood spill. Of Zare Slime Greed the
Hedgehog used time

control little did he know it cost him to turm back into a baby again. Including his Friend Gaius
The Hedgehog.

Greed The Hedgehog had no choice because the planet was on the seas of blowing up by the
power of Zare.

This is what happened in past [[1]] Now. That Sonic The hedgehog. And Greed The Hedgehog.
Greed

diffused and use the time crystal. Turn back Time and the crystal has turn him back into a baby
again and the

rest of his friends that came to this world. Sonic has picked up baby greed and carry baby
greed back to

Amy. Haus as he fell asleep, but would you know Eggman. Appeared in Eggman said 'I'm not
here to fight I'm
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here to take my baby home, he's my son and I'm taking him home sonic he belongs to me
Sonic.' Said 'I'm not

here to take him from you if he wants to go home with you. It's his choice what do you want to
do Baby Gaius.'

Eggman said. 'I promise you Baby Gaius The Hedgehog. I won't treat you as a garbage
hedgehog or anything

else. I would change your diapers, however you like. I won't use that machine ever again to do it
for you.

Please. I need you>_< I would never do anything to you ever again you are my special little
hedgehog!?.'

Sonic said 'Special little hedgehog Eggman when did you get on the floor and beg on your
knees for your

baby back!.' Universe said' look sonic. I think he really means it sonic I see his tears coming
from his eyes.

He's become fully attached to him, he loves baby Gaius in true heart, let's leave them alone and
see what
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happens this is Baby Gaius is Father. He is listening to sonic.' Sonic said' O.O whoa Eggman
this is the first

Time. I ever see you like this. Baby Gaius'>. Daddy. Eggman said 'who O.o yes Baby Gaius'
Baby Gaius said

'(｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) you are a bad man, but. I cannot change you. I like you how you are (>_<) do want to
go home.

(；´Д`/ With. You)))))))). I missed you daddy!?' Eggman> Said' there. There. Let's. Go home
Baby Gaius. I got

a special surprise waiting for you a welcome home. I got lots of cookies waiting for you at the
Ship'!? Baby

Gaius said' (*≧∇ ≦*) cookies)))))))))))))). I love cookies))))!?' Eggman said'. Next time suckers
we got a big

plan that will bring something burning. Next time suckers prepare yourself because this time my
plan will not

fail!.' Baby Gaius> yeah suckers. Next time Sonic. We will beat you i'm going to mess you up'
sonic. When. I
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get my hands on you!.' Eggman said 'that's my boy who said that.'!? Baby Gaius said 'ha ha ha
ha'!? Eggman

said 'ha ha bye. You dumb loser' Baby Gaius said 'yea loser' Sonic said 'those two are mostly
a like and i

hate to beat up a diaper that come from a rotten baby. ^_^ will. not yours Baby Greed Baby
Greed>

^_^ (-^〇^-) (￣-￣) zzz Commander Shortsg said 'Sonic catch. You later guys Thank You Sonic
You Really Save the world

and your baby too. I Return Back to my Ship You can Keep the Key Card to get access to the

base in the Mystic Ruins. I want you to come down to the City Square sonic and your baby too.
Going to

reward you the Metal of Heroes. Please be there tomorrow Sonic'. Sonic said 'yes. I'll be there
Commander

Short.' Commander Shorts said '(-_^) you are wonderful Hero sonic. And that baby too. There is
the. Ship it's
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time for me to go. ? Sand from Zare sand? Anyway Farewell. Sonic until we meet again Sonic
The hedgehog

take care of your baby.' Sonic said' I will do that' Baby Star The Rabbit said 'hey Sonic. Wait,
what are we

going to do with these 2 baby Baby Greed and Baby Cabela' Universe said 'Sonic we can't
leave them here.

Somebody got to take care of them' Amy said sonic' Sonic said 'Amy' Amy said ' the world has
been turned

back to normal' Sonic said 'Me and greed Just Stop That Crazy monster zare. But that Monster
just fell in the

Core Slice the Planet in half. We were on the edge of doom.' Amy said 'Sonic why didn't the
planet blow up. It

was supposed to blow up if it was cut in half.' Sonic said 'that is very strange. I don't know. But. I
did hear

commander shorts say the planet was frozen. ??' Amy said 'you suppose the monster fell in
Core and Frosted
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it.' Sonic said 'i don't know we left before that happens, but he did turn to send when he was
burning' Amy said

'Very Strange sight Sonic Wow You got a baby. Sonic how dare you cheat on me' Sonic said
'here we go

again' Amy said 'you found another Hedgehog and you cheat on me. How dare you sonic' Sonic
said

'Amy)))))) Amy)))))) didn't cheat on you))))))) this is Baby Greed!' Amy said 'you me this Baby
Greed what

happened to him. He's a baby again' Sonic said 'The time crystal Reversed his Body. I think the
Chaos in him

were also affected.' Amy said 'that means The Energy Master Chaos Emeralds where Reversed.
They're

weak again. It will Cause him to have those Problems again every week nights of the baby
chaos Emeralds.'

Sonic said 'what can we do to sue his pain in him.' Amy said 'I don't know' Sonic said 'give me
the baby'
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Sonic said 'Hey i one to spend time with him.' Amy said 'I Know Sonic the guy needs his beauty
sleep, it's

time to take him home and put him to bed in his crib.' Baby Greed said '(oдolll)' Amy said 'and
he destroy that

monster is time for him to be put to bed in the crib., Baby Greed said '(>_<)... Amy said 'what is
that o_o oh no

the baby. I said something he didn't like.' Sonic said 'you did Amy.' Amy said 'o_o; oh no.' Baby
Greed said

'(:´Д`) WAAAAAHHH!!)))))' Sonic said 'I think you need to give them back to me. You are a
spoiled parent

Amy.' Amy said 'What'))))))-\- a Spoil Parent. You're in for Sonic. I will tear you apart!.' Sonic
said -\- not if you

got baby crying in your hands.' Amy said 'O_o' oh' Sonic said 'what are you going to do Amy
said '-_-'

Nothing Sonic. I'm going home and putting him to bed. Baby Greed>(T-T) waaa waahh!!
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Sonic said 'oh man. There she goes I got to hang around Amy's House again. In the City
Square. Well, I can

use the vacation in City Square again.' Baby Star the rabbit said 'Sonic did you forget
something.'that two

babys' Sonic> <.<' Star she took the two babys for me.' Baby Star said 'oh. I didn't see that.
Where are they'

Sonic said 'star are you feeling alright, you look smaller now. Star I one to tell you Star. You look
like a 4 year

old rabbit.' Baby Star The Rabbit> that's impossible I can't be 4 years old. I'm 12 years old.'
Universe said

'Star I think Sonic could be right on this. You do look a little bit more younger here look at the
mirror.' Star> oh

no-no)))))))))))))))) I can't believe this. I even got passions to crying. Again (T-T)' Universe said
'that Crystal

reverse everyone it's. Ok star the Monster is dead. And he's not coming back.' Sonic let take
baby star to
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Amy's house and put him to bed too' baby star' -\- you wouldn do that I have rights to!' Universe
said ' <.< oh

really' baby star said>;_;< ' please don't have that granny face i don't want to go to bed. I'm just
a bunny rabbit

wahhh!!' Universe said ok star i was just kidding stop crying your so loud'. Baby star thank you
Universe'

Universe said' anyway, sonic thank you for saving the world. And baby greed you two are really
are heroes.

For Tails and knuckles protecting the master emerald from that monster Zare. They are really
are heroes as

well. And ask for Amy, shadow and silver taking on the max robot invasion of the planet to
protect the planet.

There are also heroes of space. Thank you all for keeping the world clean and galaxy. Sonic Let
Go To Amy

House I like to take a rest there if you wouldn't mind sonic.' Sonic said 'not at all. your welcome
to sleep there if
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you like' Universe said thanks sonic' Baby star said yeah sleep over ^-^!?' Soinc said then 'Lett
Goooooo

universe' Baby star said '^-^!?'

Baby Greed is not happy to be back in the crib. Baby Greed said '-\- h g jk' Baby Cabela said
'you don't have to speak Baby

talk if you're around me. Greed I got powers that you can speak normal like. I can if you're
around me. So speak normal you

dumb baby.' Baby Greed said 'o_o-_- I'm sorry I thought they will keep the promise not to put
me in a crib.'

Baby Cabela said 'you think an adult going to keep the promise.' Baby Greed said 'well, yes.'
Baby Cabela said 'you dumb baby. No

They would just say that to get it in your head. (T-T) Look What happened to me. I'm a baby
again. And I don't like being in this

crib to. I feel the same way you do. Why do I cry-;_;-. Adults don't cry at this age whhhhaaaa!!'
Baby Greed> it ok Cabela baby
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cry at this age and we can't control that.' Baby Cabela said ' yeah can't control that you dumb
baby. Look what you did to us.

You turn this all back into babys. And I don't want to be a baby, I want to be myself again adult.'

I thought this was all a joke I thought you were not going to go through that process.

We could have saved the world our way.'

Baby Greed said 'no cabela. The world was dying. There was nothing left but volcanoes slime
and goo. Zombies roaming the

cities and worlds. And I know that the max were going to take over the world. And blow up in
contact with the ice melts. The

water was poisoned with slime and goo. When I entered Green Hill hike. It was completely dead
with slime with goo in the

water it was nasty. It was complete done it was windy. Like a nightmare as I try to get to city
square. It was completely
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deserted a ghost town with monsters. It was a wasteland. But the thing is shadow appeared
when. I got there

he was looking for a challenge. I don't know how he found me

I think he was mad when I punched him a few times in the face. I only punched him in the face
because he was

putting lies in my head. Saying, I will never defeat this monster he kept calling me, you're a
scared little baby.

that I know that you never go up there and fight him.

But he was wrong i did go up there and fight him.' Baby Cabela said ' what happened to shadow.
Did he hurt you.'

Baby Greed said ' No, I tried to avoid a fight from him. But he was blocking the way to the
entrance to the monster.

shadow wouldn't back down from a fight. He had his eyes totally on me he was mad he was in
rage of a target on me.

I tried to reason with him, but he wouldn't listen he simply attack me as soon as i started talking.
I had no choice but to
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Fight him. I simply beat him up and knock them out he fell on the ground knocked out asleep.

I did tell him if he finds me, you won't be able to fight. Me anymore, Baby Cabela said ' why is
that. Baby Greed said'

It's because I'm a baby again, he can't touch a baby.' Baby Cabela said ' oh' Baby Greed said
'he's got a long time before.

He can get that challenge again, but I did make it to the monster and guess who was there.

Baby Cabela said' who was there.' Baby Greed said' you don't no. Ok Sonic the Hedgehog and
he had all the

fusion crystals all 25 crystals me and sonic fuse and became ultimate legend. That no one seen
before.

Sonic said 'this is your fight you have to take him down on your own.

That was the first time he told me that. I felt a memory come through my head.

I vision my childhood with my family and the time they save me including sonic.
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Then a rage came through my head, I said to myself they protect me and saved my life.

From EggMan, Dr. Sheila, Zare Monsters, Nightmare Dreams, Nightmare Zare all of those
villains that was after me.

Thank you all for protecting. Me now it's my turn to save you all fromthis monster from
destroying

Our world, it will stop so I called him. >_< -\- Zare )))))))))))))))))))))))!!!!!!!!!!!!

I fought him and beat him. He fell off the cliff and froze himself.

Because he didn't want to lose against me. I Was so close to destroy him in saving the world but
he got away.

I try to get back to the mystic ruins and that's how it all happened. -_- Cabela I had no other
choice the planet was about to blow.

we would have died (T-T) I don't go bob bob g nj Baby Cabela said 'Greed' Baby Greed said 'o
hf gg' Baby
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Cabela said 'Greed' Baby Greed said 'gjjghjg' Baby Cabela said 'Greed))))))))))))))))' Baby Greed
said '

(；_；)' Baby Cabela said '-_-get closer to me. You're speaking baby talk again.' Baby Greed
said 'oh. Sorry'

Baby Cabela said 'I don't care what happens to us as long as we're ok. I will follow you to the
end of your

adventures with you there is so Much to see out there with Sonic. And You. I Love to travel with
him and see so

much things that he sees it's. A wonderful night in the moon is shining in are window' Baby
greed said 'yes it is

Beautful. Why are you holding my hand!?' Cabela said' I want to share the moments together so
when we

grow up again we will Remember this Moment do you feel the same way greed!?' Baby Greed
said'...........(・_・)

(^-^) Yes I do!?' Baby Cabela said '(・_・) :-)!?' Baby Greed said '(.>_<.) Owl my back itches.'
Baby Cabela said ' what's wrong' baby greed said 'my back of my pajamas itches.
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You won't mind scratching my back.

Baby Cabela said ' your back. Scratch it your own self. You got hands you know.' Baby greed
said ' but I can't,

I used to but my hands are smaller now and I can't reach my back.

Can you scratch it one time. At leas.t Baby Cabela said 'well okay.

Where do I scratch at.' baby greed said 'in the middle.' Baby Cabela said 'wait I see something
in your back.

Wow O_O something came out of your back. What our day

Weight there glowing yellow and they smell like the holy Temple smell have you been in a ritual
of the holy

Temple power.'

Baby greed said 'what are you talking about. What holy Temple.'
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Baby Cabela said 'wait a minute, wait a minute. You never heard of the holy Temple. That
means someone took you there. When you were a baby. You are a

lucky baby you. Must be the luckiest baby in the entire galaxy. To be granted great powers of
light, but why can

I see them. When you're fighting. Weight your hair covers the light powers, no wonder no one
can see them.

And sonic doesn't know you have them because it's hiding behind your hair and this means
you're truly are a

galaxy writer of space. The thing, is where is your spaceport. Weight I remember now. -_- It's all
gone.

Ashley told me and you Zare destroyed all the planets that are family owned. All of our people
were destroyed by him.

All of the objects. Everything that we owned is gone, we

Now wait with some friends of a family that they said they would take care of us Amy. Thank
you' baby greed said'

What are you talking about I'm way off the road here.
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Baby Cabela said -\-! You really wasn't listening' baby greed said 'know I wasn't. I playing with
The SEGA

Jukebox

I like this music sonic unleashed. This Music is very good how they host it.' Baby Cabela said'
baby greed

look behind you. Hope you. Like this' baby greed said ' ouch. What was that for.

Baby Cabela said 'for having a dumb brain.

A few minutes later baby greed said ' cabela I

'm sorry about your people that you lost I was listening a little.

It's just I don't want to hear my family, my real family.

I'm trying to forget them is because I don't want to cry in this room if I heard my real daddy, I
don't know how
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long I will stop crying I probably be like a baby won't stop crying. Please don't mention that one
it really hurts to

hear my father died.

Baby Cabela said 'oh greed. Don't feel that way we all have to say good bye's sooner or later.
We always

have to remember them, it's hard. I don't know how to put it

Baby greed said 'then don't say anything at all.'

Baby Cabela said, 'but O_O'' woe don't cry baby greed we. Could talk, about something else.'

Another few minutes later baby Cabela said ' baby greed why are we in a baby crib'

baby Greed said ' I don't know, it's probably because Amy doesn't want us to be outside. And
she's very

protective for baby like us.
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Even if we are adults inside. We're still babys and we have to follow her rules.'

Baby Cabela said ' What if I don't want to follow rules'

baby greed said ' I don't know you probably get in trouble.

You probably won't be fed or changed or anything from her again.'

Baby Cabela said ' oh' Baby Greed said' I wish I could see the stars up there it's so beautiful '

Baby cabela said ' come with me baby greed.

i want to take you somewhere with me.'

Baby greed said where are we going.' Baby Cabela said 'up to the stars'.

[[2]] ^_^ Take my hand Greed' Baby Greed said ' wow
i'm flying' Baby Cabela said 'satirist wing energy is reacting to my psychic energy.
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Look at your back your wings flapping.'!?^-^ Baby Greed <.< wow my wing are flapping.

Baby Cabela said' you want to see the stars let me show you how beautiful it is up there.

take my hand. and we're going. '

Baby Greed said ' wow we're flying be on our beds

^-^ yes I will I want to see. what up there.

Baby Cabela said' don't worry galaxy baby can breathe in space.

Now don't let go my hands. your wings are not strong enough to fly in this sky.'

Baby Greed said what about you.'

Baby Cabela don't worry. I have the strength to go up there. Even pass the gravity.

Now don't let go. I'm bout to use all my energy. To go up there'
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Baby Greed said how do we get back home. if

we're going up there.

Baby Cabela that's easy i will place a teleport niesces and. the bed

if we can't find are way home. I will snap my finers and we'll both teleport home together.

So. Let gooo' Baby greed said 'ahhh O_O>_<((('

Baby Cabela said ' Greed Open your eyes and look were we are.'

Baby Greed said 'it it it'

Baby Cabela said 'beautiful.'

Baby Greed said 'yes is that the planet in front of us.'

Baby Cabela said ' yes is ^-^ it cool is it'
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Baby Greed 'yes it is it's so big in front of us Cabela.

Baby Cabed said' you can let go of me now if you like Greed.'

your wings are formative to the space line.

Question Baby Cabela said 'Let's go to space' Baby Greed said 'But i can't breathe in space.' Baby Cabela
said '^_^ yes you can breathe. In space baby greed don't you no your galaxy hero.' Baby Greed said 'well
yes someone told me i will the galaxy baby.' baby cabela said 'then you can breathe in space' baby greed
said 'what about you' baby cabela i can breathe to i would ask if i didn't' baby greed said 'oh good point'
Baby Cabela said 'Let Goo' http://yourlisten.com/Jorgebunny.Zare/let-go-baby-greed more here > Deep
Zone http://sonicandbabygreedzone2.altervista.org/
More here soon
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Not Fix
if you watching this scene congratulations you unlock a bonus stage.
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If you skip this you won't be able to unlock it.

For every story mode you watch or Story Mode Talks.

You unlock a bonus stage fashion and one new special character.

Cabela> O_O:your hand is getting hot BabyGreed>>.<' not again did things in my stomach one to come
out it hurt Cabela> what is hurting BabyGreed My Stomach)))))) Cabela> lay down i will help you let me
see what's inside of you what are those things inside of you ? wait minute things are familiare those are
chaos emeralds you got all 7 chaos emeralds in you babyGreed> i know that they want to come to out
Waaahhh!!

Cabela> who O_O Chaos Emeralds they're floating on top of you BabGreed > (>_<) they want energy to
get bigger no m power no more no more Cabela> why are you talking that way ? it's like you're scared
BabyGreed> Scared i wish i could say something to you stinky baby i can't move becaues of them Cabela>
why are they Spinning in circles around you BabyGreed> you're about to find out its going to hurt
Cabela> ?

BabyGreed> (ﾟ Д ﾟ) ahhhhhhhh)))))))))))) Cabela> Whoa (o ﾟ□ﾟ o) BabyGreed>oh -_- Cabela> Greed are
you ok Chaos Emeralds Went Back in you Greed dont gooo somebody help i hate to do this
WAAAAAHHH!!))))))))))

Amy> what now -\- and how who dares to wake me up baby Cabela ! BabyGreed oh no greed he hot no
the Chaos Emeralds Greed wake up BabyGreed>>.< -_- (；´Д`)WAAAAAHHH!!)))))))))) Amy> ahh it ok if
only you were adult again another few years with you as a baby i got another long way to go Geez
loouise
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Later the Morning Amy> hey Sonic it time for you go up there Knuckles> Amy When did you go Baby
shopping Amy> Would you like to Know Tails> we do you got there Baby Hedgehog that light greed
hedgehog looks familiar Amy> well then why don't you guessed who he is Tails Knuckles Tails> i go first
did you get married Amy> No <.< Tails did get Married Tails> oh-_-' Knuckles Knuckles> ? -_-! ^_^> are
you a foster Parent of These Hedgehogs Amy> (ˇ_ˇ) what no Knuckles that is the dumbest Answer
Knuckles Tails> are these grandkids Amy> no Tails i don't got Grand kids Knuckles> ? are you babysitting
Amy> No Knuckles Tails> ?? are you working in City Square Daycare Amy> * - -) No But tha'd be a good
place to take them Knuckles> ? ! i no))) you're taking Care of lost Orphan Amy> no Knuckles that is a
another dumb answer Tails> i give up Knuckles> me to Tails> who are these Baby hedgehogs Amy> well
since you two don't know Let me start with the green one Tails>?? Knuckles>?? Amy> that baby is
BabyGreed Tails> o_o What knuckles> What

happened to him he a baby again Sonic> he use the time Crystal to turn back time any cost him to turn
back into a baby The time Crystal was Meant to turn back time when Zare not on this world and that
was the time when Greed landed on this world when he was just one years old but the time crystal
didn't go back any further in time he only 2 years old Tails> so it went a little bit back when he was just 2
years old Sonic> that's right Tails

Knuckles> and these other Baby are Cabela and the Healer Amy> they were all effective Star The Rabbit
not the baby Me To Tails> your Baby to Star> no not that much i return to be 4 years old i'm kids Tails>
it's kind of a baby's Age Knuckles> Why are you wearing a Sheet<.<? Star oh ' it' Just i'm cold Sonic> its
not that cold out here it's kind of Warm out here Star> (oдolll)' Universe> (ˇ_ˇ) Star Show it Star>('ﾟ Д ﾟ)
Ahh >.< o_o' Sonic> what no way Universe> little star had problems last night so i picked these up for
him star> please don't laugh at me Amy> ^_^ lol Star wearing diapers Star> (T-T) i wish i was older again
Universe>(ˇ_ˇ) don't feel so bad star you're still a baby even if your 4 years old you're still a baby Star>
greed did this to meee why did you turn me back into a baby why greed whyyyy-\- Universe> Knock it
off star he had no choice star do you want to see us be eaten by Zombies how much zombies can we
hold off and do you one to being blown to smithereens Do star do you Star> (T_T) (；
´Д`)WAAAAAHHH!!)))))))))) no Univers i don't want to be eaten by boogeyman

Knuckles> -_-' boogeyman Universe> oh great i made the baby cry <.<' it ok your not dead ok you're still
alive Stop Cry your eyes are like a Sprinkler star>(；_；) Universe let's go home i don't want to be here
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in front of all these People they're looking at me and they have hearts in their eyes Universe> No Star
were here to See Sonic get his Medal if there was another problem O_O like what is that smell Star how
could you what am i going to do with you Star> can we go home now Universe> (╬◣д◢) go home now
Star Amy is there a place that we can take these Baby Amy Amy> yes i do know where to take these ha
ha ha ha-\- Star> i don't like where this is going Star>＼(>_<)／ a Day Care Center Help me Universe The
Hedgehog))))) Universe> Help you . you little furball what you did was gonna keep you here trying to get
away to go home not going to happen star> but but but Universe> no but

i be back for you for you can see sonic get his medal star> Universe don't leave me here waaaaahhh!

Universe> ( . .)? what a cry baby and he says he's a kid he's nothing but a baby <.< a 4 Year old is still a
baby He Jessie> don't worry we will keep an eye on these little ones ^_^ and will give the baby bunny a
clean diaper to Amy> ok ^_^ he only did that because he wanted to go home Jessie> oh well he's just a
baby Amy> will take care of them Jessie> ^_^ we will Sonic> see geed give us a break for a change Star>
i'm not a baby i'm a big kids BabyGreed> a big are you Star Star>? who said that star> let me out of here
its not fair Cabela> not fair is it Star> stop scary me who ever you are BabyGreed > a scared little Bunny
who scared of voices that's not a big kid that's more like a baby star> i big kids i'm not scared Cabela>
what did you do today did you want to go home about star> (o.o' nothing i was enjoying the breeze
BabyGreed> you wouldn't be lying with you star Star>o;-;o

Cabela> tell truth you are a baby say say say star> >_<' BabyGreed > say say say star> ok i'm baby i have
problem i can't control it i'm baby i one to big again Babygreed> it ok star i baby to i turn myself back
into one because it was the only way to save the world Star> o_o greed you can talk BabyGreed> of
course i can talk its long is a half cabelas beside me Cabela> why does he act this way BabyGreed> i
really don't know But this is how he is Cabela> ok it seems you're in trouble Bunny they coming back
here to clean you up right now i hope you enjoy the treatments Star> what treatment BabyGreed> you
will find out Star> oh no David> take him Star> let go me James> Kids don't worry kid you won't have
nothing to worry about when i finish with you

Star> Ahhhh few Minutes later and he got cleaned up BabyGreed> how was it Star> it was over there
give me a bath Cabela> (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) you don't have to explain the other thing's against your butt Star> oh
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Doom>i must find him he is the answer of Zare

Knuckles> Sonic i have this problem with Cha Cha He wants us all to come down to his

Stadium Sonic> another dance what is he up to this time Amy> -\- i know what he's up to playing for a
date

Sonic> <.<' well that's good for you Knuckles> anyway Sonic wants us to come down for a lovely dance
for a challenge for the trophy hello there you must be the one who saves the world i'm Dr Joevo a
scientist of searching Tails> Sonic he was the one who released Zare Sonic> But he's dead there's no
more harm anymore Tails> oh Sonic> nice to meet you Joevo what is your plans this Time Dr Joevo Dr
Joevo> ? what plans Tails> he doesn't remember Sonic very strange Sonic> Nothing Dr Joevo> i'm here
to gratulations to both of you Sonic And Greed Dr Joevo> ? were is Greed Sonic> he's in the daycare
Center Dr Joevo> what is he doing there having baby trouble Universe> No it's just another stinker went
to the daycare center he's in trouble today Sonic> and we took them there so he won't be alone Dr
Joevo> oh ok just rememberto bring them back here in time Amy> we will Dr Joevo> well see you later
heroes Sonic> ok Cabela> (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) fun can we do i'm getting bored and hungry BabyGreed> Me to Star>
i can say the same thing i am hungry ( . .) oh man i wish i could eat a carrot now Greed why is in the
healer speaking with us BabyGreed> She is meditating she's an elder they usually don't speak good
mostly quiet even if their baby is mostly strange Star> but your elder Cabela> (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) not elder i'm a
regular human but i'm a hedgehog Babygreed> She was turned into a hedgehog too like me ^_^ it was
because you chose that Star> how did she become one BabyGreed> a bad man turned into one Cabela>
(｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) i think it was an accident Eggman> actually drop the potion by accident BabyGreed> it was the
potion of supposed to turn me back into a Hedgehog i didn't want to be a rabbit Cabela> that potion
dropped on me but it was an accident it took awhile for Sonic to make another one Star> what
happened to EGGMAN BabyGreed> he ran away Cabela> it was all up to Sonic Now Star> did sonic turn
you back into a Hedgehog BabyGreed> ^_^ yes he did he came through it one but the ship was on fire
Sonic had to be the hero to get off the ship he managed to Save Me and Cabela Star> whoa Jessie> ok
little ones is time for a bottle treatment star> Bottle treatment what is that BabyGreed> they're going to
feed we can't feed ourself anymore my teeth are small and i can't eat big stuff anymore Cabela> just sit
and relax and enjoy yourself Star><.< i can feed myself i'm 4 Cabela> well you're in a daycare they going
to feed you their way Star i hate this place Shadow> So Sonic getting a medal of heroes where is your
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son i have a score to settle with him Sonic> you don't want to no Shadow because he's not what you
think anymore Shadow> what . what are you talking about Sonic Sonic> (￣ー￣)> he a B A B Y
Shadow> ? -_- B a B y Ba bay baby he Baby he turned into a baby(oдolll) Sonic> (￣ー￣)> yes the time
crystal reversed his body to everyone who came to this world turn back into a baby including Greed The
Hedgehog and he in the daycare if you want to see him he's having his vacation to get away from you
Shadow> Sonic i want to see him Sonic> ok here you are Shadow>? baby here David> hey you can't go in
there now they're feeding the baby shadow> Chaos Control))))))))))) david> ahhhh Shadow> in my
dreams no one tells me what to do were are you Greed)) o.o Greed he is baby
noooooooooooooooooooo Jessie> you wouldn't mind being quiet i'm feeding the babys and you mind
getting another bottle for the baby bunny for me ? hey your not David if you are a kidnap there's babys
going to be trouble with the police Sonic> it ok were here to put up the baby Jessie> ? oh ok Sonic>well
shadow i told you Shadow> it's not fair >.< i will never get my revenge for a long time Shadow> he Sonic>
o.o Shadow> i can wait Sonic because when he grows up he's mine Amy> see you later shadow hit the
road Universe> i will take that baby bottle Uiverse> =_= here go here little baby bunny Star> what took
you so long like these ^_^ formulas Uiverse> =_= i did no you like baby bottle Star> yes like them and
daycare Uiverse>=_=* you do Star> yes i do jessie i like here ^_^ Uiverse>=_=* are you sure i'm Jessie
Star> ^_^ of course you Jessie like you more then Uiverse he's nothing but a loser Uiverse> =_=***
Universe> loser how much is he a loser BabyGreed>(oдolll) BabyCabela>(oдolll) Star> the big loser in the
world and i did something in his shoes he didn't even notice i was there he Universe> Rawr=_=*****
Star> ? universe> what big hands i got Star Star> oh ooo' Star> ahh Universe oh no Universe> yes me
MooRawr (╬◣д◢) what did you do to my shoes little rabbit Star>Universe we can talk about this i didn't
really mean it Universe> oh but you did your Cornered on by the wall Star> Universe you cannot hurt a
baby you know Universe> you're right star i have something i can do to you since you want to be a baby
i will turn like one just like Greed (╬◣д◢) how would you like to be dressing up like One Star Star> oh no
(#ﾟ Д ﾟ) ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh))))) Universe> ha ha ha ha now you look like a two year old like
greed star> (T-T) not fair Universe> life is not fair since you are two old you be in the crib like an ordinary
baby ha ha and there be no carrots but carrot juice Star> (T-T) i not 2 Universe> i no your punished
maybe you'll learn in the world how to be a big kids not a baby

Amy>Whoa what happened to star Universe> he thinks he can mess around with me he's got another
thing coming come on you little baby rabbit and take your bottle with you Star (>;_;<) Amy> good luck to
you too Universe> we will see you in the second row Catch you there Amy> ok Tikal> i knew this was
going to happen to him he turn back time did he sonic> yes he did BabyGreed >^_^ Tikal>he looks very
happy that i'm here Silver> its because you brought into this world if it wasn't for you we wouldn't be
here Ashley> Silver is right if it wasn't for you the world will be like this are our people would like to see
you in the sky ruins for a talk of family time Would you come Tikal Tikal> Why not it Would be great to
speak with your people Ashley> thank you l will Sure to have a wonderful Feast for all of us for a
wonderful family time Knuckles> You're an African Hedgehog we have never seen one of them Ashley>
yes we are African hedgehog that Lives in the Sky Ruins
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are People Stil Survives in the Sky Ruins sonic> we are sorry about your Mirror Jewels

that BabyGreed Exhort the Power of it Ashley> its ok it was meant for him to learn those abilities i want
to tell you the Mirror Jewels are Restored are People Revive Them Tails> whoa that means we can use
them now Ashley> you think you're going to use them not on for my life Tails> oh man Cha cha> Well
look who it is hello Amy Amy> Cha Cha what are you doing here Cha Cha> i can't resist you my dear after
you drew me in the trash can i can't Raises heart any longer but i still have these feelings every time i
see a trash can i fall out of it but this time you cant not put me in the trash they close today Ha ha ha
Amy oh yea Cha Cha> Yea my Love anyway what happened to Greed he seems to be small again Sonic>
he turn back time and he became in to a baby a again Cha Cha> he did how could you do that to yourself
Sonic> it was the only way because we're on the edge of being destroyed or be eaten by zombies Amy>
it's not him fault he had no choice Cha Cha well its back to being a baby for you again ^_^ i said it to you
enjoy having a vacation being a baby again BabyGreed> (*^-^*) you Cha Cha> ! know what i have an idea
why not go down to the happy dance in club for the babys there's a tournament going down there in a
given wait awesome fashion for the baby top 1 top 2 top 3 and top 4 Sonic> i don't think babygreed can
dance Cha Cha> then train him don't be such a weakling gogo to the go downtown Look for happy dance
in club in downtown City Square Next to the Baby Talent Fashion Show Sonic> Baby Talent Fashion Cha
Cha > ? it's where you dress up your baby to show off their cuteness if you have a cute baby you'll be
able to enter and let him show his cuteness and talent what he can do there's is a big price for a
tournament there to check it out too if you like don't worry Sonic you can teach him how to do the
moves if you are strong and willing to teach him Sonic> i can do it can teach him Amy> hey Sonic what if
i enter Cabela for the tournament Universe> i here Tournament Cha Cha> Yes Universe Tournament if
you have a baby you can enter them Universe> i do have a baby right here Cha Cha> Star what
happened to you

same thing would happen to greed Cha Cha> really it happen to you too ok ^_^ well he's a baby so he
can enter to Universe> Tails> well i Take the Babyhealer Cha Cha> Well then your all set we see you
there and Sonic Sonic> yea Cha Cha> don't forget the stadium dance tournament Sonic> i will be there
Cha Cha> that goes for all of you too i want to see who's the best dancer who can beat me in the
tournament are you good enough to dance Amy Rose Amy> that sounds like a challenge (╬◣д◢) Cha Cha.
Cha Cha> yes it is my dear see you dad my love catch you later Amy>(╬◣д◢) ahh Amy broke the pole not
your Love Loveboy Sonic><.<' i didn't know how strong you can be hitting the pole across the wall Amy
Knuckles> the present is coming on its time Sonic Sonic> yea Knuckles Amy> wait Sonic let's hear what
he's going to say maybe he call you up Cream> hey sonic BabyGreed>(ﾟ;Д ﾟ) (>_<) Cream> what's wrong
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Greed wait now he different Amy> he reverse time and turn back into a baby again CreaM> ^_^ ! Greed >
Cream you might have your own style but not getting me even if i look like a bunny that you're in love
wit Cream> we will see about that Greed Amy can i hold the baby you mean Cabela Cream> no i one to
hold babygreed i think he's diaper needs to be changed Babygreed> (ﾟ Д ﾟ) Amy> ok here you go take
him to bathroom and changed him Cream> ＼(^^＼) ok 益 ಠ) ha ha got you greed Amy> oh and take
Cabela what you to she need one to Cream> let go BabyGreed no big boy no more your my now greed
since when the bathroom change you ? GreedBaby> >.< Cabela help me Cabela> (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) what's the
matter with this one are you scared of her BabyGreed> yes i'm so scared Cabela> (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) ok what did
she do to you BabyGreed> when i was a baby in the past she gave me the worst diaper changes with
glue s he gave me the worse is milk of my life when i needed to go to sleep she put me in a crib with
dirty clothes what tell you cabela that milk she gave me was nothing but mud with caterpillars in it not
only that when i was on the flame carrier she turned me into a rabbit when i was finding outif i will really
a hedgehog so i went the transformation that's when she fall in and dropped hair all over me that's what
i was turned into a rabbit not only that she wants to marry me (>.<) help me Cabela she's going gloomy
down again Cabela> nothing to worry about just relax BabyGreed> nothing to worry about what are you
crazy she's the worst nightmare ever seen ahhh she will be in my dreams forever as a number 1st
nightmare Cream>ok now BabyGreed it's time to remove that dirty diaper (`皿´) your helpless now and
this is my revenge BabyGreed> help me no no no 【o´ﾟ□ﾟ`o】 please don't do it again ahh Cabela> <.<
Relax she's just changing your diaper BabyGreed>not my dreams got to same time control if only i 3
years old if only i can say it >,< th no ti no bhjTinb ahh Cream> let's see how much you got he babyGreed>
oh no Timn yu tim time gh time changing)))))))) Cabela> ? where did she go BabyGreed> i sent her
somewhere far away in china)))

Cream> ? noooooooooooooooooooooo Greed))))ahhhh a Sensei> please be quiet we are training here
no yrlling (╬◣д◢) i get you Greed)))))))))))))))))))))))))

Cabela> nice going you dumb baby how much to get my changed now BabyGreed> you can wait Cabela>
hmmmm what are you doing now BabyGreed> i'm trying to cast time ability i'm going to try to teleport
amy here

BabyCabela>but you don't know how to speak the words BabyGreed> i spoke the words ones maybe i
could speak again >.< concentrate concentrate Time Changing)))) Amy> how the heck did i get here ?
BabyGreed and BabyCabela what were Cream did she leave you here and did left you here undone
where is she and what's with this glue ? i guess BabyGreed> ^_^❤Amy> i guess i have to change you
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guys and girls oh (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) boy a few minutes later let's go back where sonic is since you're all cleaned
up BabyGreed> (^-^ BabyCabela><.< he the president> thank you for coming we have heard the
monster attack the city Universte> Amy over here sonic over here Amy> Universte oh ok Babygreed> (￣
ー￣) hello star it since you got dressed up as a baby nice bib(-^_^-) lol ha ha ha you shoiuld have kept
your mouth closed you may universe so mad that he did something worse to you his eyes were so red
he was ready to burst out to hurt you lol ha ha ha Star> its not funny BabyCabela> looks like you're
punished little rabbit so much trouble are you having look on the bright side rabbits at least you can join
the club with us star> what club the BabyGreed> ^_^> baby talent show and the dancing club Maybe if
you win the tournament you can get out of trouble Star> how am I going to win a tournament
BabyGreed> just try to be the best dancer in the cutest baby Ever BabyCabela> (｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) but do you
think you're going to beat as Star> can try maybe I can win BabyCabela> That sounds like a challenge I
like challenges do you think you could be a girl but has beautiful looks and beautiful dresses

(✿◖◡◗)there is no way you can beat me and my friend next to me to Greed is that right Greed
BabyGreed(._.) oh I don't know do you think I can win Cabela What style do I have to look like for a boy
BabyCabela> (* - -)Whatever a baby boy wears You dumb baby when did you become stupid again
where is the smart Hedgehog I know star> What style you do you wear do you even know how to dress
yourselfs BabyCabe> ? i don't remember do you BabyGreed Do you remember how to change yourself
Babygreed> ? Let me see BababyStar> (oдolll)' BabyCaber>(oдolll)' Amy>【o ﾟ□ﾟ o】 oh no Babygreed
don't you dare pull off your diaper and from everyone A few minutes later Amy put is Diaper back on
him Babygreed Don't take off your diaper keep it on (╬◣д◢) Babygreed>(｡･ˇ_ˇ･｡) i don't remember
that's probably cuz we're babies I think Amy would do it for us cuz were babies again ? (・_・｜What's
wrong Cabela why are you starting to laugh BabyCabela> Because that is one of the stupidest thing you
ever did in front of everyone you must be embarrassed BabyGreed> what did i do Star> (=ω= ;) you
pulled off your diaper in front of everyone and they were laughing at you BabyGreed> oh no (oдolll)
BabyCabela>(⌒∩⌒) lol (⌒∩⌒) lol you stupid baby BabyGreed> its not funnuy it was an accident
BabyCabela>accident trying to figure out how to change yourself in front of everyone that is dumb as
well and stupid babygreed>(；_；)it was an accident please stop laughing at me I will BabyCabela>
continue laughing at you because you are the stupidest baby ever known lol ha ha ha BabyGreed>(>;_;<)
Star> that's enough you're making him cry what if he's the dumb baby it doesn't change a thing when he
grows up he will be smart again BabyCabela> oh no Greed don't cry BabyGreed>(；_；)..
BabyCabela>I'm very sorry how much you feel about that about I'm very sorry it won't happen again I
will not tease you that way again Greed just forget what we said BabyGreed> you were making fun of
me BabyCabela> I know please I was just having a little fun I don't care if you're a dumb baby as long as
you're my little Baby friend at all thats matters to me I don't want us to be split apart I want us to
continue our Aventures equally wherever we go we will face it together other ways of a path
BabyCabela>(*^-^*) BabyGreed> (；_；)I don't want to be split apart from you you are a true friend
BabyCabela They both hugged each other with a true ❤Frindship❤hug it only you can see those two
hugging each other it's with a true friendship its just like tails and Sonic BabyCabela> are you feeling a
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little better now I hope those tears don't come out Again only if something else comes up or if you're in
trouble and did you did something wrong or anything else but not like this Babygreed> Yes I'm feeling
better what's wrong with you why are you turning pink what's with the tail BabyCabela> Oh no it seems
it's time for me to become a mutant again the elders give me a potion so I can become a Fleche
Hedgehog it's guess it's time to show you my true self I am a hedgehog bunny BabyGreed> Not another
bunny sanctuary don't glue me down don't glue my diaper down BabyCabela> what's wrong with you I
am NOT cream that's what cream did that to you not me I am different than her Babygreed> oh I forget
BabyCabela> Boo BabyGreed> Ahhh BabyCabela> you're still scared of cream BabyGreed> stop that
you're scaring me BabyCabela> let's just forget about her BabyCabela> whatever you say ! Hey look Who
is that black guy on there looks like a jelly or squid with one eye BabyGreed> Never seen such a thing
like that before but he looks like a monster BabyCabela> There is no more monsters all the monsters
disappear after you use time reverse everything they don't is this to completely gone BabyGreed>
maybe you're right maybe the dressing up because Halloween is on its way maybe look its commander
shorts it looks like he's going up soon The president> after dignity and strength they fought very hard to
protect the world and a stand still alive I called up here commander shorts may these heroes continue
saving our world commander shorts please come up here and speak to the world Commander shorts>
yes Mr President As this fallen place was turned into darkness a monster was roaming the city are
soldiers tried to stop the mall we fought and fought as years pass by but I simply couldn't hold on much
longer But we didn't give up we managed to hold the line of the other side of the city that he was
heading to fought our butts off to protect the city But we lost a lot of people and soldiers to that
monster the turn Zombies and demons them into a lot of Monster we lost a lot of soldiers in the process
but we didn't give up that creature squash are people we lost and Jason in the process a great soldier
Jason was a great soldier of the Starship His family knows that he is gone and he will be a legend to our
starships forever for ever His family is on my starships and he'll be a legend of his family forever will live
on to outdo starship are people managing to control the people on the ship but now we have a new
phase of our home and our people can live on this planet from the starship our people are different
from your world our babies are different as well they can talk and walk at age 0 they came from
opposite planet from our homes from another planet on the other side of the galaxy now I'm calling up
A Great Hedgehog who tried to stop him and destroy him I call up Sonic the Hedgehog and Babygreed
the Hedgehog May you to come up to receive your medals Amy> Sonic here Baby Greed take him up
there with you Sonic>Hey little one I'm sorry you're not an adult and you can't talk anymore but you
have a long ways to go to grown up again but BabyGreed> (^_^) Sonic> I will take care of you I promise
that and I think Amy will too lets go babyGreed Sonic>? Strange when I'm holding you. you feel A little
light have Amy been feeding you lately I hope your stomach can get some Baby Food in there well let's
go we can't keep commander shorts waiting Commader Shorts> I give you Sonic the Hedgehog and
Greed the Hedgehog The hero who saved us from the monster Zare that he's completely destroyed and
never coming back this monster was after this baby he wants to kill him his history he had to destroy
this this baby hedgehog but his future failed he didn't get the chance to destroy him so that's why he is
no more thanks to these two he is destroyed by them and there is a future for all of us so I get these
metals to these two heroes bravery and strength and being a wonderful hero of the world his medals
goes to Sonic the Hedgehog and Greed the Hedgehog take these metals with you and be a hero of the
world and stop Eggman at Dr Sheila capturing this baby those are the last two Villains we got to worry
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about Sonic may you take care of your little baby because he's your son and you chose to be a guardian
of you are you continue being a guardian including Amy Rose congratulations Sonic They all clapped at
sonic and babgreed Sonic> I will continue protecting him thanks you commander shorts> No mention it
sonic you work very hard to protect this world and your son can continue protecting BabyGreed the
Hedgehog continue stop and Eggman and Dr Sheila they're up to no good and I know you can stop them
to Sonic> I will do what I have to do to stop them thanks on it commander shorts > now I have someone
else to talk to Before I wrap this up I hope you can show off your metal to your friends good luck to you
Sonic the Hedgehog and your baby too commander shorts alluded Sonic the Hedgehog Sonic> Well baby
great it seems like a new adventure for both of us but what is that smell you did something in your
diaper commander shorts> I think your baby needs to be diapered changed farewell Sonic.. Sonic>
farewell commander shorts good luck on the Mystic Ruins commander shorts> we will we will protect it
our base will be protected as well it could be useful to be opening up a barrier to protect it from
enemies like vampire Sonic> Amy I think the baby needs to be changed again Amy> I'm on it BabyCabela>
What did you do up there BabyGreed> I couldn't help it I was just so excited of getting a medal
BabyCabela> well I guess this is your first time doing that I guess so we're going to be babies for a long
time we got a long ways to grow up so let's get used to it BabyGreed> I guess so Amy> there you all
clean BabyStar> I never thought that you would be a great hero to commander shorts Don't worry
bunny maybe one day you'll be Hero like I am BabyStar> I can BabyGreed> of course you can just try to
work on it BabyStar> I will BabyGreed thank you BabyGreed> (^_^) you're welcome BabyStar>(^_^)
Commander shorts> I need to speak to one more person I have one last metal to give to someone for
rescuing this baby and bring him to our future if it wasn't for her this world would not be beautiful I'm
calling up someone did had a great heart entering the world of the past of Rohan Castle and rescuing
baby greed if she's here right now please step up here so we can have a little talk Tikal I have something
to say to you for bravery and strength and find the answers to bring him here and holding the stuff away
from his mind and controlling the darkness was in him you traveled very far from your ancestors finding
the monster who was trying to take his life but it was too complicated for him to reach him but now that
he's in our world there is hope to save in this planet there is a new hero and that's the babygreed one
Tikal> don't forget Sonic commander shorts> course we will never forget him I give you this medal for
wonderful travel this metal is the travel of time of heroes for your strength and bravery to bring them
here this is the Medal of Honor take it with you so our people know who you are the one who saved
baby Greed future and ours Thank you very much I will take this with me and thank you all believing in
me i brung greed back because it was supposed to be a future for him here ancestors of the elders told
me that they open up the doors for me to go rescue him I think the elders for this too if it wasn't for the
elders we would have never had a chance so it's Medal already belong to them but I will take it because
they told me to the names of Secrets to out the galaxy and they said there was a legendary hedgehog
that died a long time ago elder kimchi may his name be legendary to our home land he was the one who
saved the baby back in his time and his real?! Nevermind thank you Doom> you are the key to releasing
Zare I will take you with me Tikal> ahhhh Shadow> doom you're still alive Doom> Shadow I will not be
defeated by you again there is a new challenge for you shadow and the rest of you I'm bringing him back
I will take Dr Joe vole Dr Joe Vole> ahhhh Shadow> You won't get away with this doom Doom> I am
shadow I am universe> who is this creep shadow> long arrival from the past Sonic> Doom is back
shadow> yes sonic Doom trying to bring back some one ChaCha> spinning rapper are you okay Tikal
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Doom> whoever you are you cross the line Omega> sensor indicate the doom returned must terminate
you machine are really tempting me I have no time to mess around with you heroes I have what I want
Tikal and Dr Joe Vole tell me what is the antidote to release him or I'm turning you into darkness Tikal
tell me now >_< tell me Tikal or you lose your life Tikal ok the antidote is the 7 Chaos Emeralds and the
seven black skulls potions that are shaped with different faces there in city square in the Mystic Ruins
Doom thank you you two are now worthless to me farewell Tikal> ahhhh DR Joe Vole> ahhh Sonic Tails
Got to you too what is the darks circle you guys just fell right out of it just disappeared it seems you're
up against Doom again he's planning to bring back zare BabyStar> where to start in the city Doom>
shadow you couldn't Destroy me so easily i Managed to get away from your attack i will destroy you
Shadow The Hedgehog and i found someone did i'm going to bring back Zare all i need is the antidote to
bring him back ha ha ha Zare fossil ha ha ha ha ha)))))) All say> Sonic And Greed Avengers GX The Rise of
The Chaos Fusion
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Sonic and BabyGreed Story Mode
ThIs story mode, it talks about what's going to happen to The city, observet to fix it. soon

Sonic return back to the city something terrible is going to happen to it the darks side is about to be
released into that. world Zare, Sonic is not having his vacation today there is a terrible threat is going to
release on to that city, far worse than chaos all he needs is to collect the seven skull potions, and the
seven Chaos Emeralds is fine the way to bring back the most powerful monster Be the biggest monster
of the city a dark shadow. Is floor man across the city Would you know Christmas is not that far away. on
this dark day of City Square After the city was rebuilt it seems something else was. coming there way
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again some of the people were disguised as soldiers of the sky. legions. commander shorts soldiers from
the beginning the soldiers were around the city, but no one noticed they were there Even cream the
rabbit, was a notice but they see her flying around the city,he people didn't notice on that city until now
the soldiers were walking the streets. the soldiers came out of hiding and started marching because they
knew he, is coming back that's why Sonic the Hedgehog is fine, his way towards the city again, New
challenges await for Sonic
Middle city fight
The middle city fight

Is the middle field that close to the park around the field is the city what is open place where
people walk to enjoy the. park there in the place, Were they take the young one to play at the
park Sonic and parasite are fighting around the wishing well In this game Sonic Can punch kick
spin grab throw pickup boxes and throw boxes at the enemy rings and new twin rings Twin rings
are very special for baby greed they increase his power the useless to Sonic but they can be
used as a weapon to Throw at the enemy Now remember this is New Here's, an idea

Sonic can use special attacks The more you level up the more skills you get and stronger Sonic
can be as a fighter in the. city Special Attacks are. sonic seismic toss are used against the
enemy This is a good special effect Sonic will throw you up in the air jump really high grab, you
and punching you to the ground as he throws you down that really hurts and it's really effective it
could knock you out if you have no rings you could lose a lot of rings or be destroyed howeve. If
his level is stronger than you. you lose the game Second Special Attacks

by Sega or / Sonic Team. This a special attack Sonic was spin very fast to increase his speed
and crush you spending to your stomach getting a. perfect shot at you anyway hit you very hard
this could completely wipe you out or lose rings

This a special attack Sonic was spin very fast to increase his speed and crush you spending to
your stomach getting a. perfect shot at you anyway hit you very hard this could completely wipe
you out or lose rings
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Sonic and level up for every fight make you get stronger and faster it helps him for not losing
rings because this is going to be a fast fight they fight you faster take the ring from you as a split
second crushers is a very fast and fighting you in be hard to beat them and it's good for online
But this only works if your commander shorts online base they will take you to a training room a
fighting matches we're not that command a short base yet OK, I'm going to give you the real
inside of the base there is a splendid idea soon
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You will like this and its raining too and thundering as you fight I think this is a good idea and it
fun ^_^ Try hitting a wooden box across parasites head and breaking it across his hand fun it
Don't get a sigh people because this street matches the one of the best matches you ever fight
on against parasites oh and Parasite is a streetfighter Hedgehog That Sonic barge up on the
wrong side of the Street
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September 20, 2014 by Element Knight 375
Jorgebunny.zare
Sonic R Sonic CD Sonic Ficky island Sonic Fighters

Sonic Riders Sonic Sonic Pinball Party Sonic Unleashed Sonic Adventure 2: Battle Sonic Free
Riders Sonic Generations Sonic the Hedgehog (2006 game) Sonic Golf DX Sonic the
Hedgehog Golf Sonic Bowling (2009) Sonic Colours Sega Superstars Tennis Sonic Panel
Puzzle Sonic Speed DX Sonic's Daifugou Sonic's Casino Poker Sonic Hearts Sonic Fishing
Sonic Gammon Sonic Billiards Shadow Shoot Sonic Reversi Sonic's Mine Sweeper Sonic
Hopping Sonic basketball I think they got it I forgot the name and soccer oh baseball Shadow
the Hedgehog sonic adventures Director's Cut DX So that's your game and the music that it
amazing only I'm actually here in the artist that is amazing I wanted to tell. you only someone
could put a good music out of this game I want to tell you if the store does it come out good you
can always switch this is whoever who has the hard to make this better I want to tell you one
more thing if only Sonics Sega team could make a home in Miami that is close to me all of it
having a second building in Miami that'll make the people happy here in probably me I would
love to meet them and talk to them and maybe they'll find out that this me here it'll be amazing
all of you coming to Miami making yourself a new building here and rocking out with all the
people here. oh like all Sonic Game are good + Night ^_^
September 21, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Element Knight 375
Mine's Sonic Adventure 2. The music's great, it's deep, and I think it plays pretty well.
More soon
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sonic was going to Amy's, house until he ran into somebody called parasite the Hedgehog.
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It seems parasite wanted, something from Sonic he wanted the baby Because he lost against ChaCha.

It seems parasite was heading to Amy's house as Well it looks like he was trying to get the baby, but
Sonic will not allow Him To take a baby from him Parasite told Sonic get out Of my way but Sonic would
not allow him to go past him Sonic push. Parasite really hard into the wall Sonic said you're not going
any further you got to try to get past me first to get the baby. Parasite said you looking for a disgusting
challenge Sonic and you're facing the most powerful disgusting Hedgehog with my dark hand Sonic
prepares to die Sonic said well then let,s party and see who get the baby first disgusting Hedgehog a
fight struck in the middle field of the city Stage were Fight

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As Sonic knock parasite through the wishing well, something was very strange a portion, was on the
wishing well on the top of the statue it fell on parasites, parasite grabs it and booked as Sonic standard
there Sonic was not alone somebody was. Watching him it, was a galaxy elder wizard Not just her it was
also an Eggman and the baby, Eggman said You have no idea what your up against Sonic, it's good to be
back in city square but I have a little friend by my side to meet my little partner Baby Gaius The
Hedgehog ha ha ha Destruction is coming and soon the city will soon face its mercy ha ha ha ha ha
ha. .the next morning

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
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as sonic got, out of Middle City Sonic made it to City Square, and at Amy's house But little did he Know
Amy was in the home that's when tails came. Sonic asks. Tails were is Baby greed Tails said baby greed is
at the park Sonic says what is with baby Cabella tales said Amy gave me Cabella to babysit. Amy wanted
to spend time with baby greed. Sick of being, a babysitter sonic said it'll be okay, just got to get used to it
it's not that hard to babysit a baby Tails said. Yeah right changing diapers is hard specially a girl anyway
Sonic I found one Chaos Emerald that mean the baby picked up from Tikal Sonic said, This is good tails 1
Chaos Emerald 1 slight chance to protect it from doom But Sonic what would you be going, to first the
skull potions Or the Chaos Emeralds will have to hunt them both down wherever we can find them right
Sonic said Tales let's head to the park and pick up baby greed tails said right Sonic Remember you guys
gotta find a park in City Square As Sonic and Tails made it to Park Square something is going on down at
the park Amy was in trouble what's, worse sonic tails found trouble Eggman was planning to steal the
baby again use. him as an evil plot here's what. Came down let's go in deeper Sonic said release the
baby now Eggman said isn't the wonderful hero Sonic This brings so much Memories doesn't it. sonic
said what is your plan this time Eggman, Eggman said simply I finally got what I want a baby. that I can
bring something powerful to take over the world Robotnik land the ultimate City I can finally rule it all
the day is coming true and it's coming very soon this most powerful Baby of energy I will soon. as its
power to freeze this planet It's going to be nothing but an ice chill on the city This is the day Sonic I
Finally rule the world And this time Sonic, my plans will not fail on City Square I'm putting it to work and
I'm making sure it will not fail but this time it's not Going to fail I might have lost against chaos but.
Slimeball is not here anymore Well Sonic it's time for me to hit the sky catch you later, sonic loser tails.
said sonic He's getting away Amy said. Sonic said do something I got think of something fast he's too far
away on the other side Crazy, Billy said, spinning whips sonic said, Who is that hedgehog never seen him
before crazy Billy Said no one steals a baby from someone and get away with it. You are never going, to
get this wish and freeze Texas on my eye It's never going to happen salt egg Eggman said you destroyed
my cage and free baby greed you're it going to be sorry what you done No one ruins my plans for this
city not on my watch, going to be sorry for this prepare, to be Scorpion food Eggman activated a robot, a
six-legged scorpion, a fight broke out in Square Park, sonic amy Tails and crazy Billy, was fighting an
Eggman scorpion

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Sonic tails and crazy Billy stopped Eggman something was going to happen at that time

Eggman Said No way I can't believe this what the

Crazy, Billy Said Hey tails are you okay tails said Yes, I guess so I managed, to protect baby greed from
Eggman attacks crazy Billy said you got a Chaos Emerald you must be lucky to find one tails said yes, but
who are you

My name is crazy Billy the Hedgehog I am a hedgehog from out west I carry a whip and I'm one of the
fastest Hedgehog I live out west I seem to have travelled from the train from Texas to City Square tails
said So you are a Texas Hedgehog crazy Billy said yes I seem to have got lost I come here for a vacation
by a friend Sonic said what friend is that Crazy Billy said Well its name is Cha Cha Sonic and Tails and
Amy said Cha Cha Amy -\- Crazy Billy said yes what's the matter with Cha Cha Amy said-\- He's a bad
Mexican Hedgehog but looking for a date with me no way Crazy Billy said He likes you must be the
luckiest Hedgehog he is mostly, popular to all the fans who. know him and he's a great dancer to every
single music out there it. Doesn't matter what music he plays he will win them all you must be a stupid
girl that Backing down on a beautiful Hedgehog Like him Amy said I don't care crazy Billy said well That'll
be mostly a perfect gloss for perfect Hedgehog for a perfect girl anyway tails well what the lookout
Eggman said ha-ha Tails said oh no not again Sonic said. shooting Tails, he got the chaos emerald
Eggman said pretty. pretty. pretty this brings back memories when you lost the chaos emerald that's
brings back. memories doesn't it tails I actually took it from your hand and look its, again the same one
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dump. tails Since I can't take the baby, I, actually got a reward from tails thank you for tails how dumb
you are, ha ha ha Sonic listen up, there is an ice ship in space this ship is the most powerful ship that can
freeze any kind. of Planet including the Sun would you like to see the Sun turns to ice Sonic What would
happen if I froze the Sun Sonic all the people will start to get cold that will not be very nice For the
planet wouldn't be Sonic said That would, be the stupidest thing you did Eggman how would you get
Robotnik land then Eggman said good point. on it, but I will find, another way around this by turning the
planet to ice thanks for the Chaos Emerald catch you later I. just got to find, the other six and goodbye
city & hello Robotnik land maybe the rest of them at the Mystic Ruins. shall. we go to the Mystic Ruins
Eggman said. Baby Gaius. Teleport Crazy, Billy said if he gets those other Chaos Emeralds work done for
Sonic we might need to head to the Mystic Ruins shall we head there and hunt those Chaos Emeralds
Before Eggman gets his hands on them Amy Said Where do you think you're going sonic. sonic said the
Mystic Ruins or else we got to find the Chaos Emeralds before the madman gets it. Amy said you can't
go out there without his supplies what. supplies Amy said Ho. Sonic did you ever learn when you were a
baby, what kind of need you need it and what's with the mother do to keep you clean. sonic sad uh. that
you could be right on that then let's go back to my house and pick up some for him it'll keep him clean
on your journey he will probably need it if you know how to take care of him. I could Take him back from
you if you like no way. I can take care of him Amy said are you sure Sonic. you could take care of him on
your journey. because if you run out of supplies like diapers you can come to my house and pick up
Some or buy it at the store or the market or pick up some at the daycare for him so. let go pack your
supplies in this book bag you could take with you on your journey so if you ever need to you know
where to stop at you got that Sonic. sonic said got that loud and clear Amy let's go to your house and
pick up. some Amy said. and the book back for you Sonic said Ready tails. Ready when you are Sonics let
go Tail said: Sonic this is happening all over again when Eggman returns back to City Square has a little
plot on his hands. this must be the worst spot to be at. this must be his favorite city to take over Sonic
said that is Eggman for you he doesn't get enough of City Square. Tail Said that must be truth Sonic
anyway Sonic I can't tag along with you from here you got to go on your own on this one. sonic said
what's the matter tails why not come along with me tails said there was some mission I have to go
through and I gotta take her with me. Sonic Said to whatever this mission is tails we can help you on the
way. tails said no sonic this is for me only. sonic said are you sure tails it could be dangerous for you out
there whatever this thing you after Thank you so much Sonic but this missions only for me and her. so
we can handle it Sonic. sonic said are you sure tails. we can help you from there tails said no Sonic is
best for me and her to do this on our own tails left and Amy said Where is tails heading to Sonic said
some sort of mission. Amy said what kind of mission could that be sonic said I really don't know Amy
send? The Mysterious, whatever that mission could be it, must be very important for him. anyway Sonic
let's go to my house so we can pick your book bag with supplies I wonder if tails needed a book back for
her too. sonic said I think it's too late to catch him. We can't not let him be out there without supplies
for her what if she gets a rash or starts to cry without food. Sonic I want you to take the Bookbag to him
if you ever see him again sonic would you do that. sonic said sure I need to find out what trails is mission
could be. Amy said then let's go to my house we will head down to middle city square. sonic said are you
sure you want to go to middle City Square I met a big bully out there that was coming to get him. Amy
said and what could this possibly be Sonic said it was a parasite. Amy said you mean that discussing
Hedgehog. sonic said yeah parasite we bumped into each other last night he was on his way to capture
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baby greed, Amy said it must have been that revenge, that he was talking about sonic, said and what
this revenge could be Amy Well, it all started at the past parasites was Defeated against greed the
Hedgehog and he's looking for his revenge against him a terrible brutal fight and if he finds him he's
going to hurt him. sonic said well he's just a baby now there's no possible way that the parasite could
have revenge out of this child. Amy said well Sonic. sorry I don't know about that is best that you take
care of him and keep an eye on him. sonic said Amy if you had baby greed you know what happened if I
was not around. Amy said and what kind of problem can I have. sonic said well for starters you have a
problem with parasite he will come after you and I won't be around To save baby greed I guess I'll have
to take him on my way. Amy said I don't think so you're not taking him back on this one I gotta settle
parasites for this one. Sonic said oh really.Amy he belongs at my house, but but you're right about
something he's your baby and my too you got that Sonic don't try to put the baby against parasite
because that's not going to work trying to run off with him so I won't be around him not going to work I
suggest you bring them back every night or I will hunt you down I'm taking him from you and give you a
bad beating. sonic said who Amy when did you become king of the city over baby greed Amy said you
heard what I sense Sonic are you won't be able to take them with you wherever you go ever again let's
go to my house we're going to Big Town Boulevard square from there City Square let's go Sonic before I
change my mind and take them home with me sonic said whoa. when does she have the power over
that baby? Amy said are you coming Sonic or do I have to come back there and take him from you I'm
making sure he's doesn't get hurt Sonic said. I'm coming Amy as Sonic and baby greed and Amy went
through the big town Boulevard square. they made it to her house

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Amy house [[1]] Big Town Boulevard Square City Square Train to the Mystic Ruins And the other three
cities Mystic Ruins Stage 1 Mystic World Wind path Stage 2 Mystic World Wind path Afternoon Special
Stage Diamond in the Sky Night Time Music selection at it 2 Square Park 1 middle city fight

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Big Town Boulevard square
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Train to the Mystic Ruins And the other three cities
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Stage 2 Mystic World Wind path Afterooon
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And the ICE Star Ship. Of Egg man's. Bad Baby Gaius, Baby Bed Room

Twinkle Park 2,
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And it also includes feeding them to

on the controller

If you're holding baby Cabela.

Press up on your controller.

So you can move to Baby Cabela. Bed

If you're not holding Baby Cabela with your two hands. Scroll your camera to baby Cabela's fakes. Or

entire body this means that you're looking at her. And then press 4 on your controller so you can pick
her up

Don't worry. She is light she's easy to pick up.

But be careful if she's in a cry in mood. She will be
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Hard to control her whining. That would make it difficult to put her on the bed. Try calming her whining
down. With something placing your hand on her head. Will probably do something to control it or. Try
rocking her.

Softly it will probably control her whining a little. Giving you the chance to put her on the bed. Or pick
her up its best you place your hand on her head. And softly rub her head this can also be worked on a
Chao but it's more difficult than a baby's head, but you can give it a try sued her problem that she has.
There is other tools to control her whining if you use them.

So that'll give you the chance to pick her up.

Good Now. Let us move her to the baby bed

Press three to put her on the bed.

Press one to search for item like baby wipes, baby powder, baby oil selected diaper/pamper original or
style/ the style that you could switch to its the skin of the diaper/pamper. It could be an even safety pin
diaper/pamper or other sort of style.

Some pamper/diapers can be purchased in the Sega shop, don't worry the safety pin diaper is always
free what you need to get it in the Sega's store/or special/Sega system.

In the Sega system they have all sorts of styles for this baby. That makes Sega popular of styling your
baby, including sonics baby (Baby Greed The hedgehog)
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Oh and sonic team as well will be us greatly more soon tomorrow.

------------------------------------------------

Emergency Code Avoid attack.
Baby Greed Vs Baby Cabela
it come soon i'm getting close to it.

Out side

Battle Phase

Sonic Vs Tails in

Energy Vs Psychic. [3]
More to it
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Not Fix
Special Stage Diamond in the sky

When Sonic have, 50 rings he open the doorway to a special stage And baby greed grew. White wings on
his back In this stage baby Greed has finally become the white wings first time, baby greed can fly, in the
stage this stage is meant for flying sonic speed, through the portals here baby greed, can carry Sonic on
for a lovely fly but be careful there are. enemies in the sky so sonic will have to do is jumping hit them
be careful some of the enemies will fire at you is the enemies hit, the baby it's over he will fall takes a
few hits to hurt the baby so this is what you can do Sonic you have to steer your baby to the left. and
right by telling him where to go In this world you will have to catch the when. it's like Sonic Riders they
also have a special stage in the sonic riders. city square arena, race in this special stage it's meant for
flying This world is so cool Nothing but diamonds and stars. everywhere maybe, greed is cute when he's
flying just be careful not to let go of his hand you see nothing but crystals moving it so pretty when you
look at them the world is color like shiny crystal the sky is blue on the stage but beautiful And it's night
time a beautiful night Collect 250 rings to get the 1 Chaos Emerald, and the. fusion emerald crystal 500
twin rings for 5 fusion emerald crystal collect them both collect those too. Remember what I told you he
is faster flying, slow running he's got the same limits as a Amy speed but he's very fast in the sky he's got
the speed, of Sonic speed but in the sky is 5% faster than Sonic in the sky including supersonic when.
you're super sonic it will be tough to catch him if he's white wing like I said jump across pass to catch
him and beat him in a race this one's fun, in special stages you get to enjoy the sky with the little one it
so fun to be King of the sky And sweet diamonds as you fly across them Look around you you see
nothing but, diamonds and stars its like you in space but you're just in a diamond world How much
beautiful colors you see around you Like a rainbow.This is the coolest, special state you ever been to and
you want to go back there again.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

If Sonic, and Baby greed were facing off in a race it'll probably be an even match speed and flying speed.
The pass the sonic goes to baby greed cannot, catch the when there he will probably lose his wings and
fall there is no stream energy there Sonic. got the advantage there baby greed gotta find the fastest way
to beat Sonic They both got it. even speed match we don't know who will win they both got the same
speed from ground in sky including supersonic. It's an even speed for Sonic and super sonic if Even if
Sonic was super sonic Baby Greed. power will be linked to the Chaos Emeralds that means baby greed
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will increase its speed they will still be even Chaos Emeralds. our energy to him making him way
stronger and it could feed energy to the baby one it'll make baby green glow like fire like a red light.
Once sonic turns Super Sonic baby greed will start glowing, The effects of supersonic are making baby
greed stronger and faster than making them even.It's the original Chaos Emeralds are making them
stronger its linked to the baby ones. That's why baby greed is glowing, it's the Chaos Emeralds the red
one is being controlled by the big ones the others its making him stronger. The original ones are the
controllers of the baby ones because they created them. baby chaos emeralds in him the original ones
are the masters of the little ones let just say the original ones are the mother and father of the baby one.

Categories:
Stages Sonic Games Video Games

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Not Fix
Square Park
in this park you got to destroy the Eggman scorpion by attacking,his body a few times once his body is
on the ground you can attack his head because, if he was up you won't be able to attack his head he will
use his claws to block his head or smash you. across his clause with his claws You got to be careful with
the tail if he get you with that he'll probably knock you out or. you will probably lose a lot of rings or, die
its tail is very strong and it makes a loud noise, if it Hits the ground it will probably Make the floor shake
it'll be hard to move around when it does that it'll probably cause you to lose a lot of rings and if you are
in the middle of the Wave of the tail, hitting the ground you got to avoid the tail when it hits the ground
don't stand close to him or you will lose rings if he hits his tail to the ground.
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Night Enters The Baby Dreams Story Mode

the christmas is coming it seems a little baby's birthday is
on its way nightmare seems to be struck in his dreams looks like it's time for me to enter his
dreams
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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I didn't realise Sonic will return back to the casino you
come back to City Square my eyes is on this baby I did tell him if he needs my help I will be
there in no time to help him Stop his strongest nightmares that he cannot not control of the little
1 it's next to sonic the babyGreed

I can't believe it the
little ones at the casino and these next two nights pinball machine where I am there's something
strange about him he's turning red again poor little guy tears are starting to come out of his eyes
there's something strange he's not talking it looks like he needs my help again There seems to
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be a little nightmare after him again looks like it's up to me to stop him I might find out some
answers what is wrong with him I guess it's up to me to enter his dreams again Find out what is
going on What is very strange he used to be older what happened to him is a baby again maybe
all of these Answers will come together when I find out in his dreams What do you know it
seems a little baby as picked up a new friend but something is strange with that one too she
seems to be active to his problems maybe it be best if she enters the dreams too with me
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Looks like I have an adventure to go to i must stop this monster from destroying his confidence
and bravery. will not let this nightmare take over him and make him scared of everything. it's up
to me to stop him And his birthday is coming I will not let him be afraid on his birthday and it's
about to strike Christmas on that day. it's going to be wonderful traveling on Christmas another
aventure just me and the little ones. Is amazing I actually see a baby. be a baby again this is
mysterious? he turn back into a baby again something is not right with the world it something
terrible is going to happen to it one day and I'm not going to be there to see it but be destroyed.
by everyone's nightmares But something unknown in the world looks like it's time for me to be in
this world around with Sonic and his friends. maybe I can find out from his dreams. and others
there's something strange about This world it looks like Christmas is going to be attacked by
some unknown creature It looks like it's time for me to enter people's dreams the little ones that
I have a friend called Baby greed looks like he needs my help again. well then let's go And save
the world and Christmas And stop this unknown creature again. It seems I'm still stuck in the
casino machine. everybody thinks I'm not real in the casino machine. back then when I first
seen Sonic he was playing pinball with me It was a lot of fun helping him soar into the stars Well
then it's time to go to baby greed dreams in his bedroom And find out what is making baby
greed had those nightmares again. Not just baby greed the other 5 babies as well. They have
answers I need. is time to go to their dreams and find out what is causing all of this problems to
this world Let's go to the bedroom and open up a doorway to the 5 baby realm of connection

Baby greed baby room baby Cabelas baby room [[1]]

The crystal dream world of a fantasy

Forest of the flying wings of a dream of a fantasy
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The Pegasus of the Magic Castle fantasy

Miracle of the flying dragons Pegasus Horses fantasy

The rainbow Mountain of the magic world fantasy

Shooting star moonlight garden world fantasy

The ghost round of the secret doorway dark fantasy

The darkness cloud cover of a nightmare dark fantasy

The gate to baby greed dream to the Nightmare Zare

Awaken lights power the infernal fire flame dragon Golden nights evolution and baby Greed
Baby Cabelas Fusion of NIGHTS

Reala and Nightmare Zare Dream of Fear [[2]]

NiGHTS Into Dreams... Add category
Showing 1 most recent
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Jorgebunny.zare
Complete it more

September 18, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
more to it
---------------------------------------------------not fix

Sonic send Egg Man
'You're Going To destroy us all' EggMan Send 'My Baby. Gaius Nooo >_< you will pay Sonic. I'm Calling
the 0_0 Sun To The Planet'. Cha Cha ahhhh we're going to be BBQ if we don't stop him Sonic.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Eggman said 'you're really done it this time Sonic. I'm going to burn this planet. You hurt my baby
gaius!?-\-
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i will not let go unpunished for this. Heavy Duker acivate calls planet'. Then the music started. [[1]]

Eggman ha ha ha HA more soon

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Super Sonic Level 1 New

?Super Sonic Hyper Energy Master Level 2 New?

More go up to Level 9
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------more to it
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Super Sonic Level 1 New
Now that's Sonic is become energy Hedgehog. He can now use Baby Greed, power, making him more
stronger. In brutal attack his colors become darker and scarier. This is part of Baby greed, power is
becoming dangerous the more stronger. Baby greed gets. The more stronger sonic gets. He needs more
energy to unlock his true strength by the power of baby greed strength. Whenever Baby greed evolve to
the next level of super baby. Super Sonic turned into level 1 supersonic the energy controller. This form
can only be a Awoken by baby greed power of energy. And his Baby Chaos Emeralds. That is in him born
in him. The baby Chaos Emeralds in baby greed is making the original Chaos Emeralds stronger. The
originals are controlling the other one to make them stronger. The chaos emeralds are connecting to is
energy Body. Making a light in his body like a laser connecting to his body. But whenever sonic and gets
close to him. There's a laser connecting to him its like the chaos emeralds are saying stay close to me.
We need to be connected to each other. The original Chaos Emeralds are the controllers of the little
ones In baby greed body. That the baby chaos emeralds are in him. And Sonic is now the controller of
him now Sonic is now has to control his energy to make it more stronger. He's going to reach level 6 he
cannot transform to the next level this is last level. He just gots to make Super Baby Greed stronger. To
go to the next level Sonic is level 6 so he can awaken Super King Angel Sonic and Baby Greed Level 6 is
massacre a power that he becomes even cooler. And dangerous. Sonic shoes is becoming energy coming
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from baby greed shoes. You don't want to race Sonic you don't stand a chance now. His shoes become
blue energy the master of energy and controller. Of baby Greed Baby Chaos Emeralds. And his hands are
becoming energy twice is powerful then he used to be. (The Master of Energy, Sonic the Hedgehog)

Categories:
Sonic the Hedgehog Add category
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Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
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Fix

February 3 by A Wikia contributor
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

?Super Sonic Hyper Energy Master Level 2 New?

If it was possible this is an ultimate power. And plus shadow can join the fight Now that the Chaos
Emeralds got larger. This makes greed even more stronger To gaining another level. The blue color
around Sonic that's what it's feeding from and draining the energy from Sonic to gain another level.
When sonic stop you'll see nothing but different colors coming from his body. And that's what it's
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draining. It's taking the energy from Sonics body so the baby will gain another level. To awaken the Sonic
true legend power. And Closer to the fusion Remember, he doesn't have to be this. This is making Super
Baby Greed faster to increase the next level. Remember, if Sonic changes color Super Baby Greed will
change color too. Because when they get larger it makes Baby greed and baby Chaos Emeralds in him
Stronger too. They also change the same way, but tiny. When Baby greed glow like those Chaos
Emeralds. Actually turn white like him He will glow so bright like them so freaking white. Because he is
one with them. He actually brothers to the chaos emeralds. And they are brothers to Baby Greed. Little
ones in him. And Super Baby Greed is So bright like a light bug. It'll be hard to see him, he's so bright
white. He will be glowing like a fairy Soon as Sonic become this form. Super Baby Greed, he will be bright
as like a light bug at this level. Sonic can use Baby greed as an attack power. He could actually use his
power and combined it would his energy. And it will turn his body into a glowing ball of energy.
Throwing baby greed entire body at the enemy. His body is turned into a giant energy ball with a deadly
hit Sonic and use BabyGreed time abilities plus Mirror attack. Mirror attack is dangerous it'll be hard for
Sonic to control it. Only a baby can control that it can cause Sonic to get a lot of damage out of him. If
he used it Its super dangerous and deadly For hedgehogs to control. He could try to control it, but if you,
didn't it will backfire on him. Getting a beating in his body and he will feel the effects It will probably
cause him to lose a lot of rings. This attack can be used as a finishing move or at least A dangerous
striking blow that could finish. The enemy The mirror attack was born in the baby's power Now sonic
can use his power at this level finally. Ready to use his true strength of Baby Greed. Power Sonic will
release the most powerful mirror attack from his hands fired at the enemy, it makes a loud noise like a
firecracker. This attack and cause the enemy to die or try to survive its attacks. It's super powerful
effects were hurt him or kill him Sonic can now use BabyGreed time abilities at this level. Sonic can now
open up a time world of doom this will destroy the enemy with this blow. This is a mega power not even
a chaos control can block this. Sonic Raising is hands up. Opening of a more powerful ball of energy that
turned so white he can make the ball get bigger and bigger to reach is the size of a planet. The white ball
of energy is the black hole of time Incredible power of time abilities. This Will make the world scared. As
he finish the black hole ball of energy sonic throws the ball of energy of the black hole at the enemy.
And he gets sent to another dimension this ball is meant to kill the enemy in seconds and he gets sent to
another dimension never to return. This is the one of the ultimate attacks that's sonic can use at this
level. But it takes time for Sonic to increase the ball he could get hit and lose concentration. Or lose the
ball. This is (Super Sonic Hyper Energy Master Controller Sonic the Hedgehog)

Hyper Sonic
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Next Shadow more Soon
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Soon
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Final story game mode of a dream Elder Giant Orc Sonic Legend has Been born

Awaken the legend of the super legend it for
game
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Final story game mode of a dream Elder Giant Orc Sonic Legend has been born as Sonic and baby Greed
trapped in a nightmare. Of Zare power As the Zare curse Sonic and baby greed of a, nightmare that
cannot escape Baby greed sits on the floor and starts crying saying and said" I can't be him He's too
strong I am so
scared, why am I so scared somebody help me, I cannot take it anymore, I'm just a baby, I wish I was
older"!? Sonic sent' down by him put his hand around him sonic said" Hey little guy, there's nothing to
be afraid of I'm here with you in the Its like its starting all over again. When you fell in a dream you were
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all alone, but the night was there with you and told you there's nothing to be afraid of, you're never
alone, don’t you remember' what he told you there's nothing to be afraid of you got to be strong." Baby
greed said" >; _;< he did say that, but I don't know if it could be true sonic. Night told me to tell you.
Would you always be by my side wherever you go, would you never leave me alone! In the dark would
you Swear sonic never leave me in the dark"!? sonic said" of course I will never leave you alone in the
dark I know you fear the dark. But you have to face it one day. But I'll always be there with you. You are
a great blazing Hedgehog I chose To protect for the rest of my life. And I would love to have you by my
side to me Being my son you are my true son. You are my little boy baby greed^_^ on my journey we
both have a dream together and we must face it Together we have to destroy this monster together.
Take my hand and come with me. Escape this nightmare it doesn't stop us now we must be strong as
one to fight it. Baby greed said":'-(: -|: -) yes Daddy. Let us. Become one with the Master of the fusion
emerald crystal" elder kimchi Said Stop You too you are very brave sonic Such a strong blue hedgehog
that has no fear of the darkness. You are very gifted with bravery and strength like a warrior. I am elder
kimchi the master of the fusion emerald crystal baby greed Said" o.o you’re still alive."!? Elder kimchi
Said Yes I'm still alive. I didn't return back to my body I stayed in, space as a spirit of the galaxy I felt the
planet Earth was in trouble. And it was In trouble, so I waited for the Zare To go to Planet Earth I
couldn't stop him he was heading to earth is target was you baby greed and the rest of the people on
this world the zare fell in the water underneath the Master Emerald of the Mystic Ruins he was hitting
on City Square we couldn't stop him nobody knew where he was. That's when she came Queen Jessica
Are you troubled. Elder kimchi. Kimchi said" who you are. Little girl you need to be home with your
family you're not supposed to be out here. It's dangerous Queen Jessica said" you don't have to worry, I
know where I'm at and I knew you would come elder kimchi Said you are possessed by a spirit. Yes she
fell asleep and I came here to see you Queen Lydia the master of underwater I come to ask you. Would
you take my place of the master fusion emerald crystal I cannot live in this world any longer my spirit
must die my family on the other side is waiting for me. They keep telling me come home I need one
person to take my place. And I ask you. You may still be alive in this Master fusion Emerald crystal If you
take its place you will be the master fusion Emerald crystal if you take it rightful place Elder King. Kimchi
You will be the king of underwater world"!? Elder kimchi said" So you asking me to take your place."
Queen Lydia said" yes My spirit must leave this world I dies long time ago. My people already said their
good-byes. With tears in gift sadness and waiting for a new leader. and it you. Elder kimchi you are very
young and gifted. With a daughter that came to your world the healer your daughter is coming to this
world without protection. She will soon arrive to this planet and I know you don't want your daughter to
end up behind the monster's stomach."!? Elder kimchi said" -_-" she's arriving on this world this is not
good." Queen Jessica said". I know it's hard for you to decide. But I do. Need to leave this world >_<
Every day I hear them calling me come home, come home my family needs me please. Elder kimchi I beg
you to take my place!?" elder Kimchi said" -_- such a queen the begs on her knees for me to join the
master fusion Emerald crystal. Very well, I do need to keep my eyes on this monster and my daughter is
coming to this world will make no destruction of her life. The baby will not end up in the monster's
stomach over my dead body very well what should I do"!? When" I said yes, she actually teleported me
to a place of a world of underwater. She told me you are very strong. And you will be a great king of the
underwater. She told me the touch the master fusion emerald crystal I slowly walked upstairs as a proud
king. And there was people around me they were dolphin people I, Scene in their eyes they were crying.
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It seems she was telling the truth They didn't want her to go but. She wanted to go so I turn my head to
front. And didn't look at them. I continue walking up stairs as a proud soldier with my eyes closed and
continue to walk upstairs as I got to the ends of stairs. The crystal was waiting for me the last step was
to put my hands on that master fusion emerald crystal and become one With it. every time I went
upstairs, I vision my daughter as that monster had her in his hands it got me more, and more, upset and
scared this something is going to happen to her one day. And I'm not going to let that happen, I got very
mad at that moment vision" zare said" Your minds baby healer katie. Prepare to be dinner your father is
not here to save you too bad for elder kimchi." Elder kimchi said" you will not win Zare))))))) That's when
he became one with the fusion emerald crystal and the Queen Lydia disappeared. His body was restored
in the master fusion emerald crystal And that's how it happened" Baby greed said" (*^-^*) So You are
restored This is a miracle your body is restored."!? Elder kimchi said" how did you know about me" Sonic
said" Tikal Told us about you. You once stopped zare and curse him with your sword" elder kimchi said."
Well some of that is right. I did have a little help from a baby the healer held my sword and we both
went to his heart. And curse him together as family. So you know about my history. Very well. So Sonic.
It is time for you to become something new Are you ready to become one with baby greed to be hero to
stopping this monster. Is already attacking the city he is turning everyone into zombies, and demons, it's
happening all over again. Are you ready Sonic to stop him" sonic said" yes" elder kimchi said" then it is
time for baby greed to become something of an energy it is time for him to become one with you. And
unlock your true power your true strength And awaken the legend that it's in you Sonic and baby greed.
To them. Let us begin Sonic it is time to become a great legend of the fusion crystals. Join together open
your power and release your true fury." Baby greed and Sonic turn in to energy balls blue and green
energy balls. The Chaos Emerald was released from Sonic. The Chaos Emeralds was becoming one with
baby greed. Own they both connected to each other all 7 and they grew big. All 7 Chaos Emeralds were
fused now they started to spin. Sonic energy. And baby greed energy. Started to spin around the master
Fusion emerald crystal. As they continue to spin around the master fusion emeralds crystal. Some of the
fusion emerald crystals Was going inside of the Sonics energy ball. And also baby greed energy. Ball
lightning struck the before those two an earthquake started And Sonic and the baby greed energy ball
stopped. When they slowly and fatly. Went to each other a music explosion as they collided. against
each other lightning an earthquake everything going crazy. It was like colors against each other And the
final test was the master fusion emeralds crystal wants inside the energy ball. Then the energy ball got
bigger some gold eyes leered and that Energy ball a sound came out of nowhere. It sounded like a
monster but that was Sonic's voice. All of a sudden a giant hand came out of the energy ball Then his
second hand came out and then another voice came out of nowhere It got louder Then the roar))))
started and his whole entire body came out he broke free from the energy ball. He was call Super Mega,
ultimate legend Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend orc. Is level Maximum the final legend has been born
all of a sudden an axe appeared. It was called the chaos axe emerald. Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend
orc He grabbed the axe and cut through the nightmare And then the nightmare just disappeared. He fell
in the city square highway. Big be on the cities zare and doom was right there at Sonic the Elder
Hedgehog legend orc. Zare send" The legend has returned but. Wait, that hair. Your greed the Hedgehog
but wait you are that baby how did you escape the nightmare. That was one of my powerful spells it
wouldn't matter You are ready too late to save it. Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Said" You destroyed
millions of people from every single galaxy and planet you're going to be punish what you have done I'm
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going to tear you apart. And you have killed all the children from the other planet That you absorbed
there energy and power you're going to be sorry what you done. to them all" zare said" that sounds like
kimchi. You're still alive. In there after you was destroyed in the galaxy" Doom said" such a weakling. I
like saying that When you said that to him before, but I wanted to tell you. Sonic we planted vampire in
the Mystic Ruins and he's going to take control of the Master Emerald soon" Sonic The Elder Hedgehog
legend orc" oh no o_o” vampire"!? Doom said oh yes Soon as vampire takes control of the Master
Emerald you will all become monsters and this world is ours." Zare said" you know what. I'd like you.
You are a good team with me" doom said" thank you I am"!? Zare said" you're not going to get vampire.
You're going to be torn to shreds!" They both roared at each other and the game start it

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

Zare Said" Doom noooo...!?" Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc said" Your reign of terror of
destroying this city ends here Zare, and doom,!" Zare said" Kimchi Sonic and baby greed I will destroy
you three. There is no end to me but there is always a way to destroy this world. And I know how to do
It.!" Doom Said" do it destroyed them all." Zare said doom you're okay. You heroes are going to pay for
this I'm taking this planet down with me. Let's go doom." Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc said" No
he's heading towards space. But I can't fly. That is not good. What are we going to do" Ashley the African
hedgehog said"-_- It seems you're in trouble again and you need my help." Sonic The Elder Hedgehog
legend Orc said" Ashley the future teller what is our future if we destroy him." Ashley said. Asking for
question this. (￣ー￣) Facts I can give you that. This is your future you 3 you have to figure that out on
your own its following your future right now. And I see that you need my help it seems you need my
mirror jewels. To transform into a final legend ultimate master. Tikal said" this is it. Time for you to
become the ultimate legend no one can stop." Sonic the Elder Hedgehog legend Orc said" you’re still
alive. That means the Master Emerald still protected" Tikal said Yes the commandos and Knuckles has
rescued the Master Emerald and vampire is locked up in the base to never be released he is in a Prison
for all eternity. Life behind the base in the Mystic Ruins. Behind bars for a long time." Ashley said" I have
a feeling about that creature. terrible thing is going to happen to this planet if you don't hurry. Are you
ready legends to become something greater that way you can go and stop him for good. This ends now
this creature has been torturing dreams giving baby greed the worst nightmare of is life destroyed all of
his people on the other side. of are galaxy is no more But you chose to be his new son thank you. Sonic
for taking him in as your family. But we cannot talk anymore. It is time for you to be fused with these the
12 mirror jewels" to make you become even greater this is all what is left for you time to open up your
true power even more Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc said Ashley.. Tikal Ashley said" it is time
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sonic don't worry your friends are safe behind the barrier they're being protected in the base it is up to
you three to stop him for good go up there and be a hero." Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc said" I
am ready" Ashley said" Very well Sonic the Elder Hedgehog legend orc mirror. Jewels grant them the
power. Of your strength unlocks the first sealed of the mirror power." Nobody heard about them mirror
jewels powers. Some say the mirror jewels powers a far greater than the Master Emerald. That hold so
much color diamonds. But they are a mystery of strength and power but now Sonic The Elder Hedgehog
legend Orc Can finally see its true power for the first time. The mirror jewel starts to release a lot of flow
of energy that lights Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc so bright. He is changing colors like crazy. As
it continues to spend and give so much delight to him it's amazing what you can see the whole entire
floor starts to shake. Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc Is turning into something greater his hair gets
longer it goes really back. He's turning white his eyes are starting to become light blue. And it starts to
change color the mirror and jewels becomes one. Amazing light flash and its fields the sky. Everything
turns white a big bright light goes directly towards the city and passes it through. I hope they close their
eyes because it's really bright he transforms into Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc. -_o_o Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc said" (ˇ_ˇ) Thank you Ashley I will take him down
for this. He's not going to destroy this planet on my hands." Amazing as he jumps he is blazing speed he
speeding through the sky like a laser. He's going so fast like a blazing lightning As Sonic the Elder
Hedgehog legend super hyper Orc speed directly into space. Zare is creating something big that it will
blow the planet into sky high. He's targeting the planet with his hands his hand starts to fill up with so
much darkness and evil. It's turning black a big giant energy ball starts to get big. He's creating
something big. And he's targeting the planet with it, that's when he arrives to stop him Sonic The Elder
Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc knocks zare in the face His hands drops the dark evil energy ball. And
the ball just goes flying crazy into the galaxy. Zare said" You inferior pig you stop my attack you monster.
This is new you inferior when you became. More different.?" Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super
hyper Orc said" This is where it ends you are going to be put you down.!" Zare said" put down that is
very something on my wish list it could never happen." doom said" oh >_<" Zare said" Hang in there we
will stop this monster I'm going to continue trying to make a striking blow. Towards the planet?" Sonic
The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc said" really we'll see about that. I will not allow you to
destroy this planet. Like you did to the other side of the galaxy. Zare said" ha ha ha ha ha.!?" Sonic The
Elder Hedgehog legend super hyper Orc said" Why are you laughing!?" zare said" ha ha ha the people.
On the other side of the galaxy felt my power. They were nothing but weaklings all their. Children really
not a target to me. But they wouldn't tell me where he was. So I slaughter them all and turn their baby.
Into monsters. Like me to find him." Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc Said" why do you
want baby greed so much he didn't do anything to you." Zare said" oh really but he did After that simple
Torture of my body that he cursed me on that tree. I just said I'll get my revenge on you to. I will come
back for You ultimate life form and your baby it is also an ultimate mega life form that. Is in you Sonic
His ancestors dead but now is the last one I'm hunting. Is your baby They bring me into this world. And
made a mistake of doing that they cause me to become a monster. To destroy the outskirts of the
following are orcs. They were planning to destroy our people. The people that poured the poison on a
bunny did turn him into me. And they destroyed. my mom and father after that striking blow killing her,
and my father, I'm getting. my revenge because of them. They destroyed my mom and father that's son
is a part of their blood of his ancestor and he it will. Be destroyed for this I'm getting my revenge. I will
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hunt him down for this. and I found him. The baby is one of them. That!" Sonic The Elder Hedgehog
legend Super hyper Orc Said" (･A･) that means you are one of the legions of the nesters!?" zare Said"
yes I am we were the cyber strikers of the colony towers that rises to the clouds that baby was the one
who attacked our people. I'm one of the last of them left I'm getting. My revenge what he has done to
ours. People they took our land and took over, the planet and destroyed all of our people. And turn me
into this. Now remember sonic if you hand, him over to me I will finish him off and I will leave your
planet alone never to see me. Ever again. I will drift, in the galaxy, enjoy my life start a new civilization.
On the other side of the galaxy. Just give him to me and I'm going away from this world. And everything
will disappear all of the monster, with become people again everything turned back to normal what do
you say.!?" Sonic Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc said" I want you to know." Zare
baby greed was never in that war he was. Attacking by the orcs people he was protecting his planet
they were the detectors they had no intentions to attacking you. The orcs were the ones who attack
your people and the healers because you were the one who killed them all. They were after you and you
knew the, baby with the answer to destroy you one day Tikal Told me about you. But if he really. Did
that he still innocent, he was never. A part of the fight. he (╬◣д◢) and he was just a baby))))) That
couldn’t fight, but being in a crib asleep. And plus I will never hand him over to you even is he was a bad
hedgehog like baby Gaius."!? Zare said" so this is. what the guardian is to protecting his own child. Well
legend it's time for you to say goodbye to your planet just tried to stop meet. I would Just hold. Every
attacks that you make gives me enough time. And enough power to destroy your planet. Come get me
you legend inferior time is ticking ha ha ha haaaa!?" and then the game started

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------

Zare said this cannot>_<; be noo Sonic and baby greed diffuse they you up all the energy to stopping
zare, the master fusion emerald crystal, and the rest of. them has disappeared, back into the planet
underwater, turn to stone to regenerate their energy but the big one has returned back to the waters,
Super Sonic and super baby greed as diffused back to level 1They turned to stone for 3 months before
they can be used again The fusion crystals are very powerful using up all the energy, could turn the
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stone, for the big one won't be one of them But don't worry the only turn to stone because the
mastered Fusion emerald crystal join them That's why they turn to stone but if master fusion emerald
crystal didn't join them they wouldn't turn, to stone they have unlimited energy only if the. master
fusion emerald crystal, didn't join them, they wouldn't turn to stone, It is very difficult, to spot the fusion
emerald crystal When Its turn to stone, Super Baby Greed said We did it daddy, but he still floating in
space like a fish What's the matter daddy, you don't look so happy. Super Sonic Said -\-* Stay next to me
greed, I think he's not finished, zare said>.< oh grr those' rotten ape. Super Baby Greed said Daddy, he's
getting up what are we going to do zare said Well, now it seems you're not strong, anymore you're back
to being small little flies I had dinner waiting on the table did I'm going Finally, feast on your body little
baby, Baby greed said >;_;< Daddy he is going to eat me, don't let him eat, me supersonic said don't
worry, he's not coming near you I'll make sure. Of that Zare said Really little one You think your father is
going to protect you I think not Come to me Baby greed said daddy)))) >;_;< supersonic, punched Zare
on the stomach really, hard Zare said (oдolll) oh no baby greed said (；_；)?! you Turned into super
hyper Super hyper Sonic said, You want to make another move Zare said>_<^_^ yes, Sonic I did I froze
your feet’s and that really tough to break it Can’t not break free from that it's one of my strongest
powers Super hyper Sonic said (#ﾟ Д ﾟ) oh noo greed run))) Zare said, I don't think so gates of wall)))))))
There is no escape little one say your, last breath To see this world one last time and, your superpowers
cannot hold me All those nightmares, are finally coming true to you they were all this time sonic said
leave him alone baby greed Daddy help meeeee zare help me Help me help yourself when you get into
my stomach come here baby greed said let go, meee, zare said Come here I want your, daddy, to see
you in my stomach and come out as a monster like me Sonic look at your son one last time all those
tears coming from his face he smells so delicious and I think he did something even better it's going to
be delicious green filet Super hyper Sonic said You will not get away with this zare said Oh really white,
hedgehog I am getting, away with it there is no one out here can stop me.And once he becomes one of
me he's going to call me daddy, and guess what he's going to do next he's going to take you and devour
you as dinner the baby needs to eat and, the baby does have a big mouth once he becomes one of me
you will fit, just right in a baby stomach ha ha ha baby greed said. I will not eat you daddy I promise zare
said, Won't eat him you have no other choice you go crazy for something, to eat a baby needs to eat
Once you become one of me you can remember who you are you actually died. And then become
possessed by me You will, lose control of yourself for something to eat,zare said Say goodbye to the
protector greed baby greed said daddy help meeeeeeeeeeeeeee ahhhhhhhhhhh....... Super hyper Sonic
said (; ﾟ Д ﾟ) noooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo shadow the Rock Master said chaos
transfer control Tikal Ashley now))))) Zare said what my dinner, noooo baby greed said, Thank You
shadow you save me shadow the Rock Master said I only saved you because I have a true Revenge,
when you grow up and I'm coming after you when you grow up I want nothing to happen to my.
Adversary, zare you cross the line with my adversary do it now Tikal Ashley))))) This where it ends evil
creature trying Destroy this whole entire galaxy and the baby is your last day of light Zare said What, do
you mean by that My last day of light Ashley said Your future ends. Here you're never going, to get him
and destroyed. Everyone, all the people on the world and galaxy and now you want to take this one out
it’s not going to happen this is your last day of light Tikal said, what we are talking about creature of the
darkness evil monster of demons Master. Emerald come forth, Ashley said Master of the Mirror jewel of
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the second sealed come forth zare said ヽ(｀Д´)ﾉ What, is this, hokey pokey ahhh noo, let. Go my arms
Tikal said this is where it takes you never to. Return you going, to be locked away for a long time in the
Master Emerald and the Ashley said and the sealed would lock. away completely up the mirror jewels
zare said, You can't hold me this thing is not strong enough to put me in there Ashley said, shadow I
need you to destroy the ice with freezing sonic shoes I need his help Shadow said very well, move little
baby of my adversary, chaos spear shadow broke the ice of Sonic shoes Super hyper Sonic said Thanks,
Shadow said my target, not. You, Sonic. the Baby is when he grows up I'm coming after him but a watch
him because, he's going, to get up beating from me Ashley Tikal said hold him put, him in there we need
your help Shadow said yes)) Super hyper Sonic said ? Shadow said Come on Sonic I don't want my
Adversary to be on a plate in his stomach Baby greed said Okay let's get him Shadow said I don't think,
so Baby greed Stay here. don't go any closer to him baby greed said But you need my help shadow said
don't you worry we can take care of it where you need to be is in your crib and grow up, when you get
back home Amy putting, you to bed he, baby greed said (* - -)* oh man I hate, you shadow. Zare said
where are you doom I need your help? Very well I will take the bugs down shadow the Rock Master said
oh, really. take this Doom, doom said (oдolll) ahhhh zare said doom noooo shadow the Rock Master said
I hope, you enjoyed the sealed with him Zare said (*´>д<) I will not be a prisoner of the sealed, without
taking somebody with me and I chose him And the second story game mode started ***Completed***

.The final fight destruction of a city square [[1]] ***Completed***

.Galaxy destruction targeting planet Earth [[2]] ***Completed***

The End 1 Baby greed fell in the water los baby of Sonics son [[3]]

Shadow encounters Jessabelle

Sonic and baby greed new heroes have saved the world the end
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The End Amy's house in the baby's room calls coming in The End of the Game
more to it
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This is what the games
going to have to look like on the movie Zare destroying the city This is what I'm trying. to show you
what's going to happen to city square.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In this game you get to fight as, a monster, Sonic is a giant orc he. Carries an axe with a Chaos Emerald
peace this axe is very strong one swipe cuts a building in half Twin rings Is mostly need it Sonic also
carries Chaos Emeralds powers Sonic is now fuse with baby greed not just that elder kimchi giving sonic
an increasing boost too

This is what the games going to have to look like on the movie Zare destroying the city this is what I'm
trying. To show you what's going to happen to city square.
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making him become Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend orc, The second The master fusion emerald
crystal has joined Sonic making him become enormous powerful hedgehog Who ever lived in the galaxy
In this stage the city, is destroyed partly it's very dark this guy is dark blue CONTINUES to rain fire,
coming out of the building some of them the highways, are partly destroyed there are helicopters flying
Some Demons in the sky are destroying the helicopters around some soldiers are fighting monsters off
you will see zombies, trying to grab people you will see the dark Lord's possessing the people in some of
the cops You think the, Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend is slow I don't think so he's very fast. Attacking
and running Where Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend, is he can run fast here this road is very big and
plenty, of space for Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend, to move around a lot He can also pick up,
destroyed buildings and Throw it at the enemy He can also, swing the Chaos. Emerald Axe at the enemy
Let me tell you how fast. He can really go he can go faster than Hypersonic, ways fast, it's over the limit
speed Before in the Sonic and Baby Greed Super Story Mode, Sonic was fuse the first time, with baby
greed. But they were not completely fused they were JUST ENERGY of the Chaos fusion Super Master
Mega Super Greed Sonic Level 12, It look like they were fused but they weren’t, We're still not strong
enough to destroy Zare that is when Zare got really angry and trapped them both in the nightmare They
were diffuse, when. They fell in this time they are completely, fused what you got to do in this stage' you
got the speed yourself. Through the darkness you have to attack doom and Zare got to remember'
you're invincible To the world Now remember your twin rings, an original ring will not drain but using
energy from your powers will drain your fusion. You have a lot of abilities to use I can. Give you the
power attacks you can use You will be able to gather ur twin rings an original ring, but remember they
don't come back this is the last fight here, rings will not APPEAR in this world you have to think fast what
you do in this world wasting all your energy will, make you defuse You will have up to when you start
500000 Twin Rings and 500000 original rings To the bottom, right and left. Are your rings and twin rings.
Twin Ring is the one you gotten watch out for The twin Rings, is your life energy that keeps you in the
fusion form It is one of the major, things you gotten keep your eyes on if it runs out you will be diffused
You won't die, if you have the original rings you just turn back into super forms but you'll be destroyed
by the zare, If he gets you. You will probably have to run away from him you. Will be able to gather the
twin rings back, but you will need 100000 twin Rings to fuse back into Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend
Orc There are lots of twin rings and original rings out there you will be flying through a lot of. Rings fast
you got to keep an eye on baby greed, if the monster grabs your baby that's it, you lose. But there's
another way to keep him from grabbing him If he grabbed the baby you have to hit his hands fast, so he
will let go of him, so zare. Will release him you got to keep an eye on him at all times, you got to turn
your back, and see if he's behind you but you're a little faster than him now. Because this path is meant
for sonic speed there is lots of wind sonic will be able to catch a lot of wind there, is no wind for baby
greed in that path that's where Sonic becomes, fast there so you have to grab his hands, it's like holding
a baby's hand in some places you have to let go of him so you have to be careful and keep your eyes on
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him, At all times Zare is mostly after baby greed because he's the key to stopping him remember to keep
your eyes. On him at all times because, when you're running you won't even know he's behind, you if,
you turn your back, he's not there. And it's over Its best you hold his hand at all times If you been,
defused here There will be a warning the baby greed in trouble, it will give you a few seconds to rescue
baby greed from his hands but you gotten be quick. It will give you 2 minutes to get him if the two
minutes runs out you lost the game You got to run against obstacles, to get to him like places buildings
wherever you're at jump. Against high building to get to him it's going to be tough to get to him, his
hands is moving slowly back you got the race over there and hit him hard You got to continue hitting his
hands hard, give it all you got until he release him grab him, and run away and continue collecting
Original rings, is meant for power attacks and powerful strikes. Damages the enemy also comes with a
lot of abilities the seven and seven Chaos Emeralds and the baby Chaos Emeralds has grown infused
become one for short of time into. Zare is destroyed then they will diffuse now sonic can use 7 abilities,
for the Chaos Emeralds since Sonic is not. Super 12 he will not be able to release the monster of the
time abilities >Excitement, Action Pack and lots of surprises that come against you this is. Totally
incredible excitement and action pack. < It will give you so much excitement there are some Surprises
they're actually monsters in the Skype, Throwing cars at you Take yourself through a stream high speed
action. As you speed down there to reach him you got to attack the enemy with your axe this zare has
two hands two legs and a big tail He's got sharp teeth and sharp claws His mouth drools with acid what
you got to do. You got to directly attacking him or use yours. Power axe Or force energy or Lear laser, or
chaos blast got, to target his body somewhere is his weak spot. You got the fine his weak spot and, hit it
hard it takes a lot of hits to destroy him, but there's another enemy out there Doom he is flying, in the
sky he's firing at you he really makes damages out, of you you, can. Target doom with your axe it makes
a terrible damage to him, but it takes a lot of hits out of him like shadow whatever, shadow hit him
before it's where you got to hit him, but the axe will hit him hard some of the monsters for Grab chains
and chain you up, but you can overcome them just move your arms and let the, monsters fly Now
remember when you're making, a blow at zare, at his weak point some of the energy needs to be
needed so you can make a direct. Attack at him you going, to have to waste energy to get him likes sonic
adventures 2 battle like that turtle tries to. Block you from hitting him same thing, it’s going to have to
be needed it could be even a stronger attack to hit him Now you got, to be careful with his tail, he can
actually grab you it with his tail and throw you with his tail like in the. Past knuckles got hit by his tail
really hard he went through the rocks sometimes. He can move to other places if he. Really thinks he's in
danger against you he will jump across other buildings. To another path of the city you probably. Have
to move around to get to him again and get past all his monsters, you got to watch out for is acid he can
actually. Spit acid on the floor sometimes you will fall in underground places you had to get past the
underground monsters sounds easy and you got to watch out for his claws he can actually, hits you very
hard on this game you have to find his weak. Spot now dooms, you have to defeat doom making striking
blows you will have to target him from the sky with your axe you. Can't fly, but you can hit, him from the
sky with your axe sometimes you gotten watch out for those lasers those lasers, will come really. At you
fast you got to be careful with them actually, drain your energy the more attacks they make out of. You
the more energy will be drained from you when you get hit by them your energy will drain. From, you
doom shoots lasers from his hands Doom will create a giant, dark energy ball that he will fire at you and
if you get hit bye it will drain deeply your energy it could cut it in half. You got to be careful with that
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attack Sometimes, he will come down and attack you from behind Without notice He will be around the
sky and he will appear from the clouds, Got to remember these two don't play nice, they will hurt you
and zare can release a powerful, laser from his mouth and fire at you in making a deadly shot You got
the Dodge That powerful, attack because if it hit you. You will be diffuse Because you don't know what
attack, they're going to do against you Sometimes the monsters, can chain you and slow you down and
he can get a hit out of you if they did you gotten watch out for them two There are three rounds, to
destroy him but it's a little bit more harder and more stronger attacks at the end of the final. Round zare
doesn't get beaten, but doom does, Get defeated Doom falls to the
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Jorgebunny.zare
In this stage this city. is in danger big time it's happening all over again The worst nightmare they ever
imagined. this is going to happen on a movie game but it's going to be awesome.

October 15, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Completed***
October 7, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Remember now this is just a puzzle piece. its not connected yet so it's just a puzzle put together has to
get connected to the other one. so imagine this puzzle it's awesome you're on a puzzle and you got to
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open the other side to the back puzzle. like that one to >Sonic and Baby Greed Super Story Mode< Let's
just say it's been skipped

October 15, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
In this stage there, is nothing but, lightning strikes a terrible stage with monsters and demons and
creatures wandering the streets everything in the city is in chaos everything and The. monsters busting
through. the glasses trying to take all the people and turn them into them this is the best Stage you ever
been to. Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend orc Trying to stop Zare and Doom I can see Sonic the Elder
Hedgehog legend orc, swing that axe as it thunders. and rains his eyes are glared at the monster zare
and. doom This is one of this destroyed cities you ever see before Back in Sonic adventures DX it was
nothing but water but this. time the water is feeling the darkness, the world is becoming a darkness, city
that is black and red. thunders. Constantly at the city and around the world it's like a new rulers coming
Zare and doom. It's a nightmare At the city as Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend orc tries to reach Zare
and doom you'll see some of the buildings falling down, kind of a, action. area intensely as you speed
down there kind of cool. ^_^ Also amazing ?? When I played Sonic 2, I've been viewing sonic speed
spinning he was slowing down as he spins I believe that was his weak spot baby greed is fast at spins he
love to spins He catches a lot of speed He is excellent at Spins Sometimes is, spinning goes really high in
the air Then Sonic I think he out when Sonic at spinning. Sometimes is spinning, doesn't slow down you
got to control his spinning or it can cost you to fall and die or get hit by enemy. I'm talking about baby
greed spinning You got to be kidding, getting chained up by zombies or demons you think those
zombies or demons are going to hold you. down with those chains And you can hear them say master
brother join us Throw those monsters through the window Some of the demons are screaming, saying
hold him down don't let go of him the master wants him dead. You got to be careful, with the chains
sometimes when you're running you see the chains wrap around your arms it could. stop you for a
minute but you can overcome them, i Tell you it will be fun being. Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend orc
and so much excitement you go crazy of you want to play. the stage again and again and again and again.
I tell you there's lights everywhere moving around at the, monsters. soldiers. fighting the demons off
city gone crazy there Action Pack cool

October 6, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Section
This bad
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October 6, 2014 by Section Reply
Weejoh- dis sucks

October 6, 2014 by Weejoh- Jorgebunny.zare
whatever ^-^ you don't see what i see

October 6, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
what ever let me continue in it'll all make sense sooner or later anyways sega will not accept the game if
you one to no ^_^

October 6, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
if Sega doesn't, like some of this they can, fix that I will let them do that. ok^-^ So don't worry how you
like it it will come to I do like it. J And that's true

October 6, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Weejoh- wut you sayin', boy
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October 6, 2014 by Weejoh- Jorgebunny.zare
you mean what are you saying ^-^ I moved the details somewhere, else it's not supposed to be on the
stage maybe some of it.This stage is awesome So many monsters everywhere you gotta watch out for
did, you don't know what they're going to do they might drop cars on. you you're a giant be on all the
monsters on the floor Sonic is so cool you look at him is Carrie nothing but chains on his arms He's a big
giant monster, That runs and walks Beyond the roads if you heard of Godzilla its not like that he just be
came fused and became a giant legend orc he fuse, and grew elder kimchi made him even stronger the
crystal went inside the energy ball energy ball grew so big, it was almost as a planet. the crystal chose
Sonic because he Stronger and smarter baby greed wasn't smarter anyway he was too young he couldn't
be the legend this time he was too young he doesn't hold that much energy probably die but he did fuse
with Sonic it was just a blue crystal chose, Sonic because he was stronger than the baby but if it chose
the baby sonic with fuse with the baby it doesn't work it's too strong, for him he's too young to
overcome that power Sonic was perfect for it the Master Fusion Emerald crystal didn't have to fuse with
them but it chose to do that one time it's because Zare, destroying the world and after the Master
Emerald. Yes the energy ball was almost. the size of a planet it was starting so much earthquakes and
thunder Before I was talking about scourge if scourge, got his hands on baby greed it be a massive
earthquake The heroes will be in so much danger against scourge But thank goodness he's not on the
game Scourge loves, energy But Sonic's. got the energy now he's in control of his powers now, makes
him invincible But. could it be enough to put him down, That'll be up to the players, how strong they can
beat him.
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What I'm talking about, is the green Chaos Emerald it can summon a monster but let me give it to. you
now But the Chaos Emeralds will be transformed Even powerful without becoming one ok now the last
one the, green one i saved. the best for last Chaos fusion Super Master Ultimate Super GreedSonic Level
10 to 12 He will use his power energy to opening up time doom the green Chaos Emerald opens up the
clock master all around the place turns white from the sky a giant monster falls to the ground, he held
the clock in his hands and his face was skeleton he opened the doorway. of demon world his face, was
smoking he said your time is up zare die his eyes became green he said come forth my minions demons
on the earth turned at him they were controllerd by the clock master they all try to pull him into the
demon world the zare was fighting them off but there were to many of them the clock master summon
something big and huge it was terrible, it was never to be seen on the world a legend monster terrible
and giant size with wings it was flying down into it reached the floor it had 20 wings and yelled at him it
was called. of nokia the one largest big monsters, of the world and it was the Legend Monster, never to
be seen it, was summoned by a most powerful master chaos emerald, it's summoned and all of that and
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way Nokia, had target Zare, he open up a most powerful time dark place the Dark place rose from the
ground Nokia, and continues screaming at ))))))))))))))))))) he pointed his finger at him his eyes became
green his finger was lighting, up and the clock master was chanting a magic and the demons, were
chanting a magic to all this could finish zare, Nokia was filling up with so much light the world was
lighting up so bright it was nothing to see but light the ground was shaking so much then a loud noise
came from his finger))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) it was so loud then light, was sparking from his
finger then he started to laugh, then he turned his head to the back Nokia said Ultimate Master time
Shutter, age of Time, Clock Master said Time attacked.black hole of the seal the demons also attack
Demons said Time of Judgement lock. away all of them fired, at him. he got hit the world open up. a
black hole when he got hit went down with the black hole that was incredible power i can tell you Nokia
did attack him and. bite he almost turned to stone Nokia can only be summoned if it was really serious
like. Zare The Green Master Chaos Emerald. is one of the special once and all of them wthout the fusion
emeralds there is no super 10 or 12 by greed the hedgehog or baby greed Because, he's got energy he
can awaken. the power of the fusion for Sonic and others as well The fusion emerald crystal they gave
him a lot of damage but he managed to escape that this power can only be summoned by the green one
this power can only work fight 10 to 12 will be fun to use only be used one time for a special attack This
takes up a lot of energy and it drains a lot of your twin rings . If Sega doesn't like this, they can always
remove this and add something new to it, I said. very cool Oh the master green Chaos Emerald was on
the monster head one day Well it was on the top of his face
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this was in the past This can only be used for most powerful threat this monster was locked away in the
green Chaos Emerald zillion years ago and the clock master zelim
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This monster will take a lot of hits There are two monster destructive force you have to take out Doom
and Zare
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now zare in the city doom close to the water by the city They both are destroying the city and the water
Everything started to become a wasteland They are both Giants like Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend
orc It is very cool what you see to the Right is the Master Emerald it is red and the sky clouds are
spinning around it but the Commandos was over there trying to stop him Specially, knuckles this is
when Sonic the Elder Hedgehog orc said looks like the commandos and knuckles trying to stop vampire
for releasing the poison in this world I hope they can save we, can't not reach it in time it's up to those,
two, to save it They also have the commandos fighters destroying, the demons it's a war going on in the
city, and that's where Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Orc has to destroy him to end this this madness
once Zare is destroyed all these monsters, and all these creatures will disappear But vampire will not
The commandos will have him Locked up, in the base but online players can see him in the cage and do
crazy things at the. cage just be careful not to go close to it Or could give you a scare He will be on the
8th floor, where soldiers march back and forth to watch him. There is no escape, from vampire in the
base he is trap there for all eternity
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i No that'll be fun picking up buildings

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In the space galaxy Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc Is really, extremely powerful and
very. Very fast. Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc, have now 19 abilities of the 7 Chaos
Emeralds. And 12 Mirror jewels, That became even stronger Now he has the power to control the chaos
emeralds, abilities and they are spinning around him. As you are trying to reach the giant Zare,
stretching out his hands of the planet as his hand is starting to fill up with so. Much power it so much
energy, that is so dark and he's getting ready to fire at the planet you got the speed down there. And
attack him But you're not alone, there a dark creature, around you got to watch out for dooms men,
won't allow you to reach him the galaxy is big you will, see the enemies in front of you you got to race
down there to attack him you can use any. Attacks whatever can stop, him every time you make a hit to
him, he will block you he will cover up his body and leave him. hand out that is where you got to hit him
when you see his hand sticking, out him there probably slow him down and. Probably finish him Doom,
is around hiding in the shadows releasing his army against you, you got to watch out for those. Chains
again, they will, slow you down, giving him the chance to fire so remember to watch out for those The
space around you is cool this monster hurts you even harder, you have up to 1000000 Rings and Twin
rings On the bottom in the middle, screen is the mirror jewels engage power it will increase your
strength and has a second one. On the bottom mirror jewels barrier These are supported, if you get hit
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very hard from a blast from his mouth you cannot. Avoid that attack, but you can use this ability to block
it Sometimes he is very fast at firing, at you sometimes it gets even harder he will fire at you even harder
you got to be. Quick to using that barrier because, if it hit you it will drain your twin rings Fasts Powers
are very strong, he's mostly a strong monster, he's got big attacks and hits you he can create cyber,
lasers Will follow you and they continue, to follow you in attack you barriers supposed to be supported
for that You're invincible but there a way for him to beating you but you can still, avoid those attacks.
Your original boost has become even stronger, it's become now super boost it takes up a little energy of
the twin rings. You got to be careful, how you are speeding through space because it can drain a little
faster. The Chaos Emeralds, that they are fused can be used as a weapon again, attack the enemy with
the Chaos Emeralds they will. Make a brutal damage, to the enemy Wherever you hit him It can cause
him to get a little damage You have a massive energy, around you when you increase the speed the
energy will start the flame up when you going to get. A direct attack, it's one of the massive attack
power, you ever make it where you are going directly in a speedway as a. Meter directly into him It's like
Sonic adventures DX when you're running so fast into chaos you will see a blue color in front of you that
is what I'm talking about, but this time it's even stronger, inflames up the entire body flames up when.
You getting, a direct attack into him. It is way awesome, but be careful sometimes. The Zare will use his
Big long tail and he will smack you away from him like a baseball bat, like a home run It can cause you to
go way out in space and it'll be even harder to reach him then Sometimes you hear your friends talking
to you, You can only hear them on this last stage, Now you can make attack blows, from your energy it
means blast powers long distance if you can't make a hit from him you. Can fire your energy at him and
make a blow, that hurts him, but sometimes he can block, it that's, gonna be tough to beat. Him and will
need a lot of energy to stop him now remember your mirror jeweled barrier takes time to regenerate if
you make a time that you need a barrier that protect you from some of the attacks you cannot activate
that barrier again any fires at you from his mouth is always the way to take that down it's time' to use
Mega ultimate blast to overcome that firepower you will use your hands and create a giant. Energy like
he does and fire at it and try to push, it to the left will take up some twin bring energy to do that. It can
cause him to miss you if you overcome it, but it's going to be a lot of light coming, towards, you if you
don't make. that fire attack its going to be a extreme action, there when you fire Now the axe Now your
axe got so strong your axe glows like fire every time you attack the enemy energy wave will come from
it like Emerald the robot every time He uses the axe there's wave coming from is spinning this axe got it
now use those waves attacks you are extremely powerful hedgehog in the galaxy now Take yourself to
extreme excitement, And darkness surprises of doom and so much fun take on this most powerful
monster in. the galaxy, the galaxy is very beautiful but being overtaken by him, but its up to you to stop
him and be the hero of the galaxy the legend Who ever known you're in the seat of the controller be the
hero and save the planet. of Sonic The Elder Hedgehog legend Super hyper Orc, (Sonic
Team)***Completed***
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I forgot to tell you there, are 4 rounds in this one that really means serious attacks you just got to be
careful on this. one on the last round, he will make it final strikes that are very hard.
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^_^ awesome action the people would like extreme action Simply, beautiful there's going to be, a lot of
firepower there lots, of energy colliding against each other a massive firepower that's Sega would love,
to see one day in the game. you will say bring it on bring it on Zare I will get you and tear you apart
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------look in front don't look at your hands (*´>д<); No stay with me baby greed"!? zare said" (`o´) Yes I smell
the back of his body. Its's goanna be delicious having him in my stomach." Baby greed said" Goodbye
Sonic i love you so much, I will never get to see Christmas with you ever again"!? Super hyper Sonic said
Don't say that You will see Christmas. And Christmas Eve"!? Baby greed said good bye. Sonic (；
´Д`/ahhhhhhhh"!? zare said. He's all mines now ha ha ha come, with me in my stomach in the sealed
super hyper Sonic said" No, there’s gotta be a way to save him got. A few minutes to think wait that's it
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(☄ฺ◣д◢) ☄ฺ hyper mega kick Super"!? Baby greed"´>д<) ouch" hyper Sonic kicked Super baby greed in
the stomach really. Hard that knocked him out cold asleep, he went soaring down like a meteor into the
planet. Slowly down he gone asleep zare Send No my Dinner is falling down like a meteor nooo. Hyper
Sonic said hang on Super Said"Baby Greed I’m coming!?" Tikal said" hyper Sonic Don't worry about him
now he'll be fine" Zare send" no you Can't do this to me." Tikal send" I feel that he will be safe down
there, but we need your help over here we got to sealed him hyper Sonic said. Don't worry we're
coming just hang on baby greed hyper Sonic Tried to speed down there and Trying to push zare into the
sealed zare said" noo0_0 noo nooo0_noooo0..................!?" zare fell into the sealed down he went
never to return Ever again. Ashley said" I guess we did it Sonic this monster is being put in the sealed
never to return. But your child seem to be on the planet somewhere, wherever could he be on that
planet we got to find him" hyper Sonic said" Where can he be on that planet. He’s a lost baby now" Tikal
said." Don't get your hopes up Sonic we will find him. Let us search be on the planet we should have
friends to hunt him down. let us go home And find him" Shadow said" I have no time to hunt a baby as
long as zare is put away from my adversary That's all what matters now. I got to return these star rocks
back to the rocking." Hyper Sonic said" Shadow did you steal those rock stars from the Rock king
Palace!" shadow said" does it matter to you hyper sonic does it?" hyper sonic said". No, it doesn't
shadow," said good. Then keep it that way hyper Sonic" Ashley said" then. Let’s go home and find him
Baby greed turn back into his original self. As he landed into the water He was protected, but a baby
Chaos Emeralds a glowing light protected him as a barrier so he can breathe in the water. Something
mysterious came to him and picked him up and took him somewhere Baby greed woke up in a palace
place. And the game started in this world baby greed in a spirit world the world is like. A ghost world, it's
a very scary place where a lot of Souls has been hidden from the zare the people is never died because
the zare still liv into. Zare is destroyed the souls will never die baby greed about to meet her sister and
she's going to tell him he has a twin brother and so much more So much lube state has the speed of
Sonic Adventure DX director's cut so much running there nothing but surprises and so much rocks
behind you. you got the race down there to reach her it'll be so much fun that the baby will enjoy so
much Running down the water path There and booby traps around. You’re going to have to jump for
those thorns be careful his. Shoes are very soft it not as strong. As sonic shoes it'll be probably be a
quick death like Sonic 1 the World is nothing but a ghost place it's more like a temple world the ground.
Floor it's more like old rocks, it's like it’s cool will you look around you see nothing but scriptures of
words and scriptures of the monster's face. and it’s telling you don’t say his name This world only got
twin rings of energy here twin rings of energy here There are no rings. In this world this is a place for
energy not even sonic will survive in. This world this place is mysterious. Or would you know who else is
there will be next to her child this is the most the energy world there. Is no survival for Sonic this is a
place for not for a hedgehog that is blue. This is only meant for him

Zone1. Spirit round underworld
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Zone 2 Spirit round underworld Deepest Clouds

This place is mostly dangerous for anyone who walks into this place will be sick. This place is mostly for
spirit energy that comes from the body. Nothing but clouds everywhere anyone who touches the clouds
you will probably get sick or die this place is no ordinary place it supposed to increase the body's energy
and if you don't have energy cores like Chaos Emeralds. You will probably die any heroes who walks in
there will fall to the ground and get sick and you will die. You won't be able to move. Fast around when
you're sick it will slowly it will take time for to take effect of you. You will have 20 minutes to get out of
there or you will die There are clouds everywhere that covers the world. In there it is very kind of dark
and scary for baby to be in a big world all around. it is so big high up and down you can see up there is
nothing up there but clouds it is so high up even if you fly up there you will never get to the top. Because
there is no top, but clouds a big place. It is been there for years. No one's ever found an Underworld
temple tune place, but one baby that races in a scary place to reach her when the baby greed enters the
world clouds will cover him to check his body and see if he has energy. But it did past that he actually did
have energy so he went through and nothing happened to him. is completely safe the cloud is a part of
his body now he can go as he please he can even smell the cloud nothing will happen to him. But just a
normal smell of the clouds, it's amazing how you can enter a wonderful temple so much mistress you
can find in there your Energy will fill up and you can transform into super baby greed and stay in that
form only in this world, but remember when you get to the goal you will turn back to normal As you
pass this world there's so much of the loop and down the loop. So much twists and twirls high places
you have to spend and get through There are some power up in the area. There are lots of pass,
including falling down a hole self to a wonderful. Hidden temple tomb. Be careful you might hit some
skeletons will scare greed the baby out of his head could be the other side around they're hidden souls
of Dark Lords. There once on the planet in the past it seems some of them were hidden in that world. In
this world, it's up to you to stop them before they get you in. Passed the gold Twin Ring to finish the
stage both of them

The Darkness Flame
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Baby Greed said, displace is dark. Why is it so dark I’m scared daddy where are you take me home, I
don’t want to be the Darkness Jessa Belle said, Scared are you. Baby Greed said, Who are you? Where
are you at? Jessa belle said, You’re in my territory there is no baby like you were supposed to be here. It
seems you are scared. In this place you’re afraid of the dark. Are you baby greed said, I’m not scared I’m
not scared of the dark the rock fell on the floor baby greed got very scared and he screamed in fear of
the dark he almost did something embarrassing. Jessa Belle said, Not scared really you I believe you
almost did something embarrassing when a minute you just did. -_-' I never thought my brother be so
embarrassing thank goodness no one sees you this way and it’s dark for you not to notice that I will wait
for that passes by as I can see you in the dark and I know what you did such a baby are you. you know
what you did wrong you brought me to hunting you. Down. It’s because you took somebody from me
and he was my father. And that’s what got me mad and I hate to hurt you for this. There is no child to
supposed to be in a dark place like this. And you’re all alone in my home do you want to play doll we
would me. I love to play, which you because I was which you all the time I you don’t even know that I
was there the first time you made it to the earth world. I travel to time to track you down and keep an
eye on you. But that was mysterious I couldn’t age like you, it’s because my father made me this way.
And I guess you turned back into yourself again your turn back into a baby and that makes it easier for
him to hurt you. But it seems you have taken him from me and now I hate to do this to you, let me show
you myself and tell you that I am your twin sister Baby Jessa Belle. Baby Greed said, You look like me,
you. You are I don’t know what happened to you. You're all dirty. And you smell and you stink when did
you take a bath. Hey, what is that symbol on your diaper it says something about you that writing its
shape is a Chaos Emerald. I heard of this before someone told me about a name called satirists planted.
Did you come from that world you what happened to you, you look so messed up. So much dusty you’re
totally messed up, it’s like yours, I don’t know what it is Jessa Belle said, Dead... Baby Greed said, Yeah,
that is it.

Jessa Belle said, Listen to me baby greed when you were around the crib I actually snuck into your home.
I wanted to be which you because a twin never lease is broader and plus I’m dead. I couldn’t enter your
home this way because the creature did this to me. I still remember it, but he’s my master now and I
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have to obey him in any way I want to be free from him it’s something about spirit problems. I have no
way to escape this world and the only way I can figure this out if I kill you or I find another way around
this. But my master wants me to kill you for what you’ve done to him. You have sealed him away from
me and he has called me to come and find you. You are asleep in the water, I came to you and pick you
up and carried you here to unlock the door so no one can enter of the tomb and no one will find you
here. Why, what I need to lock the doors. Anyway but I can’t believe that you have to stop my master,
he was so close to ruling the world. But it wouldn’t matter now he’s never coming back now I guess I’m
the last one to stop you and if I do, I’ll be able to release him again. Doom tries to find the skull potion
and he succeeded, but the thing is my brother were in the darkness flame this place is meant for
darkness people and dark creatures that live in this world, I suggest you don’t disturb them or could be
trouble for you. Wonder why they won’t harm you because your week in any way this place is meant for
me to live and die while I’m ready dead I’m a Princess of this world. Watching you when you had that
first time getting stronger every night it was painful for me to see my little brother gets stronger. But I
have to accept your strength it seems the road is coming to an end, I sure miss my father, my real daddy.
And he calls me daughter well he wants me to call him father he calls me daughter and I not his real
father, I don’t listen to him. What he says that to me it seems a little spark of the heart is still intact to
me how can this be it’s because it doesn’t want me to know that I’m still alive. This is very mysterious
why is my heart still alive but its black the monster didn’t kill me he turned me into evil, but they all say
I’m dead. I can't tell from that. I am Debtor or alive, but the monster knows I’m dead, so I have to accept
it I’m dead. But the heart tells you. You’re. Alive I can’t feel anything all I can feel is nothing it simply
emptiness. I have nothing anymore, I could have a family like you I could have been so much of the
world I could’ve been next to my brother on a new adventure. Like you have it right now I could’ve been
a new baby sleeping with my brother in his own Crib. It is very funny for me watching you chew on the
crib you must hate that crib so much. But look at the sky about you and it is time for you to release your
true powers you are something new that the scientist created you for. And I could’ve been that. But I
only crossed over to one thing and ultimate. Life form. I didn’t get close enough to the Mega life form
when the Robots were protecting me, I felt already crossed over mega life form. But I, didn’t I only
crossed over, 1 Time but my people on the family North tried to save me, they even try to keep the
monster from getting me, I was simply cute in that shallow water. I was simply happy that I was.
Becoming something great the world wants me to become. Something great and would you know it, I
was the first one to become something great in that machine, but I never got to see my real father again
he sent me to the North planet all because of his broader Beltran stole you from me. When I was in the
bedroom which you in your crib, I was sleeping and holding your hands I was simply not then let go of it,
we were both holding each other’s hand as a family. Beltran came to the window was coming for you I
open my eyes and looked at the window. Simply put, my whole hands around you. So he would not take
you from me, I had tears in my eyes when I saw him try to grab you I try to bite him on the finger and
keep him from trying to take you from me my teeth were just too young to face his fingers. He just grabs
you. From me, in the baby crib were you sleeping with me and then he said payback and jumped out of
the window. I cried aloud, I can’t believe that my brother was stolen from me and the soldier guards
opened the door and saw. A missing child and it was you it was because Jeff Ross wouldn’t hand over
the monster to him, that’s what happens when you don’t give something to your brother he take
something from. You and he doesn’t give it back to you. Hand it over it can be anything that he wants
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that he could take from you, don’t you remember the past broader we belong to the underside this is
not our true home. Our true home is satirists planet, but you were chosen to protect this planet from
that monster. But it’s a little bit hard for you to notice that sonic is not the hero you supposed to be this
time. But sonic can also be a hero which you. A simple baby like you, can you be a hero to the world. Can
you be a hero that is strong in this world are you brave enough to fight in the darkness flame. Show me
what you got broader how could you fight me in your strength because I going to tear you apart and I
don’t care if I throw my dirty diaper on your face. What you say about me out there you talk to a girl like
me, I don’t even smell you have a habit of rudeness. this places where you are going to get hurt once I
destroy you I am going outside to the city and finish his job burn your city to the ground. And your family
in my first target is your daddy sonic and you’re second Amy Rose they are going to feel child’s death
when they fall to the ground. What’s the matter brother scared, I hope you don’t wet your diaper
because it’s going to be swept when I’m through which you. Baby Greed said, I ‘m not going to let you
harm my daddy as I know he is strong we’ve been together we traveled the world faced our destinies
together, I’m not going to let you hurt my daddy I’m going to destroy you why would you turn against
me sister I don’t get this. I have a twin sister. Jessa Belle said you don’t remember me do you broader.
It’s like you lost all your memories of me. You don’t remember how you used to become born into the
world. Are king and everything might diaper that you see I drew the colors of the chaos emeralds when
they came out of your body in the bedroom. Because I wanted to keep memories of you I can’t draw
your body and face so I drew your chaos emeralds. But the thing is it was a bad thing I did the monster
found the writing on my diaper. In the past. And he did something to me, but I’m not going to tell you
that. Into I get that memory back to your head. I want you to remember that we are twins and we both
have the same blood, but mine is dark. Let me tell you a tale of your history memories of some of your
beginnings when you first laid eyes on me when you were a baby boy there is one thing you already
know. You have a father and there are two you’re ready now and you say the real father is sonic and you
call him daddy, but is that true is sonic your real father you. Don’t remember someone of your true
father is do you remember who is the true father of you do. You baby greed. Do you remember about
the third one no one told you about that that they. Baby Greed said, Third father, I don’t understand.
Who you’re talking about what I have a third father. Jessa Belle said, Yes, you don’t remember I see it in
your eyes. You are having a twitching scare and your legs are starting. To shake, it seems you don’t
remember, please stop shaking your legs. You look like a scared baby and embarrassing and
embarrassing baby tell me. Who is your real father Baby Greed said, sonic the hedgehog Jessa Belle, no
he is not your real dad but he does take care of you and I know you know that somebody told you that
sonic and Amy is not your real mom and dad. But you still accept Sonic and Amy as your mom and dad’s
amazing for a baby who doesn’t leave his mom and dad sonic. And Amy. One more time who is your real
dad? Baby Greed said, is it really Cody’s the king of Rohan defender of the sword and shield. Jessa Belle
said, No my brother that is wrong again, you really don’t remember. (._.) You're like shadow. Don't
remember your memories. Sad little baby how could you don't remember your real father it must've
been you been so long with sonic and Amy.
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But the thing is brother. I also tracked your enemy shadow and in the past, I took some DNA from him
when the monster was around, he grabbed shadow and I took some of his blood and I injected it into my
body it only took me to scratch him on his stomach. Why would I want his blood. It was because he had
something that can defeat you and what ever did he have I took from his body, but don't worry, he still
has all his abilities is just took is same abilities that he has. And now I'm going to test his powers on you.
I seem to have the same blood now and DNA samples of his body, they say it cannot happen, but I did I
controlled his blood and made a double blood that made me greater than shadow from his blood it
filled my body with his DNA than his blood was fused with me and then the second course. It turns black
don't you see my eyes what the shadow eyes look like from the dark side. Baby greed viewed shadow
from his original self. ?
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Jessa Bella Said, Well, that's how you see shadow. I want you to know how I see him a dark and creepy
monster. fire from his eyes look at my eyes from him. Ahhhhhh 0_0 ψ(｀∇´)ψ ha ha ha ha haa ha ha

Baby greed said, 【o´ﾟ□ﾟ`o】 sister is that you. Jessa Bell said, yes, this is me, I become greater than
you this transformation turned me into mega life form like you and I believe I'm stronger than you, but.
It's a dark mega life form But see the picture from that monster's shadow. But he's an ultimate life form,
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but do you know how the ultimate life form can become a bigger life form. Simple I I'm the only one.
Who can do it because he made me this way I can simply take the blood from another creature and
combine it into my bloodstream and its DNA. Combining the two ultimate life forms like me and
shadows, blood combining together. Turns one new creature into a mega life from what we did Seeing
you fight a shadow. zare was playing around tearing up The city why I sit on the top of the building
watching you beat up shadow did you see a dark child sitting on the a blue or white building with your
jumping. Across another building to get shadow. Try to remember broader when you're fighting shadow
in a dark city. shadow said, Greed the hedgehog you really think you could be better than me. No way,
there's only one greater hedgehog and that's me. Greed the hedgehog said, shadow stop this I have no
time to fight, which you there is a big problem in front of me on the left of me your worn-out shadow
don't make it harder for yourself. Look at you you're going to fall on. The floor shadow the hedgehog
said, no I cannot be defeated on make a wonderful attack and a put you down greedy. Greed the
hedgehog said. Shadow remembered this when I put you down until you come after me again, but you
won't get me this time. I have a feeling this can be something small you can't fight and he'll be on a
bottle. Shadow the hedgehog said, what are you talking about be on a bottle. Greed the hedgehog said I
don't know I just have a feeling something is going to happen to this world after I defeat him and
destroy that monster, there's going to be some consequences for me and you won't like what you see
when you find it I've been hearing it from Ashley.. She keeps telling me the curse will be back restored
and everything will be young I don't know that means, but I have a feeling has something to do with me
shadow the hedgehog said, there's not going to happen to you if you do defeat me I will come after you
again and I won't stop coming after you too I defeat you. Greed the hedgehog said, my goodness
shadow. You Don't know when to quit haunting me. When would you stop bothering me. You Leave me
no choice shadow I have no choice but to knock you out shadow said oh no Not this again impossible to
knock me out. Greed the hedgehog said, I am going to give all my energy to the white chaos emerald can
you block these attacks of the time abilities, I'm going to send you packing really high in the sky shadow,
said that is really something greedy send me packing you probably won't make it to the top of the
building I can greed, said you really think of of that shadow I'm really going to hurt you and you won't
even know it and it's going to knock you out cold ( - -)shadow, said really the lessee who makes the final
blow what my chaos control Greed the hedgehog said, very well shadow the hedgehog Remember this.
shadow I want you to know if you find me you can't hurt me ever again. Remember. tha. Shadow. the
sun rises and you find me in a school or someplace it'll be your last eye on me. i remember that when
you encounter me the last time and I know you'll call me adversary. That you will watch for the rest of
your life and I know you defend me you want to have that chance again you'll want your adversary to be
defeated by you.( - -) Shadow said chaos control cyber spear

Greed said time sword shadow said, you missed me, I got you where I want you. Chaos punching rage
shadow was in the sky was coming down at greed right where it hurts his stomach what a big giant ball
of black energy coming from shadow hands coming down at greed the hedgehog
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Greed said, chaos time mirror attack shadow went right through the glass and really got really hurt.
Shadow>_< could move. Greed grabbed him and he said. I guess you didn't listen to me, I'm going to
finish you off right now greed through shadow in the sky and called his most powerful attack. Chaos
meteor ultimate wave time attack shadow going so high up >_< Greed jump so high up in the air. Went
directly towards his body went right through his body punching him crazy 100 times. This was the
ultimate attacks shadow was getting a total beating by his stomach. There was nothing but sparks
underneath his stomach it was so lighted it was so bright it was nothing but light of the power of light.
He couldn't move he was completely injured. Greed finished among the sky above the building, then he
saw a hooded baby girl. 0_0 -_-shadow was falling slowly down to the ground,His eyes was closed and
knocked out cold then greed told shadow. You should of never challenge me. That's what you get for
challenging a most powerful hedgehog that is mega life form. I hope you be okay out here when you
wake up I know you'll come after me again, but it will be too late for that to get me. Have a nice night
shadow then greed left to the monster and that's how he remembered. Yes I remember that moment
when I first encountered him. But it wasn't my fault I didn't want to fight. Him he just came after me like
a monster. Jessa Bella Said I see broader. It looks like you are tearing him apart by punching him like
crazy there was nothing but sparks of light coming from his body you were mad. You gave him brutal
beating of his life.

Such a grown hedgehog with sweat and anger to the scene from you it looked like you want to destroy
him completely. But it looks like he stopped at the moment. But you Would not stop punching him. Into
you heard him say stop i'm finished no more punching me I'm finished. And then that white eyes came
from you it look like you were scared. That's what I seen in you broader it looked like you are going to
kill him.

Baby Greed said I wouldn't do that to him. I would hurt nobody he just he just.

Jessa Bella Said Just what brother what would you do to realize of a scared little baby that has fear that
you can kill someone.
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You have the power to still do the same thing what you did to shadow. you might be young again and
you lost all those powers you're wrong. brother your baby and you still got those powers as a young
one and they're still as 100% strong just an adult

but your speed has dropped again that is mostly different to your powers. And you can release the
monster inside of you as well but you don't know how to release it. And you don't want to because if
you did you will run a among to the world and destroy everyone you be just the size of the monster. Like
but more bigger like ZARE And I heard you can open the doorway to the demon world when you are a
monster.

in the past you were upset that you lost your mom and dad on the other side of the time. that was a bad
time

but looking for someone to finding you to take you to the real world. In real time if it wasn't for her. You
will probably be in the monster stomach right now. Baby Greed o_o' the monster stomach.

Jessa Belle. Yes the monster stomach you are the answer to stopping him. and which you brother we all
know the dark Lord's coming to destroy this planet. zare has called him and he's heading to the planet
but it will be years before he reaches it that gives you enough time to grow up and prepare yourself.
with your friend sonic the hedgehog or daddy.

the dark Lord is a most powerful monster and he doesn't need to lift a finger to stop a speed hedgehog.
He could just flip it from his fingers.

But his real name is overlord. we call him dark Lord Because he's king of darkness of the galaxy.
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Don't get your hopes up broader that is way long before he comes to this planet. It would take him
hundreds of months or years into he reaches this planet. You will probably be the age of sonic that when
he will arrive.

But remember brother your father is really Jeff Rove. We all call him Jeff Ross. But his real name is Jeff
Rove it really doesn't matter how you call him his real name is Jeff Rove and he's your real daddy.
cannot deny him but you should know he died a long time ago but maybe he is still alive somewhere in
space. Maybe his soul will die maybe it's drifting in space where we all look at the stars. But remember
brother please look into the stars above your head every day. At night because one day that star will
come and be your new challenger of your life.

And tell your father to do the same brother there is a way to stopping the dark Lord of overlord. You
have to be in space. Why am I telling you this. Because your baby and you won't remember but you will
be the message to sonic if you ever remember again. It's the only way to keep him from coming to your
planet. you both have to fight him in space. A broader even if you came out of this world and try to say
something to Sonic you will be able to say nothing because you can't talk. Even if Baby Cabela had the
power to make you talk to the people. It won't be enough to release the real truth to him. she don't got
the strength to let you talk the real things to him. her powers are meant to talk a different way to
people. There is no way you can send a message to sonic and the rest of them even if Baby Cabela tries
to help you send a message sonic. she cannot get that much power it's a long talk and she can't hold it
that long even if it was 1.2.3 it's not enough. That means broader she talks a different way not a difficult
word. what's going to happen to the world are meant to talk in a different way of her world, her world
was not preached about these, words. it won't be enough to send the message to him. It will be too late,
but maybe you could try to remember when you're older. maybe some dream of a nightmare comes to
you and try to make you remember what I told you when we were babys right now.

There is something did you have inside of you and I want to see that power your true power something
light something lives in side of you. With power that makes the sky white and I have something as well
to brings the darkness of the world. That brings nightmare an evil to your world As well but yours is a
different way around something to keep the darkness away and you are afraid of darkness. and you are
gifted with some sort of light power that I gave you to use against him. Now I want to see my power
unfold against me and see the darkness could beat the light.
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Baby greed said what do you mean release the light..

Jessa Belle how do you know we have a father. Jeff Rove is my real daddy

how do you know that. you sure that's are real daddy how do you know that

and how do I know that you are my real sister there is no way I have a twin I don't believe you.

Jessa Belle said-\-* so you don't believe me brother. Then let the show you I'm going to take a scratch
off your arm.

Jessa Belle disappeared in the dark and jumped on baby greed's body he fell to the ground. Jessa Belle
was on top of his body she opened her clause.

baby greed said get off of me. Jessa Belle said stop moving around because it's gonna cost you to get a
lot of blood scratches if you don't stop moving around. I just want a little sample of your blood baby
greed said let go of me you will be sorry for this.

Jessa Belle said. I would be sorry lol ha ha ha stupid baby were both babys, one of us is going to die now
give me your arm. Jessa Belle said got it now watch this baby Greed said o_o' let go of my arm what are
you doing
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Jessa Belle said I'm going to turn my hands into a needle so I can take your sample of your blood I got
the power of darkness to turn my hands to anything in a of shape so. close your eyes and don't cry. It's
going to sting don't worry i'm not going to cut your arm off I'm just going to give you a shot. so I can
show you this is your twin sisters blood but I'm going to do mine's first you may watch what I do and you
will see what you get from one little lab test of blood samples of a shot from a doctor of what.

And one thing Brunner I wouldn't take your power blood combining it to me........ -_- because I'm ready
stronger than you.

and I wouldn't cheat for a third blood like yours. and plus your blood is different it has something that
can kill me. I can't touch it has a curse can destroy me so here it goes don't cry

The holy place of the guardians of the Quartz Quadrant Sword of Elder kimchi Zone
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This is the reverse Chaos Emerald it upside down it's cursed or what ever it could be zare created it off
Jessa Bella diaper were she drawled it on her diaper it is evil it's the red one. That thing is full of black
darkness. It's evil is got to be destroyed. it can destroy entire world and bring back the monster. It's got
to be destroyed. We don't know what talent it can do to the world it glows with black darkness it's
dangerous.

January 18 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Don't mess with the adults.. Greed the hedgehog as he doesn't play nice if you mess around with him
but he's loving and careful he has an innocent soul is so loving. And he loves his family especially Sonic
and Amy the deepest.

January 2 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
It has a dark future face in the past.

January 2 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Of sonics planet or home it was a nightmare, city and it was this destroyed.

January 2 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Greed the hedgehog fastest hedgehog ally. and that is the baby that grew up to be him. Not even sonic
can beat him is speed is like hyper speed. It was a powerful hedgehog but he lost all his powers. he's
back to being a baby again is weak again. And I do got his drawing in black-and-white but he will never
be released into the story completes with baby. One day with sonic he is the ultimate fast as he took a
live no hero could beat. he only has one weakness turning problems. at the adult side.
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January 2 by Jorgebunny.zare Replyedit
Jorgebunny.zare
Yes he was in the time of the sword and shield in the castle time this time. Went a different way but
someone managed to get him out of there before the monster got him that time. Was his danger zone
but the wizard managed to release him from the cocoon. it was the only way to release him if the wizard
died the future is no more. sonic is dead they'll be no future for him. what out baby greed. but thanks to
the wizard he free him and Tikal Managed to get him out of there if it wasn't for her the monster. would
of hunt down baby greed and killed him or her baby sister and probably Turn him into her it means
making another brother that Him look like her a demon looks like her she will probably play with him
and then finish him it means playing with her toys making a toy for death.Lucky for baby greed if he
wasn't locked up with her. In the castle ages that would've been it for him. The castle ages was his last
chance to reach the other side Sonics time he only had a year or a half of month to live in that world.Or
it would've been late to go to the future of sonic's time. But guess what she can still do it where he is.
she can Still turn him into her if she beats him She has a slime on her body. she has to do is place it on
him It's underneath her baby shirt I say baby greed in big trouble and sonic's not there to rescue him. it
really up to him now and Who ever wins this takes the prize of claiming one or killing one.

December 31, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
i'm taking time to fill my mind because theis is a sad thing to see and hear.-_- this is it the heroes who
tried to stop the monster and fail and there's. it was once a lost baby that lost her life on the other time
of the satirist planet i need some time before i release the ending of her.

December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
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Jorgebunny.zare
but Scripture words is very scary, its saying don't say his name or you will awaken him the monsters. raft
will destroy us all. there is no stopping him the power of zare can curse anything in his hands chatter
anything including a masterpiece. of the Master Emerald he has the power to cursing it destroying the
Chaos Emeralds not even a supersonic cant. stop him but the legend can he is our only chance of a great
victory may The Legend of the giant org Be a Awoken of the fusion But they did stop him but the thing is
he still alive the souls will never die it's because he's still alive all the children eaten by him are still alive
but souls will be down there for a long time until he's destroyed there. will be no resting for the souls
and he's evil he doesn't got a good heart. there is no heart of good in him his heart is black it has no
feelings that's why the souls are down there. 1 Hedgehog will stop him one day. sonic will kill him one
day If he ever comes back

October 14, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
really stop me today http://forums.sega.com/member.php?157277-JorgeXFBunny Oh well back to work
Trying to get back to idea

October 13, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
I don't believe this guy he just got me got 2nd I guess you don't want me talking on messages

October 13, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare edit history
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Jorgebunny.zare
What sonic did he went under baby greeds body and He kicked him in the bottom of his diaper. beyond
his too legs and kick and him backwards. like a soccer ball he was drifting so fast backwards towards the
planet all the way down slowly down he went

October 10, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
It's good to see that monster away. in the sealed forever all these years he's been torturing him. and
destroying the City in the past without knowing this. but that was too late in the past it was too weak
then. there was no way they can sealed him at that time the past was really in danger then but now the
future on the game was strong and they finally got him sealed away

October 13, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shadow encounters Jessabelle
Shadow Said' what. Are you. What have you done to her

Voice Zare and Doom said ' ha ha ha ha what we did is transformed her into a monster. That it will
destroy you completely.

Suppler destroy this black hedgehog. Leave no bones standing. Get him

and devour his body.
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And the game started

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Jorgebunny.zare
This is going to be an awesome Final Boss of the ending of the game.

But I still gotta finish the other one. With Baby Greed Vs Baby Jessa Bella. soon

June 16 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Suppler. is one of the ultimate life form.
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that comes close to mega life form.

Shadow got to be brave. This thing is looking for crushing meat.

Flat Meet

June 10 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
this thing drooling like crazy. And he's looking for lunch. And he has his eyes set on shadow.

June 10 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
What Monster is this it's huge and giant size.

Where shadow is it could be his death wish it's thundering and lightning like crazy

What a darkness world he's in. Shadow can't lose his confidence here. this is where he has to kill this
transformation thing

this thing is huge and its black and darkness.
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June 10 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Yes he turned into Super Shadow. When he got the Chaos Emealds.

June 10 by Jorgebunny.zare

I must find a way to Save Baby Jessa Bella. And
break that curse. I can't believe she's still alive. If i could just find the curse and destroy it. Zare
and Doom will disappear. Never to curse Jessa Bella ever again. This will be their last moment
the cursor her. Ever again But were is the curse. On this monster. That stomach is very familiar.
Could it be it No one messes with Shadow The Hedgehog. And my adversary. !-\-* You crossed
the line you too.
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more to it

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The End Amy's house in the baby's room calls coming in The End of the Game

We will all be friends
forever let our dreams continue and the end of the game

The end we will never
know the true power of you that is all we know that we are family. Who knew that you had a twin a
secrets and mysteries are still which you. and what us that she can finally rest in peace with her father.
but all in all we will protect you. this time sonic the hedgehog and I'll always be your son I'm so happy to
have a green hedgehog child by my side. this is a new start for you in a new time beginning. let me show
you what I see you're going to enjoy my adventures with me. And I make sure to be the best one you
ever had. an arrest the friends that will bewitch you. Forever come with me baby greed let me show you
what I see. And Amy loves you too and maybe one day I'll figure out your true powers that you are
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hitting wit. that your sister gave you it is amazing to have a blazing green hedgehog like you on the route
of the future with me. This is a new start for both of us let us catch the wind together as family. because
we are hedgehog's and we will both face the danger to gather. Why don't we both set out and stop egg
man because we are both sonic and greed heroes. Yeah The End
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sonic and Amy Said Merry Christmas happy birthday Baby greed your 4 years old [[1]]

We will all be friends forever let our dreams continue and the end of the game04:28
We will all be friends forever let our dreams continue and the end of the game
Call all come in The Baby Room Baby Greed Amy answering machine [[2]] Tikal Said i went back in time
to save you baby greed ^_^ and i succeeded
more to it not done
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sonic The Hedgehog
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I can call this the energy of the control of baby greed's powers. All the blue energy is flowing to sonic..
He controls his power and fate that could happen on that picture that's how I see it but. it did happen
sonic will be something even greater. didn't know heroes seen before no one can touch he'll be
indefensible. To the galaxy all the heroes will be at his fate. I like to say this if sonic becomes fused with
baby greed no one's ever heard this but sonic would be a mega life form with fused with baby greed
only if when he is fused if he's diffuse Sonic Would be not a mega life form when defused no more baby
greed is a mega life form. once fuse your mega life form and the control of him. I call this a DNA energy
flow from baby greed body of energy. DNA flow of the baby chaos emeralds.To in another way I see it.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Back Then in Sonic Unleashed and Sonic CD

Sonic retains some of unleashed moves that are upgraded.

like the Sonic boost. this move was upgraded but only will be upgraded when sonic joins with baby
greed.
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he has hidden powers to upgrade sonic. These moves are mostly our teamwork

sonic has a big of Aventures with him. And he's going to have a lot of of stages to go through

stages moves

dancing moves

there will be a battle moves

super race moves

sport moves

racing moves

the jet boosting competition
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commander shorts base building. That one is going to be known soon when he reaches it.

this is going to be mostly like building your own base. And trying to destroy the enemy

you will have to choose a team. Which one you should become to build your own base to take the
enemy down. commander sure is going take you through the walk of it.

everybody knows passing the goal to win the race.

There's going to be some new moves for sonic there mostly like hand-to-hand teamwork

and mostly for single buddies on his own.

it's a crazy ride with so much control. is to switch by

let's just say whatever stage you heads to the controller panels will switch.

Is like your racing you have to race with a controller on what's angle you go through. And another one
passing the goal controllers will switch to a different mode.
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Were going to start with passing the gold mode

The first one passing the gold on the bottom.

Here is a new move and Energy Homing Attack

this is only if you holding baby greed hands. You can both do together and become blazing energy
homing attacks.

your balls can turn upside down like circling each other. As you attack the enemy one and two one from
the top one from the bottom.

And here's a new twist. You both can hit each other and your balls will go back from the bottom to the
top hitting the enemy from the bottom sonic hitting the enemy from the top and your balls and come
back as you grab each other hands again and hit the enemy from the front

your balls will flame up like a ball of fire. As you team up. As teamwork is only can happen if you're
teaming up in the first stage has it.

if there is a big enemy in front of you. You can both grab each of his hands and spin in a circle As a boom
array. And charge your selves at the enemy is called a combo attack. That is with the energy homing
attack if you come across that enemy. You can also throw your friend to the enemy as a baseball. Don't
worry your friend will come back
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Now were are these energy. Flows coming from

how is sonic using these energy special attacks. And getting more upper edge that he usually has

The energy particles are coming from some sort of sprite. That have baby chaos emeralds in him.
supporting sonic given him new powers

and faster moves and so much more. They are new moves for sonic to out his lifetime not his lifetime his
new games. with this guy is good to have these powers for the rest of his life.

If he teamed up with him. And a special gift. Super. Only if sonic has 50 rings and baby greed got 100
twin rings they will both transform in to super.

--------------------------------------

☀Next mode

Energy Spin Dash New

We all know the spin Dash was in every single sonic game, but now there is something new for it. This
spin Dash will have something special to make it more better and twice is faster. Of the power of the
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energy. The sonic spin dash will be increased and it will be something glowing from it as he's doing spin
dashing. Sonic will become a rainbow color as he heats up He has to be careful because now the ground
will become a whole. If that happens, he will fall through as he increase his spin dashing build up speed
beyond loud noise and some energy balls will come out. Of sonic spin dashing it will be circling him and
once he releases the spin dashing. He's going to go so fast through the air or to the grounds or drew the
floor way. He could travel to the ground and go up and down drew it out if the energy runs out of color
that's the end of the spinning. It returns back to normal as his original spin dashing in order to keep the
energy flowing.

Through the spin dashing sonic has to catch some twin rings or baby greed loses energy. And it can
cause baby greed to get very tired. So have at least 50 twin rings in his number. And keep the energy
flowing. Because it can drain twin rings he uses a lot of energy. To give to sonic. Sonic will have two
slots rings and twin rings on the screen sonic could see the twin rings and baby Greed can. But if it was
only sonic he will not see them there will be hidden if he's not with baby greed. But just say invisible to
the eye. He will be able to see them but they'll be like invisible

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------

we also are going to equipped with sonic the ring of power of energy.

This ring is very beautiful it is meant to catch twin rings. Sonic will be able to get the real power of
energy of more speed

And here's a new twist. Baby greed will help you dodge tough angles and really hard paths and other
crossing moves troubles that comes your way. And he will be mostly a shield in front of you
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Against enemies who's trying to hurt you. Actually controlling him as your own shield. But it doesn't
hurt him, he chose blocking attacks and everything but it only relies on. Energy using energy from him to
protect you enemies can. Attack very fast and a very big and approach a lot than any other sonic game,
there's got to be like an army, and asked you and it relies on shield to get too hard past and some
shortcuts or ways get away from them their armies come from Dr. Eggman, Dr. Sheila, and in shadows,
nemesis of minions, searching for the skulls potions sonic will encounter a lot of enemies coming his way.
That he has to watch out for and take down.

Now sonic can dodge on this one. Just press left two times and right two times just like on sonic
unleashed.

Now this ring is in some sort of casino. You have to play cards. To get it or pinball. Like just say blackjack
any current card match and pinball nights, pinball sonic and baby greed team party pinball, It's just like
entering the pinball machine all over again. But this time it's even harder. They will have a nights
Christmas, and nights journey pinball, and nights into dreams, sonic party pinball, Sega's pinball, sonic
and baby greed pinball, and all teams pinball machine, that is for the whole entire crew you have to
complete all of them to get the ring. You're going to be there for a long time. But it will be fun. And
you'll be online with players or off-line and there's possible a slot machine, there the slot machine will
only appear online. And the rest the stuff was not there and you can play against players online. And
pinball as well who can stay in the pinball machine with the highest scoring time limit. Sounds fun, let's
move on and there's a bet machine where. You spin the wheel to get the highest number. And bingo
these others will only be online. Off-line will only have the card and pinball. But you will see them say it's
out of order,

ok let move on.

Next, the energy light speed dash.

We know that light speed dash
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that you soar to get rings through paths of different places. To get to the other side. Wherever the rings
take you follow the next one.

So we did a new thing to this the Energy Light speed Dash.

With the energy of light speed dash Sonic Could go faster. Than a Original light speed dash sonic can
soar through rings and now new. Twin rings. sonic will soar and glow like. A light fireball this tells you
he's going twice as faster. Then original Light speed Dash

Sonic will hit the rings first and then. Sonic will have to hit the button again to hit the twin rings,
whatever comes first sometimes it's tricky twin rings will go a different way it can lead you in a
mysterious path.

Twin rings could go to a place to this mostly filled with energy that is mostly magical. And beautiful

Now the closer you go to a magical place. The energy of baby greed body we'll start glowing.

He does Glo very bright. You don't know when he's going to Glo it just tells you that something is near.

It could be something That could help baby greed get more stronger. Can even lead you to temples
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Twin rings are meant to take you to amazing places. like underground, tunnels, and insight temples, that
can lead you to the other side

Temples are mint for baby greed Energy, hidden power, super Baby greed, power, strength, defense,
abilities, soul power, and awakening new powers, and the power of the baby chaos emerald, if you
enter the Temple of the guardians will rise to talk to him.

And they will grant him new powers. But temples are hard to find but there's one Temple in the.

Jungle of the mystic ruins there is a hidden magical place that's hidden underground of the Temple. The
ones ever found, but is it still there.

Some say that lives a guardian. of the temples that wait for him that supposed to reach him. And that's
baby greed. And he knows something will come one day to destroy the world. the guardians of all
temples wait for him. So they sleep for that time that he will come to him or her.

Twin rings are mostly can lead sonic to a hidden place that he will never has gone before. That's why we
are equipped sonic with the chain of destiny, of Energy with that chain he can light speed dash through
the twin rings.

Take yourself on the high speed Action of Energy Light Speed Dash. With awesome loop to loop and
with some crazy ride that'll make your head spin.
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These Mystikal items will be hidden in some places.

So keep a look out for one.

Ok Next

----------------------------------------

Sonic Energy Turbo Boost

We all know the Sonic boost.

Now there is a new thing a mystical item to make sonic turbo. For sonic to use energy turbo boost

Sonic will go through some stages. As original boost. Sonic boost. He will find that mystical item.
Because without it the enemies will be more faster to killing him, it will come to a point where sonic gets
troubled. The machines will be actually stopping him. From boosting and it's not strong enough to pass
them. The machines will encounter you fast to stopping you from boosting. And could possibly catch
baby greed. And it could come to sonic being in a dead end. So this mystical item could be in some sort
of. Temple or in a ruins place outside of the temple.

The mystical item is called the ruined rock of energy glass cover. This ruined rock piece will go on the
bottom of sonic shoes. Connecting to the back of his shoes
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This ruined peace is not heavy. If fits on sonic's back shoes. Is like snapping in the back shoes the thing is.
It lights up whenever sonic is in a dark place it glows

Some say it used to be in the rock kingdom.

These pieces came off the Rock people. It was called shredding like when you are getting older. Your
skin peels so that's where that mystical item came from.

Some say the rock people also have energy.

But it's meant to keep the rock world beautiful.

Maybe that piece came from the guardians of the Rock King soldiers.

So once connected to sonics back shoes, baby. Greed can translate his energy to the rock piece.

Giving sonic turbo speed, but it does drain from the shoes. As long as baby greed gives energy to. Sonics
shoes. Sonic can go anywhere with the turbo speed.

Where would be the energy bar.
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On the top screen the energy bar will be blue. And will turn red once it reaches the end at the point. The
middle point will be yellow. Them the last point black. And then empty.

Sonic niece to least. Use some of baby greed energy flows. He has to save some if the energy bar goes
empty he won't be able to get to high places. And that leads trouble for sonic to get past places or
destroy armies. Of enemies or bosses use. Less energy to go to high places and. Places that you can get
across. But twin rings are also used to restore energy that could be good to restore baby greed energy.

The energy turbo boost can go right through the Army. Like a ball of fire.

It'll make Sonic look like a speeding bullet.

Would some hundreds of robots scattered.

Use it and go right through the enemy smacking them out of your way. Like a bowling ball with

Sonic Energy Turbo Boost.

It'll make sonic so fast it be so extreme like a.
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Reckon hardball the enemies will go flying when. You go right through them. destroying unnumbered of
enemies with Sonic Energy Turbo Boost.

Can make you look like a hot sonic fireball.

And don't forget the stunts Sonic and baby greed. Will boost crazy stunts in the sky, making you look like
a star sonic and baby greed.

(Sonic Energy Turbo Boost)

Is one for a perfect choice of the game. That makes you look like a bad hedgehog that knows no bounds
of enemies. And bosses take yourself to the extreme of sonic and baby greed. Energy turbo boost.

--------------------------------------------------

ok next

Team attack

As we all know sonic. Had a tag team on sonic heroes. Where you can switch to another character and a
three-way tag and not just sonic heroes
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Sonic boom had four-way tag.

So now on this game they will be a six way tag

There will be in a six way tag. Only on sonic's team

Sonic, tails, knuckles, and Amy adding the sprites will be six the names are baby greed, and Baby Cabela,

For a six way stage for the team

Sonics team will have a great adventure on this one.

You get to go to a lot of armies. To Stop Will knuckles have a blast. Crushing robots. and the rest of them
You get a take down a lot a robot that you come across. But the goal is to Crossed the checkpoint and
get to the goal. Some stages will require six way team three-way team, two-way, team four-way team,
five way team, or one way team,

when you teamed up with babys there will be some places that sonic can pass the armies has a big block
and it leads up to the babys. So sonics has to leave their babys through the tunnel and let the babys. to
take out the robots. And opened the door
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Don't worry the babys will not be captured. Because it's got a spring cage so the robots won't get
attacked by flyers. The path is a big long wall you cant jump to the side of the other area that or. You fall
it seems the robots got you here. So you have to leave up your babys to take them out. So in that case
baby greed and baby Cabello got to go down there and take those robots out. And they can't get
captured there. If the baby's look at the top the catchers are trying to get the baby's. But they can't
because there's a metal spring that's protecting them from getting captured. The babys can get captured
from the heroes if you're not careful how you. Take care of them on the stage. You can switch
characters in the world. In a six way team yes, you can be a baby leading the team in sonic story mode,
but being a baby means danger anywhere. You're not supposed to be a baby through out the stage
because anybody can capture you and it's it'. Game over and being put to sleep. And that's the worst
thing is being put the sleep. And it can also cause Sonic to be put to sleep as well. To capture the baby

Team attack is very good and also switching, but Being a baby will be trouble. It'll also have a warning
something is going to get you. You better switch.

Let's start with two way team special attacks.

Sonic and baby greed. Can form a super attack.

Called blazing hyper wind. You too will form up and create a giant twister attack, making some crazy
hyper style attack spin balls attack.

You both would charge at the enemy with all you might. Your bodies. Will heat up glowing like fire and
take them down with one shot. Sonic will glow blue. And baby greed will glow light green as they attack
the enemy. As they finished the attack, they both form up as they fall into the sky, landing on the
platform safely. While baby greed will come down as a feather. Because he's got little tiny wings in the
back. It'll take time to get him, probably Sonic have to catch him quickly because. Anything in the sky can
catch him, but he could still try to fight off them.
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Now the three-way special. Attack sonic and baby greed and tails will make a stronger special attack.
Called a tonic wave attack. This attack will make an extreme wave, wind attack I'd a three-way tack,
bringing the house down striking the enemy. All the blows they can do as the floor shakes. The enemies
are wiped out by the strong wind attack.

Now the four-way special attack

sonic and Baby greed tails knuckles

now the special attack will be called cyber wind attack. with so many enemies surrounding you.

Nowhere to go, nowhere to hide there is one special Attack to wipe them all out. And this attack is the
same name cyber wind attack. This attack is even brutal, called typhoon attack and bring. a release of
spiking scratch to the enemy making a typhoon. Attack from the wind brings. A lot of hooks attacks from
spinning from a typhoon. Brings the enemy down to its knees. You four charge at the enemy with that
attack. bring so many houses down. Your damages tear them up. It Go right through them destroying
enemies. Constantly. As the all become nothing but ashes And nothing but pieces. Of machined
everywhere broken taking enemies, no bound once your special move. Is Finish you all come down on
the platform safely Once again baby greed still. Coming down like a fetter, but this time there's three of
you. So that will be easy to catch the little one

Baby Greed. Is Very light body. Anyone can pick him up so that's why he comes down like a feather, he
uses his little wings to control the wind. So he could come down easy. Strong wind can blow him away if
he's not careful how the wind is but when he grows up. his body won't be light anymore, it'll probably
be heavy as sonics
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here we go.

How did baby greed get his wings. I will tell you little about it.

On the other side of the galaxy, it was going to be a holy ritual. it was called the holy Temple was one of
the rarest temple in the galaxy.

One of the luckiest temples to be granted to a child. That was the last Temple of the galaxy and other
side temples of the galaxy world that bounds to. sonics home.

Insight the Temple was so beautiful it was filled with light, not one shadow in that Temple nothing but
gold light there were three people. And one carrying the baby. Baby Greed couldn't see

And who were these people they were called the holy servants of light

Monks. Of Energy

It's coming to a point. Where you know. Where he got that energy and wings. And not only that. He
scared of the dark. So let's move on

Because. It was too light, he was simply blind, but the ones that walked in there wasn't because they
were filled with light energy. Inside the temple live. Statues of soldiers and guardians they're all lined
up beside the walls there was one statute that look like a hedgehog. It was caring a sword, and shield,
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was the size of sonic height. The baby turn at the statues he spotted something was strange. He was
looking at some of the statues. Until one of them moved. A statue of a hedgehog moved and turned his
head at baby greed. His gold eyes. Staring right, at is eyes. Right at that moment he smiled. And he
picked up his sword, and shield, and lifted it in his hands. And pointed it at baby greed and smiled again
and one of the statues disappeared that statute that disappeared before his eyes was a legend statue.
The other statue were people and there were two more on the other side there were animals. Couldn't
see that there were complete very bright of gold. You could not see them and there were completely
broken, but one of them had a tail like a Fox. And it said we are heroes understood.

As the monks made it to the end of the Temple. They put the baby in the capsule he was simply
couldn't sit. All he could do is stand because the energy of the holy Temple was lifted him from sitting.
The Temple was alive, it really wanted to grant him great strength and power. He was chosen to
become something powerful of energy and something more.

As baby greed was Looking around. At the moment he would look at the statues he could see a little bit
of it, but the thing is one of the statues made him see him. And the rest of them. Baby greed eyes
became not that much blind anymore. The statue was one of the billions of ultimate legends. They can
destroy anything it had the power to destroy the monster. But the thing is he couldn't leave the holy
Temple the statue remained in the Temple and disappeared from there. It was just a statue of
someone's death, it just had his spirit he died a long time ago way back then. Since baby greed was born.

That statue was in the temple was simply waiting for one to arrived to take its place and protect the
galaxy.

That statue of the hedgehog's been there for Ages. Billions zillions of years

never moved waiting for the one supposed to take its place. And it was just a baby that was chosen to
protect.
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But he's just young there will be someone to protect him. Before he's ready to be on his own to save the
world.

From the evil monster and the overlord of King of darkness, evil the soldier hedgehog statue was a
hedgehog, but not an Orc hedgehog it was like a hedgehog from sonic world but he was proud and
happy to be a great Paladin warrior. Of the light Temple.

And the rest of them that followed him. His companions left before him. It was only one remains, and
that was him the last statue hedgehog waiting for billions of years and zillions.

For new protector of Light.

The one to destroy evil and darkness.

That falls evil And that is baby greed, he is the light hedgehog that shines the light and feared of
darkness braved to destroy it

As baby greed was inside the capsule. Something happened from the capsule glass floor. Water started
coming up from the capsule glass floor. It was gold of sleeping water

the Water filled all the way up to his face. And he fell asleep in one second.
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As he was asleep the servants of light monks. started praying for the little one they were actually singing
in a prayer.

and then they said the last word after they finished praying. you are a guardian hero will grow up to be a
strong hero and could have a friend on your side. And then the earthquake started the Temple was
opening up the Guardian floor a giant light hedgehog orc of light appeared from the grounds Kimi The
Guardian of light said' very loud at the chosen ones here at last

for many years I've been waiting for him. The chosen one to become the next legend. He just a newborn.
Very interesting, I sense a great danger to the galaxy I since he doesn't have the. Power to protect us
here it'll be too late for the people of the galaxy. Here but in life on the other side will start for him. If
I'm right, they will be another Temple in another time. Of a jungle call the mystic ruins. A Great Temple
of the knuckles far long still exist I've Been entering the knuckles dreams telling them something is going
to happen to your world. Some of the knuckles gone crazy and told their people what's going to happen.
There people resist to listen, they say it's crazy it'll never happen. it was just a dream, but I still fight to
find one I need hope to find the person they can come to the time. And rescue this child of light so let us
join hands servants. And asked for the Temple its true power to give to this baby.

So the Orc hedgehog light of the Guardian. Granted, baby greed new powers the Temple gave all of its
energy flows into the baby's body. His entire body was glowing like gold. The planet sparked light out of
all the planets and it hit closely to the blue planet. the King soldiers couldn't imagine how bright the
sunlight got it was so bright, but that was the light coming from the baby the Temple was defenseless.
The Temple turned dark after all the energy was transferred to baby greed. In the back something was
forming in his back in minutes something came out of his skin it was little tiny wings. The Guardian said
its final words before he died >_< oh. You did well servants you served your purpose here. You are now
free.
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The baby woke up and he didn't notice he was standing before him. and looking at him, his eyes was
different is It was no longer browned. They turn light baby blue. Eyes

the Guardian told the child there is a powerful threat heading to this galaxy we need to get you safely
off this Temple of light. my Temple is defenseless this Temple is no longer alive all remains. is us

You are baby greed. You are now a guardian of the galaxy, and world, you will follow your destiny to the
future of the blue planet. You are Jeff rope son. Of the satirist of galaxy heroes he goes

There was a time baby greed.

That my Temple was still here. Yes, baby greed there was another light Temple

but it was stronger than minds she fought off very long for a fight against Zare.

he was looking for the baby and that. Is You she sacrificed her time to give me time to get you.

We have another four years. Before you were born

Zare tried to get into the temple. To thinking he was in there it took him 25 hours. To get in there
because his father came and hold the door open for him and blocked all the attacks.
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what he did. Was afraid of the light that was her last defense, so what he did was poison the place he
tried to destroy the temple and cover it with darkness.

she blocked all of his poison he thought of another plan to get her so he did. Zare said' your light can't
scare me. You shall fear me. Die' the Guardian said He. Did gave her a poison of shower attacks. He drop
a lot of shower balls all over the place. And floor and it covered the whole entire Temple of light and
she screamed with pain. Of darkness attacking her heart on that day on the

underground Temple of light. were the Guardian sleeps. it was poisoned the light simply disappeared.
And it became darkness of the monster power. the monster has seized her Temple of light.

The Guardian was cursed. Her tears drop for her grounds she is cursed she is nothing but a statue of
Zare power. Zare has captured the Temple it has became the darkness of Temples. There was nothing I
can do a lost sight of her voice.

The temples was poisoned with darks slide. She was very strong and not feared of him. But I can say for
me don't estimate a creature-_-!?

Before she used all her might to give me some. Time to find you the monster was still hunting in the
Temple for you because the Temple is very big it'll take a while to find you

probably years that gave me time find you

We didn't waste any time I send the monks. To find you.
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And we found you with Jeff robe. Your father he is your daddy.

He is a good father to protect you. And says his words to something will happen to. You We all pray that
nothing happens to you.

Because all is lost. Everyone's going to target you on the planet, but don't worry, they'll be something
blue to protect you

But now the monsters on his trail to these planets destroying planets after planets to find you. So now I
gotta get you back to Jeff robe I use my teleportation and I finally say goodbye. And can rest in peace we
all pray that you will come out a victory to stop in this creature that having to destroy every body, it's up
to you and your friends good luck baby greed. And the rest of your friends. Guardian has teleported
baby greed back to Jeff robe, hands asleep, he probably doesn't remember what happened on that day.
And that's how it happened to be coming the light of energy power. And more secretly of his power and
the Silver Wing. The giant orc hedgehog turned to stone. The Guardian and the Temple of light just
disappeared

And that's how he got the powers from the holy light Temple. And his wings plus the chaos emeralds are
in him more generation energy. Making them twice as powerful with the chaos emeralds in him Light
will always shine on the chaos emeralds, but nobody can recognize his light powers because their
normal. Only when he reaches this level of a super will reveal his light powers. P.S

team attack

Four way blistering white hole attack.
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This attack brings the enemy to the whole. When it like a black hole in it sucks the enemy in the whole.

And what comes out is a lot of ashes. It is very strong with damaging attack the heroes tear them apart.
Leaving nothing but scrap metal in their tracks.

And they don't have to move. They bring them to them the wind sucks them in and they destroyed them.

The heros goes right through enemies. Like a tidal wave you can't even catch. The speed of the attack
it's traveling so fast you cant even see them.

Sonic baby greed tales knuckles and Amy make an astounding attack. Tearing up the Army of the
machines, leaving no trace of enemies

but scrap metal this special attack is so strong it can probably tear up a boss in half, however the boss
strength is

Only Sonic team can use the special moves. And other team leaders

With incredible special attacks this makes the. Heroes very strong.

Next five way team attack.
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The flow of surface Harry Kane attack.

Sonic, baby greed, tails, baby Cabela, and knuckles,

They heroes bring the house down with a credible attack.

Sitting enemies into the sky as they bring that harry kane towards them.

The machine just go right into the sky being destroyed turning to ashes

Sonic, baby greed, tails, baby Cabela, and knuckles,

the team. Making a direct attack tearing them up in the sky using their hands and throwing them
everywhere. Making nothing but sand machines

Falling down into the ground what intense. Astounding finishing move high-speed action attack.
Awesome finishing move

And they're going so fast. Tearing them up finishing move. The flow of surface Harry Kane Attack.
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They light up. If you can't see their attacks if you can't keep up with their attacks The light will show.

Next six way team attack. Saul of wind attack

Sonic, baby greed, tails, baby Cabela, knuckles, and Amy,

Make a serious wind attack

The sale of when attack makes a very striking blow.

Mking a series wind flow bringing the enemies directly into the heroes attacks.

the heroes make tidal wave of attacks with so much wind. Breaking so many machines

sonic makes a windy blade attack, it's destroyed enemies in its path. Sonic is surely striking away all he's
got.

Baby greed gives them all the energy to strike those robots in half. Tails comes up on the back behind
him.
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Knuckles and Amy and baby Cabela come up way in back of tails and sonic and baby greed to get the
final blow. Striking the enemy directly into the machines making those robots fly into. Nothing but rain
of metal pieces

I say the best team attack special move for the last.

It relies on baby greed.

Baby greed will open a galaxy gate.

Call

All team attack galaxy riff wind, whole attack

It opens up a star up galaxy warm hole

bringing the enemy to the riff warm whole.

Baby greed and sonics on the top of the warm whole sucking them in. It's more like an energy attack as
Baby Cabela uses her psychic powers to transfer her powers to their hands. To control the wormhole.
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Sonic and baby greed uses her psychic powers to throw the enemies of the machines into the wormhole.
Also, her powers.

Our meant to send enemies into her playground trap.

That makes a good strategy for the heros.

Not only that knuckles, Amy, tails, are knocking the enemy robot. Into the wormhole

they're going very fast trashing these machines as they're being. Sucked into the warm whole.

With incredible attacks as Amy uses her hammer. And spins right at the enemy, knocking the enemy
into the warm whole.

Tails using his mighty attacks showing no mercy. To the enemy robots knocking the enemies right into
the wormhole as well as fast as he goes.

Knuckles showing some awesome punches right at the enemy. As he trashing the garbage machines into
the wormhole.

It will last 25 seconds for the warm whole to disappear. And this is an ultimate special team attack for
sonic team.
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(done here)

More soon tomorrow

-----------------------------------------------

In the holy Temple is legend.

Long ago after that destruction of the. Unknown dark creature.

Yes temples are the keys to awakening baby greed powers.

and more the Powerful of super. And something new to be equipped to a super sonic.

The more temples baby greed and sonic fines for him. To be granted new powers. The powers increases
everything on him including (supersonic)

Some temples. Asked you to pass a test. Sonic if you want baby greed to be granted new powers. You
will have the pastor test. Include bosses, your nightmare fear, race, you even Have to face the most
powerful bosses. On the other side of the galaxy temples. The Guardians Will
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transport you there from light gears away so have a wonderful flight in space.

---------------------------------------------------

Sonic Dance

On a family Dance Move.

It cool Style Dance Move

And Cute Dancing With

Babay Greed and The Team

I want to talk about the dance.

Family Move on
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10 Taiyou ga Miteru

Now sonic will have a wonderful vacation. With a wonderful good family dance.

must be the greatest dance he. Ever been to and OSL is the place to be for him.

In the zone of 10th stage

sonic will dance off as a family dance.

Sonic needs to catch the rhythm, of the beat and music,

he needs to move with the music. And the singer

this stage is represents background. Rain for this like dancing in the rain.

Sonic will be in the world of a city. But it's beautiful the background city will be at a

A wooden floor dock. There will be boats, birds and water going up and down and as it is raining. Baby
Greed will enjoyed the rain. Playing in the rain.
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this stage is mostly the best you ever been to. And it's at night the ships are mostly like the one that has
big propellers is mostly like the ship that has the bottoms two sides.

But the place is beautiful as the music starts. The hologram will show that you're in a place like that
background.

The rain is beautiful, it's like it's raining at night. like original rain, but no thunder only in the harder
stage so enjoy the easy one.

The screen will show circles that you have to tap. The more you tap the combos grow in the character
start the light up.

The more combos you hit, the better you go and you can enjoy seeing that baby dance.

With you probably say he so cute you can also turn the camera and watch him. dance with you You
got remember to keep your eyes on your rhythm if you mess up you have to start again. try make a good
combo, try to get the perfect, no mess ups and you will surely get an (ss)

the more combos you get, the more effects will show and people screaming for your name sonic(((((((

remember be a team of this OSL. And your team will not fail you
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the screen will have circles, spinners, sliders, and new fever, and acceleration.

you will see your character dance, the more you combo them. The more you become a star of the OSL

Keep moving the rhythm and stick with the rhythm and also catch the beat.

make sure your characters don't mess up. Keep your eyes on your character and your combos. You can
also move your characters to the left or right

by pressing middle buttons A, Or. D, you could do the zone keyboard or joystick 9, or 10,

You can also sonic. Hold baby greed hand, pick him up piggyback ride, him carry him, Anywhere And
dance with him be careful. Sonic. Baby greed doesn't like to be held too long and a dance, but anywhere
you can some places he can become cranky, angry, sad, and it can also be in a crying mood, if that
happens you will lose the OSL rhythm so remember less holding

Sonic. The people will start show heart. at you Sonic. And Baby Greed

it means you're about to get a bonus score. From the people keep it up Sonic and Baby Greed. And Amy
and Baby Cabela
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You can also do a special cute dance. People adore cuteness of a Baby.

And your cool styles of special dances.

You can also make baby greed group which you.

Or you can go with the cute dance with baby greed.

You also get floors of light flash on you Sonic and also. There will be a star on the floor moving which
you with the music.

In the light flashing colors. You get a light people flashing cameras at you sonic

it is wonderful to be at OSL. There will also be smokes from the floor showing your awesome dancer.
And a wonderful start to also be firecrckers from the floors giving baby Greed a cute style. More
Monday.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Now that is awesome
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----------------------------

Move

PC Controller

Up

Down

Left

Right

Forward

Energy Homing Attack 3 + 3 + 1 + 3 Forward <Up 3

Jump 4
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Sonic Energy Turbo Boost 5

Team attack 6

Energy Spin Dash 2

Go Super Sonic 10

New (((Gold blister))) 10 10

Energy Light Speed Dash 9

----------------------------------------

New PlayStation ???

---------------------------------------
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New Wii ???

----------------------------------------

New Dreamcast ?????

----------------------------------------

New Xbox ????

------------------------------------------

Pause menu is 1

if you're using

Energy Homing Attack

it will not pause. Ok
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Jorgebunny.zare
ok let continue

June 8 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
sorry i'm not with no company of superman.??? along pc update-_- man ok now vwere i

May 27 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
sorry warioroll199

in the game my character thinks of he super hero.
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he is the only one who calls him that.

he only call him that because he does so much cool stunts.

he can't get enough of sonic so much fun.

to have a high speed stunts and so much more to enjoy with him

He just new baby light Green hedgehog. Who loves to party just like sonic. And do the same way out
side.

that probably both catch. the cake. Sonic likes chili dogs baby greed love tacos.

there you go.

May 27 by Jorgebunny.zare
Warioroll199
ok.

May 27 by Warioroll199
Warioroll199
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Sonic amazing energy

May 27 by Warioroll199 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Yes in order for sonic to use amazing energy powers. He has to collect Twin rings for baby greed.

The Energy meter will be on the top of middle screen.

But remember you can also Become super sonic and it also relies on energy.

But the energy meter will drain fast by using supersonic.

But it only works if baby greed is with sonic.

because he's the energy giver.

But remember if you don't have baby greed with you. You will disable and fall wherer you go.

wow that's where death comes.
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If you are super sonic is best you carry or give a pippyback ride to baby greed.

So you can stay super sonic.

but it takes time to fill up the meter to be super sonic.

like i said again when baby greed fill up the energy.

Meter baby greed will transfer his baby chaos emeralds in to sonic and he will turn in to super sonic. And
baby greed to.

But the temples grant him more time. If he can pass the test of the guardian of the templs

in the world and galaxy. temples give supersonic new abilities.

the more stronger baby greed gets the stronger the energy of supersonic. gets

Some guardians rely 1 test 2 tast 3 test 3 to 10 test

howeverer far you made it. there are hundreds of temples in the world and galaxy.
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Sonic team caput 3 temples in the game or more

Because he need to get all the temples because if he didn't.

the Overlord has won the war.

When he grows up. Somewhere and sonic world out there. Is the forst flower temple.

That is the temple that can destroy the monsters.

With the power of that temple Greed the Hedgehog will finally destroy him and his father.

The florist flower temple will be found when he grows up.

because he found a lot of temples. With the help of sonic and is friends.

I believe it was knuckles who found the forest flower temple.
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So if your sonic keep your eyes on the energy meter. At all times.

some say the north satirist planet had forest flower planet. And a temple.

but an unwelcome monster Zare destroyed it.

And the temple was supposed to destroy him they called him

the Guardian of the kings Forest. was burned away

and the rest of the people and children were planning to go after him. But failed and died beyony the
forest.

there were so close to destroying his father and him.

the flower flower temple was so close to finishing the gift it ritual. It was being transferred to the
children and adults.

it takes time to finish the gift it ritual.

they didn't make it he came and got them. They failed all of them on the planet failed
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But there's one more remains on Sonic world.

The last forest flower temple. That's hidden out there somewhere.

May 27 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
I like to to say. why isn't the bell not ringing. Something about you is very strange.

May 27 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
You say that must be some Temple he's in. let me finish a little bit more of it. So it come clear how he
got his wings and energy. of light energy Power.

May 26 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
So let me play this awesome remix I did here.

http://jorgebunny.deviantart.com/

bye
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May 25 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Warioroll199
Supreme job Jorgebunny.zare

May 27 by Warioroll199
Jorgebunny.zare
i no. Someday they'll be Sonic and Baby Greed Secrets of The Twin Rings.

May 20 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Interesting for Energy Spin Dash New a ^_^

If they don't like some of them, they can remove them. But I say. It sounds very fun the kids will love to
play these games. Seeing their favorite character played a game. ^_^ Sounds like FUN

May 19 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
the baby is ultimate special. To sonic the baby is a walking energy master. Sonic takes care of well it's is
mostly Amy. the baby greed is not allowed to be. let out late at night or sonic will be in trouble against
her she will come after him. Oh boy you don't want to get tangled up with Amy at night if you don't
return the baby to her. There will be trouble for sonic. And get this if you leave him out too long into the
sunrise. Old boy Amy will call her friend. Cream and there are really going to beat you up. and take the
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baby from you. And they can and walk off why you defeated. But if you manage to stop them. That Amy
will call even more heroes They will be 10 heroes or five to get you at that time you down you can run
away from them especially reach her house before it's too late and it would be fun to beat up your
friends. you can beat up Amy and she will be on the floor for a minute. That she will get back up and get
you.. It takes a lot of hits to be her and the others are exactly the same.

December 31, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare more to it
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(((Gold blister)))

A single ring. That holds
so much gifts.That can bring something to the world. Three animal hedgehogs they were split apart. In
the three regions of the mystic ruins. Their temples were hidden on the ground. Waiting for the child to
arrive on their world. The temples has appeared in so many places coming out of the dirt, and deserts,
and ground forest. But one of the temples has not appeared out of many of them. That could be the
Temple they're looking for. But never will find
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This is a new special skill. It comes from the Temple

From one of the jungles. It could be the mystic ruins or some other place around the jungle.

Gold blister is one of the special hidden power of a supersonic.

Sonic can become gold blister anytime he wants.

But the guardians worn sonic using baby greed energy to become gold blister. Too many times in a row

Can bring harm to baby greed baby chaos emeralds. And it can cause baby greed. To get cursed by the
baby chaos emeralds

And that can block supersonic. If sonic's not careful how he uses gold blister's powers it will give sonic a
really incredible boost.

If you are gold blister. You can knock enemies in front of you like a ball of fire. His strength is power
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Gold blister this is the ultimate special transformation for supersonic. It is meant for power sonic will
become a little slower now if he uses gold blister but he still fly.

Sonic will be so pumped up. And mostly sonics hair will grow long just like baby greed. Sonic eyes will be
like dark Red Gold.

if you overheard unleash Wolf sonic. Sonic will not be a wolf on this one. Sonics type will be something
strong with animal that has a hard shell not a turtle.

Something that lives in the desert on the grounds. An animal that looks like a hedgehog, but has a hard
shell on its back. Whatever hedgehog that could be that as it.

This Gold blister. Is very strong with incredible power. This transformation will make you so strong that
you will knock enemies out of your way nothing can hurt you, but it lasses for five minutes you can pick
up enemies and throw them out of your way. Or smashed them you can throw rocks at them or crushed
them with your feet your giant size to them. Nothing could stop you now as long as you got baby greed
with You. Use his power wisely this power came from one of the temples. There other powers to have
the same resemblance. The other two temples represents. Water, and wind, and gold blister that you
found. Is fire, flame. On the top of the screen will show supersonic to become full blister you need 200
rings and 500 twin rings.

When you have enough rings and twin rings the top screen will change it will show three animal
transformations. of first once. is The green one, wind. The middle one its goal blister the red one is fire.
The last one is water

the other two animals is a grass hedgehog, and water hedgehog, with different kind of skill powers.
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Sonic can transform into a powerful animal hedgehog for 5 minutes. You can choose one animal type
water, wind, and fire, from three temples.

It only works if you're supersonic. then the picture will show on the top screen of the three animal types
to transform again.

Just press 10 two times on an animal to transformations into one. By supersonic. Once five minute runs
out you turn back into supersonic

you cannot not enter the temple.

Until you become really strong.

Baby greed got to be Level 75

yes baby greed will gain levels.

For strengthening his powers and energy.

and all his knees got to be at Level 100
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also online everything can be increased at Level 250.

Only online. If you return to offline. The level return to level 100.

You will be able to gain more stuff online. And at Amy Home.

so you got a long ways with baby greed.

And the other baby that goes for you too tails.

Its like Leveling up a Chao

if you want to get into the temple. You got a long ways to go

1

Why do we have to have levels for baby greed.
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One gold blister relies on a strong child.

The levels represents the strength of the gold blisters energy power.

If you're not strong enough to wield the energy of gold blister. You will die instantly or your baby will go
crazy.

Gold blister is a most powerful being. That can have an incredible, awesome power.

How strong could you we'll his power. That's why the levels represents how strong enough can you
control his power. And relies on a lot of energy to give to him

the meter will be increased, but it will not show numbers, you only see the meter numbers from your
baby stat.

Gold blister is one of the things to take the other temples down. Without gold blister.

There is no chance to take those other temples down. Because they're stronger than you. They will
instantly destroy you.

Supersonic
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you have to pass the guardians. Test and they will give you the last thing. To defeat the boss (Gold
blister the fire flame hedgehog)

of the fire temple. Once you do that he is yours.

Gold blister.

Can you some. Really incredible fire attacks.

In this game in the stages, there could be hundreds of enemies coming your way.

Because there is a war going on. Against Dr. Eggman and Dr Sheila Gold Blister will be countering.

Lots of enemies coming his way.

Gold blister could smash doors open to get in.

Or jump over the door. And squash hundreds of robots that try to lock you out.

There will be extreme excitement. That you are using Gold Blister.
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So much fun. That you want to go back to that stage again.

You can also join players online. On this so you have even more fun and more extreme. Fun, excitement
with other players to show them what you're made of.

Gold blister was born from the Temple. From the under lava of the volcano.

Gold blister was always around under the Fire Temple underneath the volcano. Hidden on the
underground of the temples of fire.

It never appeared somewhere in the mystic ruins, but it was always there hidden underground. It was
always there when sonic met the first time knuckles on sonic three.

The hidden Temple can be found from a lava floor that smokes air. Even if you dig it up the Temple will
move to a different direction. So there's no way to get into the Temple until the child comes baby greed.
It sits and waits for years for the child to arrive on the mystic ruins then. The temples will awaken. The
guardians were sleeping for years they will awaken.

The temples will rise from the dirt from the grounds.

Some temples already showing itself, there is one Temple that still remains appears to show itself. And
is always sonic adventures DX.
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But there's no energy in that Temple. The temples already been discovered so there's nothing that is in
that Temple.

But left is a chaos picture. In the Temple deep in the Temple. But there could be secret that rely on
something for baby greed. In that Temple whatever it is, it could be discovered.

Something about the chaos picture has a hidden door. It's a mystery

Now gold blisters body

is made at Redskins, eyes red gold,

his teeth are sharp, his body chains all over him, his feet, his hands on his neck, his neck has a chain that
has a long ball that resort's energy.

His hands are very big and strong. If you ever heard of ape's. Hand. That's how big his hands are.

He can use those Big hand. To smash a lot of enemies up. And he leave nothing but a pile of machine
garbage.

He can also punch the ground. And bring an earthquake to the enemies.
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Sonic will have so much power of (((Gold Blister))) of tearing up the army that comes this way.

And not only that. Players online will enjoy the fun with you. It's a long Adventure. And you will have
help on your side as you travel. join the players and your friends. On a wonderful adventure action
stages.

Next The Hedgehog Grass Melody of the Wind temple. Of the Sky Ruins

Ashley the African Hedgehogs

Her Pride Lands of the wind and The 12 Mirror Jewels.

The Wind Temple. Is on the Sky Ruins.

The Full Name is Called. The Mystic Sky Ruins

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Okay next
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the Mystic sky ruins is connected to the mystic ruins.

The shrine was also destroyed by terrible destruction. Of fire.

but it wasn't. Egg man, somebody else from another time that came to the sky ruins

Searching for the Legend of fire. And calls the beast to burn their city to the ground.

Ashley the African hedgehog child. Was with her mother watching the King.

Argue at the knuckle people. They were the deepest warriors from the mystic ruins that can never be
found.

Mostly soldiers that had connections to the sky ruins they

The King of the African people hedgehogs Was very mad what the fire beast did to his kingdom.
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And they say it was the knuckles who did that call. That summoned the beast from its flame Temple.

But the thing is the Guardian was supposed to protect the flame Temple. Something happened at the
Temple. Once the knuckle entered.

He was trying to use the flame beast to get the mirror Jules. But failed, he was captured and put in a
prison for the rest of his life. He was locked away for the rest of his life never to be found. How could a
knuckles of the future be granted the power of the flame Temple. That is a mystery of the future.

The African hedgehog. Called old sassy. She is a summer of the calling of the temples, she has the
power to put the guardians to sleep or talk to them.

He was not happy what happened but, that was another way around. She was the one who brought him
from the future to her future. To save the world and it was the first future her plans failed. If he took the
mirror Jules he would've use them to destroy the monster.
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But he failed there was too many African soldiers guarding the Temple. He try to get to the top of the
Temple to waking the flame beast. But he did, but it backfired and attack

Him. But he managed to escape the attacks of the flame beast. The beast turned his head to the city.
And went out there to destroy the city went into the city and destroyed it all the African hedgehogs
managed to save all the people and children. And escape the city from the flame attacks of. (((Gold
Blister))) But was nothing left but ruins. It destroyed everything in the sky ruins. And made it ruins place
just like the mystic's ruins. The flame beast return to the temple and went back into the volcano into the
lava pool. And return to stone as it went back to sleep.

That knuckles from the future was missing a lot of things that can control the beast. And he was missing
the chosen one from the energy source of a child. old sassy, she was the one can read the future, but it
was missing something she was not strong enough to find the real thing that can destroy him. She only
had little information how she can destroy it. So she found another way as the monster in space
continues to grow stronger, she was the one was going to send him out there to destroy him. After she
was reading the time the future of the light temple turn into darkness, she fell to the ground as a heart
continues to die at the light temple being taken over by Zare and The Overlord King Of darkness, Evil
She died as soon as the Temple of Light was. being taken over by his son and father. She died in the
grass it was too late for her to save the future now. It's all up to Sonic The Hedgehog and Greed The
Hedgehog.

Now about the King splitting the temples apart from the sky Ruins

old sassy did that before she died. She called to temples. To move to the mystic ruine. And the only
temple will still remain is the wind temple of the sky ruin still remains there.
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The temple of fire has disappeared and appeared in the deeply in the jungle of the mystic ruins. along
with the volcano

The temple of ice. Has disappeared and reappeared to the top of the ice mountain of the. Mystic Ruins
where is very, very cold and ice sickles. Of. Frozen Canyon Mountain.

Now the ice temple is not in the canyon. Its on mountain where it snows constantly nonstop. And it's
also spread it to the canyon as well. It will never stop snowing.

Until the chosen one awakens the ice hedgehog. The ice hedgehog lives beyond deeply in the ice crystal.
That is very hard to break. And is a big giant. Icicle crystal.

And if you get close to it. You will turn to ice. The temperature is so freaking cold. You turn to ice in
seconds. And the snow is so deep it will slow sonic down from running.

OK now

3

The Hedgehog Grass Melody of the Wind temple.
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Melody is one of the grass hedgehogs the controls, everything around on earth.

She has the power to summon Wooding preachers to come to her aid.

Melody can only be summon in the place it is mostly forest like

Jungle, cities, no locations can summon in fireplaces, water, places sky places,

Melody is a most powerful hedgehog that can be summon. By sonic and baby greed

melody can cause a lot of wind attacks that are very strong. That can blow enemies in front of you away.

Melody has the power to take down ice. Some say melody has the power to create rain.

Every time she summoned. Rain show appear

sometimes the other creatures. Has ability to summon sunlight, rain, and snow storm,

but that's the mystery of their power. That's only if there heating up with stronger power attacks.
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Now melody is no ordinary grass hedgehog. She can grab enemies with her hands and just goes right
through the ground with them.

As they blow up in contact she can also use her entire body to spin like a top. Destroy enemies as they
fall on the top. Or get hit from the bottom. Or get blown away

Melody can create cracking earthquakes. Are open up an earthquake of her hands, but it only works if
you're really in a big stage. That is mostly around forest, beaches.

Cities, and other places that are mostly around with her powers. Can really hurt something, but don't
worry, once her powers is ended. The ground will close. And that's a special move

melody has the power to summon. Tree man. And wooden creatures

that is an sonics world. Any animal can appear in the world of sonic stage or anywhere.

Including. Tree man

Her hands are really sharp. And they can go right through the rocks.

She can also use grass whips. To grab enemies and pulled them to the ground.
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Not only that she can use them. To throw enemies into the water. Those grass whips are very big and
long and they can reach enemies from range.

The grass whips can go in the dirt. Deep and come out, grabbing the enemy's legs. And pulled them
down into the dirt as they blow up.

Oh and melody. Can swim in the dirt. The dirt is her playground.

If there is a stage with dirt. She is Able to take enemies down through the dirt. And go underneath a lock
door.

Sorry to say this. But we will continue this on Monday.

Tomorrow we will continues. sonic and baby greed story mode.

now we continue

melody will be a really a tough opponent if you trying to get her. But she controls every single ground of
her powers. That'll make sonic able to attack from speedways only a flyer can take the enemy down

her power are very strong against water. She has the power against every element to ground an earth.
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Melodye tree whips are very long. And they can reach an enemy in seconds. In long distant rate

if you summon gold blister. it will probably will be up to the baby or tails if he comes your way. if you
use gold blister. It'll probably be impossible to reach her. She keeps enemies from reaching her. So this is
up to the Flyers to take her out. Sky attacks are mostly against weakness against her.

So make it sudden that this probably will be up to the baby or tails if he comes your way.

Now sonic can still fight. But he will need to have a hand with baby greed flying abilities.

He's got wings in his back there just won't show behind his hair. If his back was turned you will see his
tiny little wings.

and he can fly if he had a strengthening wing box. Probably on the stage he will find wing box so don't
count sonic and baby greed out yet.

there are still advantages to destroying her and claiming her summoning powers.

her attacks of mostly vital to the enemy. And she can release a lot of spikes to damaging an enemy in
seconds Melody can restore grasslands That was this devastated. She also summons very magical
flowers.That makes wonderful, beautiful colors, to the grasslands, she has a power to can cure a
planet.But her powers are not strong enough against the monster's rage. Of zare to sonics world.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next the water type.

The King of water Aqua hedgehog. Aqua Is one of the hedgehog that lives in the snow mountain. Some
say he's sleeping as a frozen ice cube.

That it changes colors as you see fit. The mountain is very big where you go. On the top of the mountain
of frozen Canyon. Weigh up to the top

Of the mountain Lies the frozen Temple and he lives in the Temple deep where it is frozen. And it never
stopped snowing as a snow.

Blizzard. Extreme cold there is nothing but. Blue color in the Temple. Ice everywhere. The floor is made
out of ice The stairs are made of.
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Ice The whole entire Temple is frozen with ice. Way downstairs lies the Aqua hedgehog. And keepers of
the test. In the Temple of ice. Can you

Pass the test to challenge. Aqua that hedgehog of Lord of the water. Of elements. And he's the leader of
the elements of fire and wind.

more tomorrow.

Aqua is one of the fastest hedgehog alive. That makes incredible ice attacks.

He can make a giant icicle attack ball. and throwing it right at you as it splatters all over your body.

Making an incredible damage it makes you lose all your rings. And you can't get them because it's frozen.

When they fly away from you they turn blue. Frozen as ice

You should know how cold it is down there. If you're challenging him.
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It is extremely colder down there colder than the North Pole

More tomorrow. I'm working on a web it's on my page. You can always view it and pick out your favorite
musics or files. I think I could put files for people to download. I got a lot of tools to work on with that. I
don't know where to start So you tomorrow on this.
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Jorgebunny.zare
Melody must be very interesting for sonics game. And it will be a fun blast.

I'm not finished with melody there's more powers of trees.

That she is mostly a goddess of the grass
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Sonic was on a platform. And went up to the temple. With no experience of the Temple knowing. The
guard of the Gate keeper will probably kill you or saying. Don't come any closer to the temple gate.
Until your ready your baby is weak you not survive against Aqua. that means baby greed got to be
stronger at a level so the guard will let you in if you try to go past the guards he's going to get you. And if
he gets you. You lose a man I suggest you run away from him. Before he gets you. Or going to be a cold
winter for you. They only have a guards in Temple areas They are called. Wind Temple and the Ice
Temple.

June 18 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
and you know what. It's a hedgehog. That's living deeply in the lava.

You're saying oh shoot.

June 16 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
How do you summon the beast easy. Energy of the baby chaos emeralds.

And it will wakin in front of you looking for a challenge.

And this is an ultimate challenge.

That can bring sonic to its limits of fire. Flane attacks
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it's really hot and it's almost as deep as the lava attacks.

The temperaturs is really really high. It is steaming wood heat.

June 16 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Yep sonic is going to have a little hot sunday. To go into the flame temple.

I hope you bring your sunscreen.

it's a very big stairs all the way up to top floor of the volcano. In front of you is the beast in the lave

Sleeping. waiting for the chosen one.

June 16 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
That was the fire Temple. That was on the sky ruins.

I would tell how this three temples got split apart

June 15 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
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Jorgebunny.zare
oh you can also. Lose rings a little 5 or 10 rings lose from it.

If you're. Super sonic. bye Gold blisters punches.

June 9 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Be brave hero. That they will crush you.

June 9 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
there's going to be lot of enemies. There's going to be armies in. Sonics stages constantly

and supersonic will be needed

there's going to be enemies in the sky enemies in underground enemies in the water. to capture baby
greed.

One sonic meets commander shorts commander shorts will explain why this is all happening.

June 3 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
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These are incredible transformation Guardian monsters.Sonics have a blast Man That people are going
to have fun. Being something about Guardian monsters, awesome I'm going to like fire better gold
blister.

June 3 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
more to it
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Baby Greed The Hedgehog

He looks more
improved and. Sharper than he was before.This picture was a tool on Anime Studio Pro 11. To try to
make the picture move in animation. The picture was a success its became a puppet and he can move. in
Anime and it was improved in color. Stickers was removed from the diaper patch. Front and replaced
with 2D Sharp blue color. Point binding made the outlines better and sharper with black color. So you
know where this came from and how it became sharper and more better.------------------------------------------------------------------------ oh boy the 7 baby chaos emerald didn't hit the camera. Its on the bottom of his
shoes. Missing the camera shot. I gotta to fix those baby chaos emerald. They just keep rotating around
him. Because he's moving his body but he looks very sharp in 2D. And cool. ^_^!?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Animation of Baby Greed The Hedgehog Memories Just Never End
Memories Just Never End Because I'm Baby Greed the Hedgehog ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Details. took me 2 day to finish him there was no matching eye but I didn't give up I was
simply on my knees looking for a perfect eye match like I said this baby is different this baby doesn't >
got a Dimple< this baby was born >white eye< yeah he has a pacifier now he's falling asleep in some of
the stages and enter the nightmare or help from night don't worry he still the same hitch hog this is just
for 3d animation if I can do it I will try to get his 4 hair back but man i can telling you this baby will grow
a long hair and it won't stop growin AMY don't forget to give him a haircut every week there's no way
you could tired or wristband it. it would just pop it. there's nothing you can do but give him a haircut
every week
oh and a pacifier was one of his needs is i forgot the detail that in game ideas this is mostly at night
when he's very tired he wants that it also comes as pressure his hunger and thirst Sonic need to carry
that whererver he goes or crankiness all along the adventure but i tell you this baby will be so powerful
that you want to play with him hundred time in the game awesome))))^_^ bye. if he's alone in stages at
night . he well have pacifiers on at night or Morning some sort of dangerous place of stages. that he will
get hurt if you in counter those difficult dangerous that can break your teeth and eggman robots and is
machine that he runs. use to hurt somebody in sonic game. thank goodness for a protection of a baby
pacifier that he will wear. throughout the stages that he will encounter Strict bye AMY. if he doesn't
move. he will fall asleep and enter nightmare you will see through. a coming from his pacifier he is about
to fall asleep.it can slowly put him to sleep if you're not careful. Reala and Nightmare zare would be
waiting for him. baby greed is cause of night coming to help him. Reala well Destroy him for that in the
Nightmare. and Nightmare Zare will bring him the worst is nightmare of his life.the two after him he
have to escape the nightmare. before the to get him and it's game over. if he starts to fall sleep the
world around will start to turn dark. and there will be a bat clock coming towards him and there will be a
sound coming from the clock. when it's getting closer to him and it will get louder. this will probably be
the music from it.https://soundcloud.com/jorgebunny/reala-and-nightmare-zare-dream-of-fear if the
clock touches him he fall into a world of a nightmare .he will fall into a random world scared and afraid.
the world is like red baby greed dreaming of a nightmare and what's going to happen to his world of
sonics home. it is terrible and it can only be seen in the. game here>
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http://gameideas.wikia.com/wiki/Sonic_and_Greed_Avengers_GX_The_Rise_Of_The_Chaos_Fusion
and those two are far away from him. and they know he's there're coming to get him Reala and
Nightmare Zare. baby greed has to escape the nightmare he has to find the light to find the light to get
out remember if those to grab you it's over you lose all life even if it was affinity. for that world only
that is a death wish. there ok you can escape the darkness of the clock. if you could run away from the
clock. if you do you could snap out of it. when you're fixing to drift into a dream. if you can escape to the
light. that's all this is going to the game ideas bye. Remember baby greed can die in a Deep Sleep but
not at home because he's protect by Sonic Amy and all of them but if baby greed out there alone then it
could be his death wish of Reala and NightMare Zare This is Normal ok if you ever come across a pacifier
as baby greed. ^_^ and it could make you look cute talent show. this many styles of these pacifiers. and
it could make him look popular for more score points. but he's not the only baby that has one in the
talent show. there other baby have a pacifiers on to. ! oh they also got the white Chaos Emerald in
there. you can win it by the tournament in the baby talent show. now you want to go for it. he does got
dimples but they're white. ok
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------as he grows up. they grow up they will become the size of a SUPER EMERALD in Baby Greed Body
and Heart. Too young and old they are small in his body, For young they will come out. as tiny Baby
Chaos emerald. For older they will come out as BIG Super Chaos Emerale
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------top one in 2d

----------------------

if the video disappears. That means the character has been animated and he will be add here that is the
closest picture to stepping over.
Baby boy Greed
Here he is. (Baby boy Greed) Soon to be a powerful Walking energy Baby. Will soon become a hedgehog.
The ritual is beginning the Red Chaos Emerald is starting to begin a gift it ritual on him. To make him
even greater a walking blood baby, child full of energy in incredible Power. One hero will become the
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master soon to wield is power. And that could be sonic the hedgehog. One day Becoming the energy
controller of him. (Sonic the hedgehog). Is chosen to protect his From evil's hands. Everyone's out to get
him. Including Egg Man and Dr. Sheila and Zare also wants to kill him it's up to Sonic. To protect him. At
All, he could do. And the rest of his friends, including his adversary shadow. Wants to destroy him, he is
waiting for him to grow up. He will not let him die until he gets his hands on him first. It looks like sonic
is in the big house of numbers against his baby. They're all out to get him anyway. Baby Greed The
Hedgehog and grows up to become. (Greed The Hedgehog)? This character can also be on sonic X
episodes Baby Boy Greed in the future. This character is very strong for a baby. And powerful no one
ever seen before. He came from another galaxy within credible power. Is no ordinary baby. He a mega
life form. More Soon Now listen people. Any kind of character in Sonic team to wheel baby greed power
and control his energy and use it against the enemy. You think sonic. Is going to wield his power
completely for the rest of his life. Not by a long shot. Other characters will get their chance to use his
power and probably shadow, but it will be in a dark way baby greed. Will look dark on side, he will go to
reverse way. You know the shadow is dark, he has the power of darkness. So he will go the opposite way.
The evil way. And the rest of the heroes will get their chance. To save the world in a Dark way or Light
way. Amy knuckles tail big silver would have different kind away of baby energy. I got one thing to tell
you. Of silver. Silver has dreams life will be you will see. So I thought of something of his power of his
energy from baby greed. He will be the distance star of Silverlight lightning. Of the master of galaxy
Silverlight hedgehog master of energy. Way powerful and cool. A baby energy controller. But that'll be
one day before they can wield his power. They will all get their chance of using his energy. In trying out
the superpower of different ways of energy master controllers. Including tails. Would he have a fun
distance baby greed? Let's talk about him, yes.

The beginning when he appeared in the mystic ruins in front of the knuckles. This is what he look like a
real baby boy. And automatically he was in a ritual.

It's him same hair and when he changed into a hedgehog he became even younger his clothes Got BIG.
all he was wearing is his diapers that was all he was wearing at that time when he changed.

But don't worry you can still call him a boy. even if he is a hedgehog. He can still wear human clothes. As
a baby in the game.
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When baby boy greed looking at knuckles. He was wondering who are you? that's when the chaos
emeralds lifted him into the sky.

And a big ball of energy started flowing around him. and he started to glow a ritual was starting. to give
to baby boy greed.

It was time for him to become even stronger and turn into a hedgehog.

I can't give you the full story about is. get to it on the blog

it has the history about it on the blog but I'm not there yet.

anyway I'm off Saturdays and Sundays

I had a problem for 11 - 12 days

but it's fixed now. I hope go to the blog and listen to I return.

[[1]]
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This hedgehog used to be a boy he is different than all the hedgehogs Put together in the world. This is a
New Hero Baby Greed The Hedgehog is Sonic Son. he is a New Hero Soon Be add To Sonic Team

he is a Baby, But he can go through World Zone Stages. and Missions he does exist in Google Chrome
He's in color But not in Animation You May find him here. > [[2]]
Baby Greed The Hedgehog 2 years by Jorge P and JorgeBunny Created Character on 2001 the Strike of
Christmas on Christmas Eve 11-59-49
As he grows up they grow
as he grows up. they grow up they will become the size of a SUPER EMERALD in Baby Greed Body and
Heart. Too young and old they are small in his body, For young they will come out. as tiny Baby Chaos
emerald. For older they will come out as BIG Super Chaos Emerale
The Drawing Does Exist

This is a Special Drawing

09/02/14, 11:22 AM UTC-4
Untitled drawing by jorgebunny-d7y0hg0 Chaos Emeralds Energy Red Or a Nightmare
Maybe in the Future Sonic Team will Bring him to Life it was Created by me Not Copy By Sonic or Others.
New hero. This was created after Shadow The Hedgehog was born his Birthday. Christmas Eve Time and
Days 12/24/2001
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Time 11:59:49:Second the Strike of Christmas Clock

Baby Greed in a fossil.

this Baby is Very Powerful he has Unlinited Energy And The Chaos Emeralds created New Chaos
Emeralds in him. Every Night When He Sleep it Could Happen Weeks or 30 Days. The Chaos Emeralds
Will Come out of his Body and make him stronger Every Night He screams in Pain. any always says >.< no
Power i cant i cant cant no more no more it to i to tooo Much)) and he Starts Crying. every Time he have
that Power Increase

The Power increase is were The New Chaos Emeralds in him are trying to evolve to it Maximum
Growth>>>

The More Stronger it Growth The More Powerful he Gets

Villains are after his Power Like EggMan
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if he Capture that baby he will be the most PowerFull Man in the World. and Finally Have his Dream
Robotnik Land The Ultimate City Easy to Control his Power this is what it would look like if he was in a
fossil. or having Powerful in Increasing Energy cause him to have an extremely high fevers Even caused
his body to smoke And he will be crying crazy Chaos Emeralds with ICE up his body to control the heat
inside of him that could take 5 minutes to cool down his body Wait in the future he was destroyed back
then he was nothing body broken shell fossil with green ghoul You can call it blood from a broken shell
of a egg Of his baby self Back then in the third Past He was destroyed in the zare ate him left nothing
but a shell of green slime in the third past the castle still there untouched. the egg was still up there for a
long time untouched it was nothing but a ghost castle. it's sad to see a broken shell in the castle of its
table. of the King's bedroom very sad you walk up stairs to see if he still alive but he isn't it's just a shell.
of his baby blood, you probably cry it was too late to save the little guy even if Sonic was there It will be
too late to save the little guy. but sonic did go. back there and found the shell.He fell to the ground and
cried my son I failed to save you the future is over. there's no hope now all we have left is your shell The
warrior sonic never left the castle he stayed in that castle room by baby greed Ruined shell. and never
stop crying as he looked at It was a sad moment in the past he never left the castle all he can do is
dream did his end will come. he was an adult a great warrior he had the sort of kimchi but it was not
enough to take him down with that Sonic was miserable all you can see the tears in his eyes A the
warrior just guarded the castle there was nobody there but him he was like a man in a castle alone every
time he set by the ruined egg. he cried it was just no hope left. the end was coming for him and it did.
and it destroyed everyone the planet blew up and there was nothing. someone blew up the planet and
it was Sonic. Sonic had a powerful bomb they can blow up. a planet sky high and everything on it
everyone was dead even zare dead The Baby is Special That was in the third future and past. this is the
last past he is born nothing happened to him he still alive.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Even >Scourge the Hedgehog<> can use is Power to whatever he thinks of how to use it he can also
become Super Scourge the Hedgehog if he can control his energy it's Probably going to be a lot of
Earthquakes he does

he will Probably Change Super when if he got control of BabyGreed Energy He will Be invinsible
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Not only that There is also a dark fusion. this is reverse.No fusion crystal. is required this is a dark Fusion
The Scourge can. take control of Baby Greed body and become the dark orc Master scourge.This
Scourge holds dangerous daggers of the orcs power and leaves no mercy to the enemy like. (SONIC)

you'll be saying Cool I want to play with scourge the orc -_- sorry this is just a future. if it did happen oh
my goodness would that be a firework it will be nothing but a fire show in earthquakes everywhere
raging thunders In the world. causing earthquakes everywhere just over that baby. my goodness, it will
be nothing but a show

There is a good fusion and bad fusion The bad. fusions represent means no Fusion crystals required The
good fusion represents the straight way Fusion crystals required to release the good fusion.

But BabyGreed The Hedgehog is not the Same Color ass Scourge the Hedgehog BabyGreed The
Hedgehog is Light Colored Not Copy By Scourge the Hedgehog eater

The baby represents good and bad Fusion. Fusion Bad------------ Baby Greed normal------------Good Fusion

Let's just say if there was a bad hedgehog Baby greed will become super baby Greed demon. if it was the
last level it will become a devil Master of darkness. That's what I'm talking about scourge if he reaches
that level

But if it was Sonic Baby Greed will become white wing then the last Level Super baby greed Angel its
bad or good Fusion what side road would you go to. Don't worry it won't be his fault. only the one who
be in control of that will be their fault. like scourge or not. But don't worry again scourge can still go to
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the straight way. too the good fusion way that is if he wants to but you know scourge he doesn't go that
way. he goes the easy way dark fusion way the bad way.

what side would you choose for him of a fusion Don't worry there will be no bad Hedgehog. will control
him that he will team up with maybe shadow. ? no way.

and his Eyes are different he was once a boy But he chose his Path to becoming an animal for the Rest of
his life it's because he had a family with Sonic And Knuckles Tails Amy <.< Cream And others Babygreed
hedgehoh Doesn't like Cream The Rabbit it was bad thing she did him that made him hate her it in the
book

this baby is no ordinary Hero Sonic Chose his Path to Protect Him From villains Zare Eggman and New
Boss Dr. Sheila and other things is it Guardian Now BabyGreed The Hedgehog can Become a Super
BabyGreedthere are 9 level here are The level Sonic he can also Become that Those levels Because
BabyGreed give Energy to the Original Chaos Emeralds in Sonic Making his stronger to at a limit with him

Good <Sonic it did happen this is a theory Bad <Scourge

Super Baby Greed Level 1 New] [Super Dark Baby Greed Level 1

Super Baby Greed Level 2 New] [Super Dark Baby Greed Level 2
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Super Baby Greed Level 3 New] [Super Dark Baby Greed level 3

Angel Baby Greed Level 4 New] [Demon Baby Greed Level 4

Angel Baby Greed Level 5 New] [Demon Baby Greed Level 5

Super King Angel Sonic and Baby Greed Level 6 New] [Devil Master Scourge and Baby Greed Level 6

Super King Angel Sonic and Baby Greed Level 7 New] [Devil Master Scourge and Baby Greed Level 7

Super King Angel Sonic and Baby Greed Level 8 New] [Devil Master Scourge and Baby Greed Level 8
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Super Ultimate King Angel Sonic And Baby Greed Level 9 New] [ Ultimate Dark Lord Devil Scourge and
Baby Greed Level 9

??????????????????????????????????????? Level10G New]???????????????????????????Level10B

Also in Special Starge Super Riders Baby Greed and Sonic Go Go Goooooooo

Super White Wing Baby Greed In Tournament Race Finals

the world of diamonds and beautiful things BabyGreed Energy is Going Crazy it is Time for BabyGreed to
be Come Super White Wing BabyGreed BabyGreed from the Energy inside him he will be able to fly
unlimited with his wings will flop like a dub or Bird and its wings glitter like Stars it's Beautiful like Nights
but beautiful then that he is a Fast Flyer his Small Wings like a Child Wings Energy he can carry Sonic as a
Flying Race or a Battle Race or Normal Race this is Not Chaos Emeralds Power it Energy Power That
Come From his Body Energy will Glow around him i Say it's very cool he can Carry Sonic when he flying
he doesn't get tired when he Flys this only works na Place of Energy like Diamond World Special Stage
Racing The Energy of the Wind in World Revolves around Crystals
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this can only work if sonic had Chaos Emeralds all 7 and then the power will be connected to each other

the original Chaos Emeralds are the Controller of the baby ones in Baby Greed The Hedgehog

he likes Riding on Heroes Backs Well He Baby like it the power of his Shoes Makes Heroes go faster if
he's Riding is very Fast kind of he's got the Speed of Amy Very Fast at Flying i have a feeling Sonic will be
able to keep up him if he Super White Wing Baby Greed it'll Probably be hard Even if Sonic was Super
Sonic it won't be enough to keep up with a flyer in the sky Sonic will Probably have to Jump others Path
to Passing him

this baby is not Normal He Dangerous to the World BabyGreed

here are BabyGreed Strength>
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Here the baby greed the hedghog move speed and abilites ok

Speed the speed is the same as amy rose or be on sonic it can be upgraded

cryingl Star ★

New move a fake cryingl1% use it you're captured by hero or villain the loud cry is very strong they will
put you down see if your okay then you be able to get a way if your cry are not strong you will be
captured it can be strengthened try cry in the mystic ruins to strengthened it can be upgraded it knock
eggmen ears out

Power Star ★★

Powerllllllllllllllllllllll25% kids punch it can be upgraded?

Dodgingl Star ★

Dodgingl1% it can be upraded?
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Strength star ★

Strength 1% if they have you in their hands use all your strength to get out their hands try moving
around like a Chao to get of their hands it can be upraded to 100%

Defense Star ★

Defense1% it can be upraded to 100% defense where they will grab you

★★★★★Star Spins

Spins lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll50% it can be upraded to 100%

Jumps are the same Amy Cream Knuckles Tails and Sonic it learns for heroes

Tantrum Star ★

New move Tantrum l1% it can be upraded to 100% this move is to steal items from the hero like mik
Rings probably Knckles Master Emerald and other such items that youcan use
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★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★Star speed power

Super speed lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll150%speed power

Super baby greed the same speed of super sonic the hedgehog

★★★★★★★★★★10 Turning Star

Turning llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll100% execellent

★★★★★★★★★★★★12 Really effective Star

Chaos Control Time abilities lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll125% really effective

★★★★★★★★★★★11 star Power Effective

Chaos Control Mirrorllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll110 effective
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These abilities can be upgraded and the Mystic Ruins or the Sky Ruins and the Forest Ruins

Only if greed the hedgehog is age 3 that all

BabyGreed Listen in Amy House Mostly Taking Care of him

Sonic Trying to have fun with him take BabyGreed too so Much worlds BabyGreed

Enjoy so Much Fun with Sonic there are the Perfect Team

Not Just Sonic Tails To
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everybody said what is he he's different where did he come from he's not from this world he is different
from a hedgehog what is he Well he came from another planet on the other side of the galaxy. he Was
in the machine hooked up to so many Energy cords on him the machine was giving him energy He was a
baby boy Back then way into the future. He was in the machine did you know he was an ultimate life
form to. as well but he's called Mega Life form but Greater than the ultimate life form. This machine has
a big brain it was smart. anyone who can close to the baby would be terminated. this child with special
to the machine it was making him so strong like it was working all day on him. giving him all the energy
he needs to stand up to a most powerful monster or anybody who came his way That include Shadow
the Hedgehog He is no ordinary baby. This master Machine jacked up all of its powers to make him so
stronger than anyone who ever faced him. The machine has so many courts all over his body to the top
and bottom and back including his brain its had over 50 of them Machine said. Initiating be transferring
to ultimate life form to a crossing over to mega life form t- 95% he was still an ultimate life form he was
just crossing over To a mega a life form. the Machine was very very smart and it was making him
smarter to This machine was Constantly working as fast as he can to increase every single body on him.
to being the strongest boy out there in the galaxy or on the other side of Sonic's planet. He was
completely jacked up with so many cores it was like a machine but he was still a baby boy he was just
connected with so many machine wires of energy. you could see tubes filling up his body with light it
was nothing but white water. going to his body The white water was energy power it was filling up his
body with energy His body was getting stronger every day. the machine was constantly working as fast
as he could before someone gets him. Did the machine Succeed. yes it did turning him into a mega life
form yes he did he completed him but the machine was destroyed by the. monster it was looking for
him but it was too late for him to get him. Already left the future and blasted off to a new world of
Sonics world He made it to this world. and now Sonic is taken care of him and he's becoming even
smarter than he's ever known and a new adventure a rise for him. on this game A mysterious place
where he landed but could it still be there it was never exist. the place were sonic destroyed it all or
could it still. be there they say it has healing crystals there that has energy. that he needs or could the
sword be there of kimchi. power still lie hidden in that world is it still exist called quartz-quadrant No
one will ever find the mystery of the sword it's a most powerful sword can destroy anyone the sword is
hidden somewhere in that place. called quartz-quadrant?

in that world if it doesnt. its just its destroyed but the sword is there somewhere hidden. That whoever
will that most powerful sword will be the most powerful. Hedgehog in the world. but will it be enough
The sword will never be found for a long long time they don't even know if Exist. so right now it's
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completely unknown to the world and the game. And the sword was given to him to stop a monster.
more soon
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Jorgebunny.zare
well his entire body is in my control. He's nothing but a puppet now. I'm very close.

what i'm going to do is animate him.

I'm going to show his energy ball.On a nother picture.

I will be back soon. I'm working on something special.

that might show you something
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i'm going to try to make him move in a way that he shows himself move.

I'm concentrating a target on.

Here look more what i'm doing here.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GameideaswikiacomwikiUserJorgeBunny/1396590990661609?ref=a
ymt_homepage_panel it Takes weeks to make it work. bye

28 days ago by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
99.169.78.196
yes about the past it coming for sonic. the future is coming of new child

February 24 by A Wikia contributor Reply
Warioroll199
Good job Jorgebunny.zare.

February 22 by Warioroll199 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
? You're welcome I wanted to tell you if you really was that artists behind that character I will be saying.
oh my God the artist behind the character. oh shit no o_ooh my goodness he's here right here shit no.
but this probably just a theory.

February 24 by Jorgebunny.zare
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Jorgebunny.zare

But I'm laughing my teeth off there's no way you could be him.Thank you for that. I am focus on this
project I have no other project this is the only one i'm working on. And I'll only focused on this that is it.

February 24 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
I was walking back and forth in theory of the artist. I was seem to be sweating in the room i'm ok now.
^_^"

February 24 by Jorgebunny.zare
108.90.145.49
soon be add to the zone > https://soundcloud.com/jorgebunny/baby-greed-vs-is-twin-sister-evil-jessabella-of-zare-the-capture-of-the-child-baby the last fight the entry to the real world

December 25, 2014 by A Wikia contributor Reply
108.90.145.49
a secret of baby greed another side he could be another child twin

December 25, 2014 by A Wikia contributor
108.90.145.49
is all about flying in . the darkness and trying to destroy her. it is cool.
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December 25, 2014 by A Wikia contributor
108.90.145.49
it's not all about flying. it's all about fighting to the ground. and top.

December 25, 2014 by A Wikia contributor
108.90.145.49
this is the ultimate fight zone. of last stage but not here its on the other side. of lost bay on the world.

December 25, 2014 by A Wikia contributor
Warioroll199
Baby Greed the Hedgehog so cute.

October 25, 2014 by Warioroll199 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
^_^>That's very nice thank you

October 25, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
You should know this baby won't be a baby forever eventually. he will grow up and he will be a
unlockable character. Greed the hedgehog The fastest blazin Hedgehog alive. But that'll be up to them if
they want to make him grow because then it'll be greed the Hedgehog everybody's going to fight over
him That's going to cause a big war

October 25, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
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Jorgebunny.zare
I can tell you in the future. They can fight for him not to grow up they want to enjoy more moments with
him in another game. 100 fans of Sonic Team probably can fight for that. Remember that I think of
billions of people want him to be a baby forever. it'll be just like Pika chu I don't want my Pokemon to
grow up. That'll get you packing for more fun. Same thing like Baby greed That's probably going to be. a
war He's young he can go to talent shows and other social stuff. for babies can do to win prizes only for
the little ones.But eventually they want to see the older one that'll be releasing a most powerful fastest
hedgehog alive Greed The Hedgehog in the future
https://plus.google.com/u/0/115859562931777496646/posts/X8extoFRv6H?pid=591286635676308725
0&oid=115859562931777496646 I don't want to release that most powerful hedgehog. he could beat all
the heroes. and the new heroes there was no stopping him and his adult side In the past. if look for me
on google it JorgeXFBunny Zare if you cant get to me

October 25, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Now remember if Sega. whoever doesn't like this I can always remove the bad fusion. ok good

October 25, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
I already know sonic took the baby Greed in and amy to

September 28, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Sonic is a perfect Team with Baby Greed

September 28, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Replyedit history
Jorgebunny.zare
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one day Sonic Team

September 28, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
it not done more to it
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Miles Tails Prower

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The final disaster of the past is finally over. Everything is restored and I can finally return to City Square.
Well, I was already at City Square, to say the least. It's like, everything is beautiful again. It's like nothing
is going to happen ever again, this devastation and the destruction is over. And would you know it, I am
young again. That time reversed worked everything turned. Back to the used to be everything's beautiful
again the city is no longer destroyed and more like a wasteland. The water is clean again the grass is no
longer black the birds and the people and everything are no longer monsters in every single person is
creatures of monsters and demons that was opened up by him. Everything is back to being peaceful
again well for Egg Man is a another story, whatever he's up against we will stop him in his tracks. and
there's a new villain we have to watch out for. Dr. Sheila, she is a new worse, an enemy and they are
both the same in different ways. Looks like I have a problem again yesterday morning there was a threat
it seems doom returned but how. Shadow destroyed him that is in possible he came back his searching
for something that is mostly dangerous to the world, and I don't want this to happen again.
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And I don't want to see this world become a destruction of a nightmare again. And I don't want to see
myself being squashed by a monstrous hand and call me a puny fox as he laughs at me. he will not come
back, I will make sure that I will stop Doom from finding those skull potions and The seven chaos
emeralds. The world is return back to normal I don't want to see the city fall back into the darkness
again. Because this time I don't want to know what would happen if he does the reverse time again.
baby greed will probably disappear and the rest of them. Time reverse crystal is meant to turn people
young. It only works on energy people that came from another world, it was never meant to be in this
time and baby greed is one of them. crystals never meant to be found and it was found by someone for
special occasions or something else that could help us. and it did, but now we have to face it one more
time for this madness got to stop now and if it continues he will not exist, he will disappear the next
time will be his life I'd been looking on that book about it. The scientist told me about it, I don't want it
to happen again as I don't know what telling will happen if Doom came back again. It is all for nothing to
save the world.

It seems Tails has an another mission on his hands. Commander shorts went to tails workshop offering
to tails a mission. Commander shorts want tails to hunt down Eggman because Eggman found the first
skull potion. But there was a problem tail was babysitting Baby Cabela. Amy told tails to watch Baby
Cabela Amy was going off somewhere on a trip to the park. Wonder why not take her with you she said
it's a family thing. Tail said family nothing but she said is really important I want to spend time with Baby
Greed for change it because Sonic always has so much fun with him and never gives me the chance to
play with him or spend time with him he's constantly having fun with him. That's why getting away from
the house for a change and without sonic knowing please don't tell him what I told you tails I'm getting
away for a change. From the house and were ever I go. with him Amy said by the way tails it was just for
you to spend some time with her too. maybe be nice for you to have fun with her. Commander shorts
decided to take the baby in so tail can do the mission. but Baby Cabela wouldn't go that's when she used
her abilities to fly. wouldn't you know Baby Cabela is flying she has hidden powers of healing and Psychic
Powers the healing can be used to restore rings. An increase the number of Rings if she's flying it means
she can stand on her two feet without walking. she is actually flying with her Psychic abilities. Tails
decided to take Baby Cabela with him since she can fly. now has a Sprite Baby Cabela can now use an
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Abilities Protect Tails. this is where it gets awesome for this character. whoever plays him it'll be so
much fun. and Sonic to The thing is tails didn't know that she was Psychic tails was speechless, he was
amazed what she can do she's actually floating be on the floor and there's nothing but purple color
around her feet. tails need it to find out where did she learn the psychic abilities. or was she born with
them commander shorts told tails one of his soldiers has disguised their selves? as an enemy to go on
board of Eggmen delete X ship. one of the best models is made X delete ship is one of the biggest ships
you. One of the soldiers detected the Eggman and Baby Gaius found a skull Potion. Eggman didn't know
what it was The baby wanted to play with it so he let him have it. So now tails got to stop Baby Gaius To
holding that power potion that pollution of poisonous of power in the skull Potion If he drinks that he's
dead. it's up to Tails to Save the baby or stop him It's going to be hard to stopping him what tails he's got
to try that baby is very strong and he can hurt him It's not going to be easy to stopping that baby he is
very powerful this is going to be a tough challenge for tails It's up to tails to get on board and take the
potion from the baby. even if it's making him cry This is his mission.

Baby Gaius got the power of Dark Shadow Nitrous of Chakra. That is very dangerous for Baby.

The chakra energy comes from his hands. That he can release even if he's a baby that can make a deadly
hit he doesn't even need to fight he can just fire at you Sometimes he can release an ultimate blast it
could knock you out with one shot. hit ending your life.

Going to be a very tough opponent for tails.

You're lucky he isn't older, because he will be an even tougher opponent. It would not be a good mission
for Tails.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

more to it
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Baby Cabela The Hedgehog Bunny
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------This used to be a young woman that was one of the Chinese, Korean people a great warrior of another
world on the other side of the galaxy. also She was born by the elder Other say.. She was born by the
giant orcs that were hedgehogs and other state she was born on the same planet with greed was born.
she is a mystery of the world she was turned into a hedgehog Bunny but a simple potion dropped on her
head And turned her into an animal, half hedgehog and half.bunny greed the hedgehogs turn back time
and she was turned back into a baby. so now she has to grow up all over again. She have psychic abilities
that she could carry the whole entire body into the clouds She could be in the clouds However long she
like. her feet could lift into the clouds without walking, she doesn't need to walk because she's a baby.
she can't walk all she could do is crawl, she could lift her feet from the ground and fly without Crawley.
and have a problem standing up But she uses her abilities to stand up by flying she has psychic abilities
so she could talk to other baby at her age as long as they're close to her. she has so much power That
could destroy enemy its second she is very dangerous. as a baby look cute and happy but if you cross her
line she will hurt you.This was Eggman's plot. he was planning to give greed a potion turning back into a
hedgehog, but a different way Around it. he couldn't get the power of his chaos emeralds he had
another way around. he had a potion that was mix with a hedgehog. and. bunny antidote was He was
planning to turn him into a mutant With the potion Greed the hedgehog did not notice the potion
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Eggman put the potion on the table Eggman said I will be back for more resources Eggman was heading
downstairs to get something to tie up greed the Hedgehog in a cage that he will never escape this time
Because when he Uses the potion he will be weak to move this is when dr. Sheila attacked his ship then
the potion went flying off the table Eggman said grab the potion this could be your chance of turning
back into a hedgehog greed tried to grab the potion accidentally dropped it on Cabela's hair Cabela fell
on the floor and it fell on her hair that's when greed notice it was a trick And that's what happened to
her On the flame carrier. more soon

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now the future

She's a fast mutant Hedgehog bunny her stats right here

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Her ability Mind. talk psychic Any. baby that is near her they can talk, she released her psychic abilities
on a baby so they can talk if she's close Anybody can hear them talk if she release the psychic ability She
can use psychic abilities to fly but they don't last very long but when she's traveling with somebody she
can keep her two feet from the ground. if she goes in the air, she will get tired she needs to keep her
two feet close to the ground abilities 1 Controlling the body of another character

She can actually. Throw you with her abilities Like throwing Eggman Around like a mash potato Disability
is fun. to use but remember it doesn't last very long However how strong. she can carry An enemy if its
big it'll be hard for her to carry. it if its small its easy for her sometimes if it was Eggman's robot it'll
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probably be a little hard to pick up. these abilities are meant to move around stuff like if. she can't get
out of a place she will have to move it fun to move around blocks Her hands and her eyes will start to
glow they will turn mostly pink colored. She could probably pick up a rock and throw it at you You will
lose a lot of rings. if she get you with it You can't even get close to her because if you did She's going to
hurt you There's no way Getting close to her. But there is one way throwing stuff at her that be the only
ways to beating her but sometimes she can reverse that if you threw something at her she will grab the
thing you through at her and. she'll just throw it back at you and if she got you with it you will lose a lot
of rings

The second ability Flying In the back of her head, she can use her hair as a gliding. sheet jump across the
mountains and glide as she's flying through the air Sometimes if she cannot make it to the other
mountain She will. use psychic abilities to lift her body in the air It's awesome. maybe sometimes the
wind will lift her up in the sky, she is the fastest glider. like a squirrel She can be Gliding in the sky for a
long time she probably doesn't get that much tired from that. Third ability, she's a fast runner for speed
limit is the speed. llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll??? For speed is mostly behind the character's speed probably.
baby greed speed she's a normal runner She will mostly pickups be from another character it can be
sonic anybody else she'll be right behind them. and maybe sometimes past them is a very good
character for speed for psychic abilities. The twin rings will be with them for life until they grow up. they
cannot use rings the original rings don't work there simply like being thrown at you it's like you're hitting
a rock. ouch that hurts, but don't worry, they won't lose Twin Rings it would just hit them. what kind of
ring does she carry use no ring but

Baby Cabela The Hedgehog Bunny 1 Years old

Gender: Female

She can't talk or walk But Crawl and stand up when She turns 2 she will be able to walk on the game.
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She's got psychic powers. she's can use to fly and stand up attack talk to other baby by psychic powers.
and could be probably older too.

she can use psychic powers to make other baby talk to other people. and baby She has the power of
psychic to block other baby from talking to older people.

she can be with other heroes as a baby

is 1 years old. and team up with heroes an adventure with tails mighty prowler.

she lives with tails, but mostly with Amy.
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Tails take care of her as own daughter.

she's very strong and very deadly for psychic powers (distance attacks are mostly needed at 100%)
throwing stuff at her is the only way to beating her.

I want to tell you she also. has a wave attack world wind Air ATTACK. she can use her psychic powers to
blow you away. 80% Chance you can get hit by it and it could be intense sound effect. would silver have
a good fly in the sky and that'll be so high up there. she controls everything around her anything that
gets closer to her we'll be sorry. she can also control the body of another character. she can really mess
you up and mess your head up too. if you could close it would hurt your head so keep your distance.
psychic mine attacks really hurt your head if you get close to her. she really tries to mess you up. and
your head and it gives you a sore headache really hard.

she can get into your head. and you have your two hands on your head. and you will be saying get out of
my head. she will mess your brain up like crazy. and trust me. it will hurt. she will mess you up you
become a dummy to her.

if she took control of your mind it's game over no rings lost you just die. But you can escape her mind
attacks if you don't you die with no ring lost.
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let's just say if you're close to her little playground. you're going to be her new little dolly. ouch be
careful getting close to her or you end up like that. whatever is around her is her little playground. and
that's you.

her Favorite food. 2 pizzas and Spaghetti With tomato sauce her favorite she jumps for joy for that.

Baby Cabela Love to Sing there was a party at end of This music soundcloud.com/jorgebunny/copy Baby
Cabela say you have a new friend would be by your side in the bad and good future throughout your
lifetime. let him join you throughout your adventure. anything you come across you both will face it
together. sonic the hedgehog let your stars shine bright. (YOU WILL NEVER KNOW SONIC AND GREED
ALWAYS REMEMBER YOU IN THE BAD AND GOOD FUTURES P.S.

a Little detail of the game of her

1 you will be able to move her around only in the air close to the ground were you see her shadow.
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2 you will be able to put her down in the ground. and she crawl around fast. she'll be able to crawl fast
and pick up speed for the other heroes. and sometimes pass them.

but when she walks. she pick up speed faster than crawling at age 2.

3 but you don't have to do that she can do it the fast way by sky close to the ground.

4 she can use psychic abilities to throw anything she finds at the enemy even if she's crawling.

5 at age 1 she can't not go on her own. she has to be age to to go on her own she will have to stick with
Tails until the next year.

6 she will be able to enter stages with tails. or sonic and Amy and fight with them and journey with the
stages with them and stop Eggman.
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she has a chance of getting beat up by boxes. or anything that hits her

possible chance 15% major damage can be at 50% slightly. can cause her have tears and start to cry

you can only encounter if you fighting another baby. that means tails ill be her trainer

this is not Pokemon it's just a baby fight. adults cannot fight babys. ok but baby to baby can.

this is only because they wanted to see their powers

and how they can use them
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and that'll be the best bet for Sonic to learn. how to use baby greed energy power and learn how to turn
super.

and learn how to be. baby greed controller of energy power and super and more.

and tails also learn from Cabela's Psychic powers. and they can be helpful for Tails.

cabela can be used as the most powerful psychic powers. to help Tails out

Tails can also be a Controller of Cabela. giving her commands and she will follow them

Twin Ring
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The crazy mad man will not fail to get what he wants he was planning to get it even if it meant falling.
too bad for Eggman, his plans was spoiled by dr. Sheila's ship. He was very close to having, what he
wants he was on the edge of getting Robotnik land the ultimate city He was very close. and sonic would
have been too late To stopping, him But this was in the past. Yes she's a mutant the only one.Thank you
that was very interesting I think about that

September 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
yes Tails did no ^_^ Tails took her in as the Mighty Flyer Those two will be a perfect team.She's a flyer
mostly as a glider

September 28, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Replyedit history
Jorgebunny.zare
one day sonic team (No Tails) Powerful Baby Boom

September 28, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
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more to it
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Knuckles The Treasure Hunter

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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I guess my time in the past. Was a bad Time that I can remember everything is been resTored.

But I can still remember that time. that I had a little friend that I was so close to being friends. with but
he ran away from me. I can still remember it -_-yes I can remember all it took was one touch. knuckles
had a vision. Knuckle said You don't have to be that mad man you on the wrong side of the ballpark little
guy. you're just getting a beating from a fallback spanking Baby Gaius. Don't you dare cry in front of me.
you know I beat you. you gotta be strong that's what you are. And I am strong to you need to stop
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working for Egg man And come with me. I will teach you the right things just take my hand. And you will
be free from

that monster of Eggman. Baby Gaius said o;_;o' I I I I can't my father needs me he could be a trouble.
maybe some other time I will beat your knuckles and be nothing left of you here me. knuckle. knuckle
said just never listen you're just like him, he might be your father, but he's a bad man and you cannot
change him. there's no way you could change a bad man to be a good man that. Baby Gaius said, but it
took me in and he's taking care of me. he changes my diapers and feeds me if you don't notice he lovess
me, you just can't see it in his eyes. Because he was that black glasses every time he looks at me, I see it,
tears come from his eyes because he cares about me. just can't see from a man with his around sonic or
you. you can't see it from his face. when you're around me he tells me I care about you just don't tell
anybody that. I'll let nothing hurt you I will protect you with my life. because you're my son, he love me
knuckles. you just don't know it, but I see it in his eyes a lot. He takes care of me calls me a great son I
never had a father like him even if he is bad. I like him how he is I can't change him, but I'm staying by
his side. even if you are an enemy to me it's live on forever cannot change me he took me in. even if I
can't call him daddy. Even see him treat me wrong, just got to get over it anyway knuckles you can't
change me. But maybe one day you could just get to fight harder by knuckles I'm taking the rope to the
sky for my father the helicopter is taking me home. to my father see around knuckles. And that's how
knuckles remembered the past.

I guess this how I can remember it. thing is, why would a baby be found by Eggman. Eggman must be
The luckiest man to find a most powerful Baby hedgehog that can turn into an orc in anger. from
another galaxy the baby must have a big family on the other side of this galaxy. the thing is his family
was destroyed on the other side of the galaxy. he didn't remember. Where he came from I did find out
from this machine that he came from I found it in the mystic ruins. in the jungle, amazing how the ship
was damaged, but it still was in the works. So much gadgets of baby supply since he was in it is seen he
was strapped to a highchair. There was a sleeping gas mask and a pacifier. so much stuff to keep the
baby living for years. it had everything here baby food everything the baby needs, including diapers he
must of been change once. there is this picture I found it must be a family message. it says who ever
finds this picture, please take care of my baby. Ray's him to be a good great warrior, he is a Prince of our
People. last child of the colony giant hedgehogs are people was destroyed by a terrible monster. people
were mostly great warriors defended our children. in our family they were strong they carry metal builds
colony after colony. had so many ships in space finding answers to the other nations to bringing a piece
to others nations. are capthan Lucifer told my husband we should bring peace to our other nations. so
the war will end we don't need to fight these outsiders. but my husband decided that as well the king
ordered Lucifer to bring a flag treating to the planets. a piece flag the flag was lifted on the ship heading
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towards the planet showing the as a peace treaty. the ships removed their shields and put up their flags
as well.

I guess there. war was over at that time, but I have something else here it looks like a cookie and it
smells very good. it must've been from his kingdom this must be his favorite food it says I will love you
forever, never forget The metal that we dance at the kingdom in front of the courtroom. more like at
night in front of everyone were both happy and I hope you always be a happy little guy. thank you for
saving my husbands pictures Baby Gaius. it smells like tears I think he was crying at that moment and
before long long from home. the metal seems like a palace maybe the fireworks at that time? Had a
blast at that time ? But wait where is he. might've ran away from the ship or wait a minute the parts and
the pod missing. it seems to teleport him somewhere else says the apoptosis location. it seems
somebody press something here somebody was here and teleported him to the apoptosis. and it looks
like a machine have to be Egg Man robots. Egg man's got him. But the floor it's blue and is shaped like a
sonic feet his vision stopped and said.

But that was in the past, I'm back on the mystic ruins like always guarding the Master Emerald. But
having soldiers take me out is not a good thing. It's like I have new next-door neighbors outside of this
land. Of base outside of this land. There also guardians of the Master Emerald. they chose to be that. to
but there's no room for two or maybe they could be useful. they can keep the pride land from getting
burned. by Egg Man's plots. and I think it be great to have soldiers around, maybe I can hang out at
having sandwiches with them. What am I kidding, they know how to keep the pride lands clean. or
simply hundreds of them walking the streets over there. I've never seen so much Army tanks helicopters.
you name them spaceships just flying by. o_o Who that is a big ship that is the command the shorts
ships. they know how to have a ship parade. they must be watching the Master Emerald from here.
There must be keep in eye on it. As their flying by I have a feeling. They're gonna be around for long long
time More Soon
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Somarinoa
Keep it up!

January 20 by Somarinoa Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Thank you ^_^ there's more to him about his problems.

January 20 by Jorgebunny.zare
Somarinoa
I look forward to reading more. ^^

January 21 by Somarinoa
more to it
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Amy Rose
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"Looks like Christmas is coming again. Somebody's birthday is on Its Way. But I believe it's turned all
around again. It must've been the time reverse it looks like he's turned back into a two-year-old again.
And he's kind a little grumpy today it seems he doesn't like to be in the stroller. He tries to talk. But he
can't every day I see him yelling and it gets on my nerves with that loud baby yell. So anyway, it seems I
have to start over again and it seems to be fun to do that. I got a great surprise for when his birthday
comes very soon. And I think he knows it is birthday, but he doesn't seem all that happy as a baby's
birthday. But he's turned back into a baby you have to get used to it. Anyway, you're about to be 3 years
old all over again. It Looks like Sonic is coming to my house to pick up little baby greed. Sonic should
know that Baby Greed birthday is coming all over again. I have a feeling somebody is after him on his
birthday all over again. I hope this time sonic didn't forget his birthday well Sonics should know I'm
taking baby greed for a little stroll into the park. If he needs to find me you have to hunt me, maybe I
can catch a date with him. Oh great I hope Eggman Doesn't spoils our day I'm spending time with him. Is
having a little fun in the park with me. It's hard being a guardian protecting this little guy that is very
strange, I would have sworn I saw a Chaos Emerald somewhere. I have a feeling I would be on another
adventure and I would love to have fun with my little guy Baby Greed. And what are the skulls potions I
got to find them. There's so much to do and I'm going to enjoy the shopping that's a good mall. There's
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so much in fashion that I can wear huh, maybe there's a fashion for baby greed to. What would you say
little. One and about that baby talent show. That gives me a good idea. Going to Enter you. Little guy so
we can win something, whatever the judges gives us, we're going to like it so let's have a little fun out
there. They also have a swimming pool there for you and me, They have a swimming pool tournaments
And a Volleyball, baseball, basketball, field fishing place next to the beach Soccer, tennis and golf not
just that a bowling ball. As well There are a lot of tournaments out there in City Square is getting so big. I
wonder if get even More bigger now that will be cool. Why don't we go hunt down The Skull potions.
And the Chaos Emeralds. And let us enjoy ourselves, let's go little baby ❤(^_^)/"
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cha Cha The White Rose
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------They gave him a letter for vacation until he was banded by rock man. And they froze him, he was asleep
through time. Until someone broke the ice. and free him and it was. Amy rose and that's how he ended
up in Sonic Time.

Beginning number that he could take All Songs All Musics including this one.

[[1]] is a Master of Dancing. How Strong Could You take him? It will be difficult to beat him.
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he's a different kind of hedgehog from the Texas. Or Mexico

He Knows Karate more soon

1 is Spinning Raipur

it's a Special Move that is.

That is very Deadly

with those spinning kicks
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

He has a lot of Fame by Dancing Big Star.

you will hundred percent You will Love Cha Cha Everytime he dance for The People And it doesn't
matter what Music/Song. You play. Or what Music/Song he Plays it's his fana at Night.

Night is his time to shine.

From the beginning He learned to dance why a wonderful Mexican was from another country, it's
mostly from the most powerful dancers in the entire world that he found learning from them he learned
the to dance when he was just a child from every single country including DJ dance But mysterious
about a Mexican that travel through time. The Way into the future, past sonic time. The baby child calls
cha cha fell in his pouch. And went through time with him was. Who was that Mexican name? That
found his time, his destiny was finding the answers about something, it's going to happen to his time.
The Mexican was running out of time to figure out how to stop it. Strangely to know the Mexican found
a baby in his pouch. It seems he found Prince that was going to be a king of the Mexican tribe. But sadly
to notice it was too late to stop it he came Zare. Destroying everything to find the child the baby fill in
the machine. What was supposed to take him back in time, But it was no Time to reach for the baby the
monster didn't see the child because he was falling in every single machine and falling out the machine
was randomly doing something to him until he hit the final machine that was supposed to be the one for
him. This machine wasn't no ordinary machine the child fell into another machine as Zare drew the
machines searching for the child the baby fell out of the machine and fell into a machine that was
supposed to be smart and become a great dancer and not only that partly ultimate life form. To become
king of dancing the child fell into the black machine of smart dancers. It was supposed to make him
brave and learn karate and so much more it had so much data that was transported to the baby the
machine made him smart. And turned him into an ultimate life form what time was he in he was on the
planet of satirists time. How did the Mexican find satirists planet and how did he find the time of the
Mexicans castle the baby was turning into an ultimate mutant dancer. Becoming smarter and stronger
are starting to pick up a strong smell was coming from one machine that he couldn't find the smelled
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Was getting stronger as his eyes turned red for a beating of the child's death, his mouth starting to drool
I smell a child getting stronger where is he his dinner to me. The monster grabbed the Mexican and
picked him up and told him where is this child, he's preceding my strength the North's satirist planet will
be destroyed once I finish it and I will hunt down these last two twins baby's that supposed to proceed
to destroy me completely there will be no future for them and this one as well. Where is he said The
Mexican will not say a word, but he did say I was so close to stopping you that will still be a chance to
stop and you. Zare said 'you think you can stop me crazy Mexicans I promise you there will be no longer
Mexican family here you all will be blown sky high when I find him. And I want you to know your planet
had the answers to stopping me a simple. Force flower. So close to making that power of a child
becoming the force flower answer but we destroyed him. Before he could be awoken to stop me he was
sleeping away in the machine water. He was simply turning into a forest child legend mega child. We
found it and we didn't waste any time to stop him. What we did is drop poison in the water. But it was
not enough poison wasn't working it had no effects because he was a plant that can absorb poison. It
was like we were too late to stop him it was like we were too late, he was about to become something
that can destroy us so we did the last thing. Connect our slide to his body and covered him as fast as we
could with. Poison the plant was fighting it trying to drive it away we couldn't get close to him what we
did the last thing gave him a shot stuck needles in his body and gave him deep death. The poison was
taking the effects on his body at last he died in the water, but he did his final trick cut my arm with his
poison, but it always comes back that would've been a series trouble kid. And I never can defeat that
only leaves two left now. Two baby. Twin baby girl and a baby boy that I seek. Now that could destroy
the as well, but is not a strong like that one on that planet I was simply feared of it and I hate to go back
there again. I'm still scared of it, but it's already burning away.

The planet, it's over there you fail to get the one to stop me. Your chances now are too late. I want you
to know that planet is heading here and there's no way to escape here because already destroyed all
your ships I have no reason to take you all out because that planet looks like a ball of fire that is heading
to this one and once it reaches here you both are going to collide with it and blow up sky high. Your
army of Mexicans has failed to protect the child, I destroyed it, now I have no reasons to stop you all
going to be destroyed by me. Why me the planet is going to destroy you ha ha ha ha the Mexican went
through time said you will not succeed of the twins You're too far away from it you will not get one of
them at all, even if you got one of the twins, they will still be one more and he will make it and he will be
safe and he will stop you and he will know what you have done. So zare left the planet and they try to
escape to the portal the portal started to close. They didn't make it, but they managed to get the baby
back to his home time. but they didn't make it, they were burned away and blew up with the planet, not
one made it. Only I hand through the child through the gates onto the baby crib and the baby room. And
that baby is cha-cha. Has become something new from a machine. And that's why he is ultimately a
mega master dancer. He grew up to be a charming hedgehog, but bored. Never to find the love one and
that's how he was frozen in time and met Amy Rose. All of that chaos when he was a baby he didn't
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even know where he came from before that time travel with the legendary Mexican galaxy legend
Mexican hero. Name Brian the King. Died a long time ago as this very day cha-cha still around.

But all of those troubles he's been through Is finally over or is it not a new time begins in this game

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------

Cha Cha Says ' more soon
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Jorgebunny.zare
he was a mess when i started Cha Cha Needed to be created.

took me a long time to fix him. Look like he's ready for the high road.
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but i pulled through. look good and he like be a star.

Well the Mexican nudist this before. All the nations news. there were two Satirist Planet The North
Planet and there's a north planet as well. There were three planets were mostly precious to original
Satirist. in his time there was also a kingdom called. the Mexican tribe what he was doing is finding
answers to stop at him but it was already too late to do that so he returned. What he was trying to do is
find a wait for the monster not to prevent the attack the forest planet. But it was already too late the
planet was burning away. The Mexican was looking through the glass spaceship window he seen the
planet catch on fire. -_-!? The forest baby was getting burned away by zare power. Everyone was
burning there. The fear from the Mexican is tears came from his eyes as he seen his children and people
die. There was nothing he can do but watch is people and children burn by Zare Power.

Yes a Forest flower kids. With the answer to destroying him. but what kind of power did he hold to
destroying zare. But does baby greed got the power to. only temples will grant him the power.Only the
forest flower temple is the answer to destroying Zare. But where can it be in the world of Sonic Home.
It's a mystery temple that is hidden somewhere long ago. The forest flower temple was destroyed on
the other side of the North Satirist Planet. But could there be a last temple in sonics world. Of the forest
flower temple it is unknown.

March 31 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
this was supposed to be known about it on this character for a long time.

The forest flower Temple will never be known untilthey grow up so.

it's not going to happen in this game. Ok
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only tell by legend. it can only be hidden in some beautiful place like Palm Panic.

That is very deep into the forest. -.- Somewhere someplace were could it be in Sonic Home planet.

And it could be the answer to detroying the overlord as well.

only time will tell if they find it. The mexican failed in is time.

will Sonic The Hedgehog Greed The Hedgehog Find it in time or failed to Find it like The Mexican

Find a way to prevent the attacks of the forest flower temple. And the forest flower kid was about to
awaken and failed on his time what is planet burned away and its people and children in.

It's a race against time to find it. But not on this game too young.

To notice it.

April 2 by Jorgebunny.zare
more to it
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Queen Jessica The Egypyt Hedgehog Dolphin
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/115859562931777496646/albums/5959319882536387681/59593
19886274025746?pid=5959319886274025746&oid=115859562931777496646
no seen a dolphin hedgehog. but it here> [[1]] Very Rare

Dec 19, 2013

More Soon
more characters will be added to the zone ok
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dr.Eggman
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Total annihilation this egg man seems to be targeting the baby Greed Energy power of the Chaos
Emeralds. His dream is finally coming true Robotnik land the ultimate City Where he'll finally rule it all.
All he needs is that baby to control the world A great power and heat detected in that the baby Have
chaos emeralds in him. It looks like an easy challenge to capturing him Time is finally coming for him the
dream of this life Robotnik land he said out with plans to capturing him. There's a lot of stuff is Plans
like the capturing him with cages Eggman has Returned back to City square to hunt down the baby.
When will he be hiding that's his target Baby Greed He is also found a spaceship they can cause a world
to be controlled. He's planning to use that ship as a powerful laser it was ten times Stronger than the
colony Ark This laser can freeze a planet Causing the world to be an ice planet. It has seven ice lasers in
it needs 7 Chaos Emeralds or the baby He also has a new arrival just trying to take down his plans and
tries to destroy his dream. Robotnik land the ultimate City his true dream the somebody called his city
nothing but a wasteland. Dr Sheila Called his city nothing but a stinking wasteland Dr Eggman as his
target termination. Of Dr. Sheila she is really an enemy to him now the top one he's planning to
terminate her He's going to put her down on the leash. With >No Mercy< Eggman is found, a special
baby hedgehog that is a Prentice to him mostly is mostly his father to him he found the baby unknown
on the outskirts on the path to the Apotos - Windmill Isle Night He was leaving that place because he
lost the challenge of is Dreams And the other places as well on the ship he saw something fall from the
sky More soon
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This Baby Gaius The Hedgehog is very powerful to the enemies his power is chakra energy the come
from his hands. That makes powerful, deadly attacks You can fire a damaging chakra energy that is dark
shadows and is ultimate attack is an ultimate blast that calls dark hand. The parasite also has this attack,
but this baby attacks is very stronger than his. This baby has the power of causing earthquakes making
damaging blows. To the enemy And if you get close to him, he will fight you or bite you on your hands.
He will not let go of your hands or finger can cause you to die or lose rings and die He might have baby
teeth, but it really would hurt it's best to shake him off your hands. And sometimes it can make you
dizzy, it's the chakra bites is causing you to get dizzy will take a while for it to wear off. It can cause you
to look at crazy things it will cause the world to spin making you unable to attack. It'll make you miss him.
That gives the baby a chance to hurt you takes a minute or half a minute to wear off you have to run
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around away from him if you don't do that he will finish you. It's like a snake taking a bite has you in his
power. You can make an attack from his back, he will not know that you're there, but if he turns his back
he will bite you or hurt you he's got fast attacks make it impossible for you to hurt him. So it's best to get
in back of him Like an Eggman said You are my son the symbol on the back of your diaper proves it it has
my symbol sticker on the back of your diaper so everyone would know you're my son Eggman symbol
was on the back of his diaper. If anybody seen that symbol on the back of his diaper that has an egg man
face a love my baby that is my son, he a apprentice of My Family that's what an Eggman put on the back
of him it has a EggMan face in the back of his diaper so that's when they thought of let's change that
symbol before someone noticed this is Eggman baby could cause him to go to jail. They change the
symbol on the diaper and gave him a new look what's on the picture. But that was in the past, the new
pass to begin He returned back to his father Now he's wearing the symbol of Eggman again. The look of
the diaper still the same in the game. You family you can always change the symbol in the ship in
Eggman ship. Just go to the fashion in the ship of Eggman ship the Eggman diapers Changing room Make
him look like an apprentice again. There is lots of fashion in the ship that you can buy for this little guy
some cost money some cost to buy in the game. Some to unlock This kid is very strong and he will tear
you apart He loves playing with enemies He's been playing with so many robots that's why his hands are
so dirty. His hands would turn orange he will put his hands on the ground and he will cause an
earthquake. Thank goodness Eggman had to steal floor that can overcome that, but not the enemy This
baby is dangerous comes close to BabyGreed **Warning: ** Baby Gaius The Hedgehog Would chase you
down if you ran away from him Some characters are going to have to run from him. Some attacks, they
are seriously deadly that can wipe you out in one shot. When you have given him so much damage you
see tears in his eyes that means he's ready to hurt you now because he's about to use a stronger attack.
You don't have to avoid him for some attacks, but if you did he will run after you when he's a boss. This
is meter [HappyIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (；_；) TearsIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII starting to cry Finished] If
he's happy he will be playing around with you if he starting to have tears in his eyes about to give you
some stronger blows. If he started to cry, it's going to be dangerous going to shoot with all he got. He
can tear you apart It's going to be hard to avoid him that you won't be able to run from it, he's going to
be beating you up and he's not going to stop into your finished. Those last shots are going to be hard its
going to be like Mortal Kombat he's going to be creating so much chakra power that'll be flying all over
you and you're going to have to run away from his attacks. It'll be no standing around, he's going to be
shooting lots of dark fireballs at you. This one is very strong and he's going to hurt you He is one of the
orcs family of the giant Hedgehog orcs. That Hedgehog baby gaius. Got their blood they are very strong
that carry steel of armor and rocks that they can carry with one hand, they are very strong warriors and
he is one of them. I he was born with these powers under the giant tribes they have numbers of them,
they're very big orcs they carry axes and shields and long one handed axes. They're very powerful, they
are not scared of nothing not even the monster they take their beating and a take it well. With no mercy
at his final threshold he makes no mercy He is the last one in the world it still is not Distinct. He is a
galaxy. Of a prince of the Orc tribe, he is a legend Hedgehog. Is Royal family is dead by the monster
homeland was destroyed by him the planet was blown up. So he is the last one left and he is a prince of
the tribe that next to his father the king and Queen died on that planet He's very fast at spinning, he
scratches a lot that'll make a brutal hit the enemy this little guy you have to keep your eyes on him
Because you don't know what he's going to do. If you was a flyer you be able to Avoid is earthquake
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sometimes you can make a shot in the sky the dark Blast are very deadly if you get hit by one You'll
probably lose a lot of rings or die. But he can also make shots in the sky for if your Flying sometimes they
don't hit you they always miss. Is a good advantage for you if you are a flyer At the end of this part
Eggman didn't know how powerful he really was Eggman try to stop him, but he didn't listen he kept on
going this kid is not an ordinary child he's dangerous This was the past when he fought And guess who
we was fighting Sonic the Hedgehog. This baby was sweating soaking wet, but he kept on going this
baby was like a machine he didn't want to lose Eggman said stop please you're hurting him he's just a
baby. Sonic said he doesn't want to stop if he comes at me, I'll continue Giving him a beating of his life
Eggman put his hands on his back and told him to stop. He looked at an Eggman and told him it was fun
and said to run Father, then he fell to the floor And. Eggman said you are a very strong Sonic. Sonic told
Eggman, he was really a tough challenge for a baby, I wonder how strong will he be when it's fully grown
Eggman said one day Sonic this baby will beat you or when he grows up you better be ready for him
because it will not be easy next time. Egg Man picks up his baby and took him with him and away from
Sonic. Sonic was worn out from him could move that much. that baby gaius. Sonic a real good fight, he
was very tough that's why he still an org Hedgehog sonic needed to see for his eyes, I'm I couldn't
believe he is a legend of the orcs tries. Sonic has seen it for the first time in his own eyes. He is an Orc.
Tries He could believe it, but it was truly an Eggman was telling the truth, he It was amazing what he saw
it was big how can a baby be so big sonic needed to split the ship was about to blow everything was on
fire Sonic escape from the ship and he did, but Eggman got away with him and that's why he is a legend
and he still is the baby is a legend of the Orcs Tries warriors of the Hedgehog tribe. What sonic saw the
baby transformed into a giant Orc hedgehog he beat sonic so hard he grabs Sonic and threw him across
the wall. He grabs Sonic the second time and smash him across the wall like a hammer. What sonic did
was tease him, saying he's not a legend that's when he looked at his father and he got really mad and he
released the beast. An Orc Hedgehog he transformed into a sonic couldn't believe what he saw a big
giant beast that was drooling at Sonic. And he was screaming at him growling at him getting ready to
tear him apart and he did he charge at Sonic. Sonic tries to run, but Baby Orcs Gaius the hedgehogs
beast, grab Sonic and through him With a terrible blow Sonic was on the ground sonic said how could I
be this big baby Baby Orc Gaius the hedgehogs beast Grab Sonic and put him at his face sonic said to
him you stink you creature. Baby Orcs Gaius the hedgehogs beast stared into his eyes and through him
like a rock This baby had an ultimate form that can hurt him even harder Sonic was in trouble
Remember, you're going to see that form in the game he has at transformation it can only work if he got
really mad He will become a giant Orc Hedgehog. More soon
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Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
I even have a part when he fell to the ground started to transforming anger in the game sounds of the
warriors orcs hedgehogs. Telling him. Get up warrior this. all you got your father taught you better than
that standup and fight that puny fox meet. you can tear him apart you're stronger than him your
warrior of our tribe. And you're also a prince that could be one day King. Show that puny fox no mercy.
Release your anger against that mincemeat of that puny fox. And tear him apart get up and show your
father what you are made up.

January 19 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
This baby had an ultimate form that can hurt him even harder Sonic was in trouble i No you want to
hear what happened Sonic that I will continue that this will be a past story mode it has to be on lock in
order to see the past story mode and you can join that action as Sonic and try to stop the beast. Baby
Orcs Gaius the hedgehogs beast Ultimate transformation

September 16, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
This will be tails appointed as a final boss It's going to be hard to beat him

September 15, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
-------------------------------------------------------------------E102 Gamma The Chaos Power
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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System Operations All
Systems GO
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[[1]]< E-102 Gamma The Chaos Power New and More Better Track
E-102-chaos-gamma-sonic-battle
) E102 Gamma Partner Baby kid>[[2]]
New improve if he's on part 3. He's improved on this one

or destroyed he is Rebuilt.

same voice
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But new Equip Power

Wonderful that he was Rebuilt by Some Woman.

Something Happened He Doesn't Remember Anyhing.

All His Data Was Lost. She has Replaced so many parts on this machine and the Memory Card was lost .
She has Replaced the Empty memory slot With her memory card. (Master Memory Card)Plus she has
removed the Gun on one his hand.
E 102 gamma redesign doodle by zeiram0034
System Operations All Systems GO
She has Replaced his Gun with a Hand
But These Hands they can Transform into Two Guns

Someone who found this machine was Dr. Sheila.

As her failure came that she has lost her chance to take the baby she has never.

Succeeded she was out on the sea, ship of not Nazareth ship her Giants fleets.
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Some say the robots detected a ship in the sea floating.

Did they notice. That ship been there for years has never been found

so they climbed aboard. And found that what was on the ship remarkable machines still working on the
ship cleaning it

they seem to have been there for years. working following the orders of a egg man.

that's when she spotted onto something she smelled gasoline. Or oil.

She put her hands on the floor and felt it,she said there was a battle here

a waging war against each other. Who is the strongest she said

there is no way to recover this one that was destroyed. It was white and black all they had was a piece
of it. It was not enough to recover it.

But remarkable a machine was on the ground destroyed many pieces she looked at it.
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And she wondered what was it doing here it was completely damage. And something has escaped from
it

was shaped as a bird. She decided to rebuild this machine but the memory was lost from it

all they can do is rebuild it, but the brain was still intact it will remember it's past one day

so they took the machine to her ship every single piece. Was on the floor his hands could not be
repaired so they made a new one.

The hand can transform into a gun. Not just one hand on the side. Is secondhand

They even equipped card slots that is meant to increase his power and unlock his new guns with a sniper
and rocket launcher.

The machine woke up and looked around once again, this is when she said. You are the one was
destroyed before it seems you are okay

well you don't look so bad improved your new name will be called. But you already have a name it's on
the front of your elbow. E102 gamma. well then let me add a new part.

your new name is E102 gamma the power of chaos. But everyone can call you E102 Gamma the power
Chaos ok.
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He said his new word again gamma. She said yes, that's your name, your name is gamma

I heard you lost all your memory. Do you remember the past.

The machine didn't remember anything all he could do is put his hands on his head.

She said it doesn't matter if you don't remember. I will place you on the board of my ship

I have assignment for you I want you to find baby greed. and bring him to me, perhaps joining a team

What do you say machine. You like to come aboard with me, I repaired you a broad view back to life.

You had an enemy, did you, do you remember your enemy, perhaps it was that dumb egg man

The machine was getting confused, he loses this side of himself and he attacked.

She said what are you doing. I repaired you I give you orders to not step forward to me
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I am your creater I throw you back on that dirty ship over there. I will destroy you if you try something
like this.? are you okay. what's wrong, which you robot X 16 said Dr. Sheila get back the memory is going
to blow.

The machine was falling backwards and he fell off the ship and he landed on another ship that was not
far from here. He was simply skydiving somewhere.

He found himself on another ship in a baby's room. Were a baby was sleeping

Baby Gaius eyes open. And he saw a light flash in his baby bedroom a machine was looking at him. he
started To cry as he said there's a boogie man in my badroom. Egg man said not this again.

I heard something in this bedroom. What was it. Baby Gaius said that. Egg man said I don't believe it
E102 gamma your alive. How long is it been since you banished off the face of the earth where have you
been all these years.

gamma said who are you, Egg man said what's the matter you don't remember me.

You were on my a egg carrier I gave you commands to get rid of those past.

Sonic Tails Amy and big and that puny knuckles. Don't you remember anything, it's been so long since I
didn't see you
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You don't remember anything do you. The robot 19045x said. He's memory is out of control step back

Egg man said. what his memory is going shot, maybe that's what happened to you those heroes did this
to you.

Gamma said sonic and tails knuckles big Amy said come with us you can leave that a egg man. His
memory shock that that moment and disappeared, he lost his memory of that.

Gamma said I remember you Egg man. Egg man said so you remember me have you exterminated those
pests back then.

Gamma said no, it' a. Miss failure

Egg man said I knew you weren't good enough to stop those heroes, but maybe you can have a partner
to can help you this time.

how could you fail. What are you a bag of bolts like the other robots that failed. you're really on the
garbage dump E 102 alright then. Maybe a partner will help you out. Baby Gaius come here.

Here since R2 is cleaning up the diapers and setting up the safety. Pins I want you to become team
partners along with our R 2 babysitter.
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This is E 102. Gamma. He will be your new partner gamma I want you to take good care of this baby
make sure he stays out of trouble. You have a mission to do, I want you to hunt down

Baby greed and bring him to me and that goes for you too. Do you understand Baby Gaius. Baby Gaius
said yes fodder.

Egg man said good you have your mission I want you to succeed, don't make me fall to the ground. And
say you're nothing but losers

Baby Gaius said don't say that we will not fail. Fodder, we will not fail you, Gamma said target baby
greed capture the child the baby hedgehog. Egg man said that's right this is him on the picture. Take a
good look at him gamma capture him and bring him to me. I got big plans gamma said I, my captain
show comply and complete the mission. That sounds like the robots back in action again and that's how
they became team partners and they both set off on the Adventure

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Next Soon his power equipment and everything.

Down here so now you no. He is back but on the game.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Let's start

the gun has been removed.

And replace with a transformation hand. Ahat could turn into a gun

and he's also equipped. With force lasers.

Let's start with the body

-----------------------------------------

His body is 10 times stronger. Then he used to be.

His whole entire body his been upgraded by some woman. He does have the float from the old-time.
But it is not an ordinary float. This time it's a jet, float that can lift him into the air for a while

And use a shield. This shield on the float.

Can open up a barrier to protect him. For one minute.
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The attacks will be useless against the shield.

He can attack with his guns. But not strong guns.

The strong guns will backfire on him

If the shield is activated.

The shield will cool down.

For five minutes or less

players can use this character

every battle mode or story mode

and super race in Team Baby Gaius
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To NO/

☀They can also have a story mode online and off-line. So you can enjoy yourself with the players and.
Challenge each other online in a story mode race. And battle mode

this game is meant for high speed power. And online Speed power. With lots of enjoyment. No players
ever gone before in a Aventure action.

Move on/

His body is almost is strong steeled. As metal greed.

Dr. Sheila like I said before Dr. Sheila has equipped E-102 the power chaos With so much stuff and slots
and. Now he is being equipped with card slots to unlock his guns, is effect, and so much more

-------------------------------------------------

Some of his guns will be active. His original guns. And the new guns. Will be need to be activated with
cards

especially shield effect.
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The original gun from a egg carrier that he found will automatically be his. to be used as a first weapon

the sniper gun will be his second weapon.

it can be used as original gun, but some card slots will be used to upgrade the gun, speed, and power,

Fast targets, long-distance targets, and it can be a fast target shot, the gun can also be used to take
heroes down. Yes sniper takes time to take people down, but this gun has a increase speed attacks.

So let's just say the robot can slow down time and attacking enemy, it will make the heroes in slow
motion given him the time to kill the enemy.

But it's only meant for one shot a time.

The slow-motion attack can only fire one time at him. It is hard to hit the head because the character is
moving very fast in slow-motion. It will be possible never to get the head but the body yes, swinging
colors are hard to find enemy the. Heroes move very fast in color so there is no way. To stop the enemy
to shoot him you just have to shoot the blue color.

Now. Next this will be fun. For sonic team

Why, because Sonic team can pick a gun for gamma they can make new guns for gamma. So he can
unlock these new guns.
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But remember there are hundreds of cards in the world, maybe billions to give gamma of great power.

Sonic Team can think of hundreds of cards for gamma.

In style new cards for gamma

Cards will be on the screen. So you can select the card slot the place it in gamma. And it will open his
gun selection. So remember the gun can only be used for few times, then it will disappear and you had
to pick another one. But the original guns will not disappear. Those of his permanent guns the sniper,
the Egg carrier gun, and a rocket launcher, and a laser machine gun,

So let me pick out the guns I want him to have.

Then sonic team can pick out the guns for him.

If they get this project.

You can pick up 200 guns for gamma to select.

Or more or less i put five or 3.
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Now 200 guns can be in the future. I think Sonic Team wants less guns, maybe 25 to 20

Because he won't manage without that number.

His cards disappear very fast. I mean his guns they don't last very long. They probably last 10 seconds to
fight over one minute. However, strong is the gun last in a fight. The minutes you can have it. Then it will
be destroyed or disappear, but the cards will. Reboot and random selection

The cards also come with laser swords. And different kind of colors. However strong they are

The heroes have the advantage against him.

The cards could help very much. But if the cards were stronger and last longer. I think the heroes will
have a tough opponent

Now he is not a weak machine.

there are some card that can boost the week cards

Strength card is a card can strengthen the weak
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cards for more time added to the guns.

And Strengt card lasses when activated five minutes. Per card 3 and hard to find.

Card Gun

ipic

---------------------------------------------

1 Hand Gun Card

2 Gernade Shotgun Gun Card

3 Special Hyper Laser Gun Card

4 Laser Sword Card
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5 Strength Boost The Card Gun Card

--------------------------------------------

Sonic Team/ you can pic/ Card Gun/ Activate Gun Fast / Effects/ Special Effectas/ Boost of Time/

Trap Power/ and fusion Power/

I like to give sonic team opportunity to

^_^ Enjoy a equipped. The rest of the numbers to him. I think they will enjoy that they wanted

Write down their guns. So let them enjoy this one

Probably be fair and I think I'll like to hear what they

Guns they will name. I can put the rest of the numbers of the guns, but I say hey why not sonic team.
Make a name of the guns it would be very fun. For them to enjoy!? ^_^

6
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7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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16

17

18

19

20

25

21

22

23

24
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25

--------------------------------------------

Now E-102 the power chaos. Got a camouflage activation.

He can activate it anytime he wants cool down time

Three minutes.

The time last it One minute

------------------------------------

Force Laser

These lasers can be as strong
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He can shoot from his eyes. And gun

these force lasers were built by Dr. Sheila she. Really put a lot of work on every single thing in him.

We don't know what E102 will launch from his body.

We just got to be repaired against this machine

>>>>>The mode. That he mowed change. Was removed.<<<<

And replace with something greater.

Speed mode change, this is more faster

And it comes with a glide pack. So he can glide in some areas

His fighting styles of very good that he used to be

Is more faster, and quicker, and attack modes,
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And he fighting just like knuckles, but he carries a gun he knows how to use. He it, he doesn't have one
gun in his hand, he's got two hands and transforming two guns.

And he's been upgraded to the bottom picture. Is no longer that he used to be. He's more advance, and
smarter, he uses his brain very good. And now he has to take care of a baby.

New experience are waiting for him. He be a great partner on the best of gaius team the gray color.
more soon there more E-102 Gamma The Chaos Power BIG Time Power E-102 soon

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

E-102 Gamma The Chaos Power

The OSL team take on dance fast <☀E102 leads the dance

When it hits that point. I will tell you how E102 dances. When Sonic reaches the OSL building they will
come across them. And they will challenge Baby greed to a dance off if they win. Sonic has to hand over
baby Greed to them. If they win E-102. is a Good dancer

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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team power attack
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Jorgebunny.zare
Now let's Equipped E 102 Power The Chaos

May 11 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
sorry see you to day there were an anniversary. So i'll be back today 12:00 to 1:00 bye

May 14 by Jorgebunny.zare
more to it
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------??? ????? ????? ??? ???????? Last Boss indie
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Last Boss of Finals
This is baby Greed twin sister Baby Jessa Bella. That died a long time ago. And they have to kill
her. Or the world is finished the monster Zare turned her into a hedgehog-like him with the same
power and shoes. But a darkness of evil. She lives in the darkness flame she's hiding there until
the time was right to kill his brother, but the commands of Zare.

She is a strong Baby. Of occurs of evil of darkness in the past so many rumors about her history.
On that dreadful day that she was turned into an evil creature like him. Some said that she was
hiding out in Amy's house others say she was living in the darkness flame. Slime on her
stomach was the thing what killed her. In the simple of the upside, down Chaos Emerald is
intact with this simple making her into enormous mega life form she is a black evil hedgehog the
darkest black is a hedgehog. That shadow has ever known she's pure black like the darkness.
Her body is dark gray her body is soft like a baby's touch still her diaper is rotten that she
doesn't know that she stinks it was mostly from death when she fell on the bed or turned into an
evil hedgehog I believe it was when she turned into an evil hedgehog her eyes used to be pink.
Like Mercury pink, but now it's turned to the dark Mercury pink mostly red from a monster I. She
is dead or alive. It is a mystery to her body is she alive or dead. They all say she's dead or
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cursed by a darkness, evil slide it's on her stomach is a ministry what her death was looks like.
You can hear more of the story history cuts on the blog. Her shoes are the same as her brother.
Zare entered baby greed dreams and looked at his shoes. And detailed in his mind and made
them from an evil power. To give to her and made them even stronger than his. Or could it be
enough to be stronger than baby greed shoes. The monster misses something from his shoes
from the future that he didn't know this purple Chaos Emerald shattered piece. Combined it with
the shoe, it was intact in the purple circle. In the past, she was stronger than him, she could
have kill him a long time ago. In his baby bedroom, she could've created another slide and put it
on his brother but she wasn't order to do that she had to wait. For zare to kill him first if he can.
All she could do is hang around her brother as long if she wants. And she doesn't need to go
anywhere but stick with where he goes it was like a watcher and a sleeper with him that's all she
could do. There was no order commands just to hang out with his brother.
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66.249.85.156
This is pops, stop it

January 22 by A Wikia contributor Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
http://gameideas.wikia.com/wiki/Miles_Tails_Prower
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If you cannot read that then you're not from this country. I had a perfect writer who knew this. If
you cannot read this from a perfect writer in my country. You're not from this country.

January 22 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
IsGamer13
Since... when does being in a country matters? Goodness stop assuming things, I am not from
England and I am very doubtful we're from the same country, but I do live in America (just not
telling where).

And by paragraphs, I mean something less lenghty, all I see in that thing you sent me is a huge
wall of text and that's about it.

By the way, it's hard to ignore something that is being posted over and over on the "recently
edited" section when I am done doing things, just to my surprise that it has to be you and your
random articles, I hardly want to follow you and I am in the slightiest of interested in whatever
you do, just that your posts being everywhere just bugs me.

January 22 by IsGamer13
Element Knight 375
That's not a logical assumption. I'm a natural-born American whose lived in America and
studied English my whole life, and I can barely read your writing. You barely break up your
paragraphs, your sentences aren't broken up properly, and words seem to be in random places.
If anything, although I don't know you very well, I highly doubt that you're a native English
speaker.
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This isn't necessarily a bad thing; plenty of us are from countries other than America, and many
of us don't speak English as a first language. The problem is, some people here take issue with
the way your edits spill out onto pages, without any pattern. It makes it very hard to understand
your ideas.

Also, it seems as though you make lots of separate edits. You've made over 3,000 edits after
being here for 5 months. That's literally like making 20 edits a day, every day, for 5 months.

I'm not saying you shouldn't express yourself; we praise self-expression here. But your writing
style seems to get on people's nerves, and you edit at a rate that only vandals usually do.

January 22 by Element Knight 375
Jorgebunny.zare

What country you're from.I have a good paragraph.Articles ?If you don't like what I'm
writing.Just ignore it how hard is that. It seems your listening when I'm writing. ^_^hey man if
you can understand what I'm writing on this one then you're from another country I have
hundreds of people told me this is the perfect paragraph writing. If he hears the address if you
cannot read this then you're not from this country. You're probably from England.

January 22 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
IsGamer13
Hey you, that's enough, your crazy "sonic game" is out of control, near the start, it was tolerable,
but you are going a bit too far with all those articles with incredibly lenghty and inexplicable titles,
this little fanon of yours is kind of annoying and has no sense at all, consider slowing down with
those articles, because otherwise I might have to tell a mod to look over this.
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Take it as a word of advice, keep going and you might be in serious problems, I doubt it's hard
to put everything related to your little "game idea" in ONE article, right? You're making this wiki
look bad with all those things you keep writting, and seriously, NOBODY CAN'T PUT A
SENTENCE TOGETHER, read a dictionary, learn how to write at least a paragraph and come
back with something logical, because this... this is just unnecessary.

January 21 by IsGamer13 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare

What I'm doing now is completing the characters what they supposed to do in the world. I'm still
working on knuckles.Don't get upset over person who's doesn't want to release a game from
Sega or sonic team. don't put the ball on me because I'm not the person you're fighting against.
Go at the person who's doing this problem.

January 22 by Jorgebunny.zare
IsGamer13
Sorry but you're just not getting the point here, I am saying what you write has little relation to
Sonic or any of his games (and I don't want an explanation about it), I am not fighting, you're not
getting my point again, what I am trying to tell you is that your actions ON your "articles" are
very constant and a headache to read.

Also, who the heck is the "person doing this problem" if the one that is making those things
around this wiki is none other than you?

January 22 by IsGamer13
Jorgebunny.zare
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But what I'm targeting is for things. The OSL the characters darkness flame, ending story
mode.sonic and baby greed story mode.And there's this other thing trying to do.trying to make
sonic and baby greed story. mode connects to this thing. stages in all a lockable everythingthat
is the thing with connects to all of this probably doesn't make any sense at the moment. the
story supposed to make places, characters be unlocked and opened up what you don't
understand that's what you gotta be targeting that. The sonic and baby greed story mode that,
would you need to be looking at. I can give you a cut of relationships of the heroes how he
meant to be with them. Especially cream

January 22 by Jorgebunny.zare
IsGamer13
Geez... look, nevermind, continue with whatever you're doing, I'm not here to stop you.

January 22 by IsGamer13
Jorgebunny.zare

And further of all I don't get what you're talking about relationships. with sonic. Baby Greed
supposed to be a 100% relationship with sonic Amy no doubt about it. A little bit with tails and
knuckles at 85% cream 10% shadow 25% silver 85% rouge 50% omega 65% Big 85% and the
others 50% no?mostly he has a very very good relationship with all of them and 100% Sonic
Amy If you want me to explain the relationships with them I just tell me. I can start the
relationship book with sonic first.

January 22 by Jorgebunny.zare
IsGamer13
Get this through that mind of yours: I am talking about connections here, I have yet to see a
single connection between this fanon thing of yours with anything from ANY SONIC GAME, in
other words, what else is similar in this thing aside from having "Sonic" slapped all over it?
That's my point, not the relation between this creepy thing with any Sonic character.
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January 22 by IsGamer13
Jorgebunny.zare

Are you talking about character relationships and how did they come to the stage were this the
world start.how they meant to be taken to this world. and how did baby greed get those powers
became one with the chaos emeralds.And how did this monster girl follow. baby greed and end
up in his bedroom. And Amy's house in the past.if you want to know about that this could be
another blog about it and how the heroes accepted to being guardians of baby greed power and
much much more. I can give you cuts of those parts and maybe that makes sense to you. and
you probably want me to continue doing this.

let me get another blog and start from cuts.

That evil character is the one who jumped in the bedroom. a baby greed baby room.she was
sleeping with him. as a twin supposed to be with his brother.She disappeared when soon as the
sunlight started.or when he cried she probably be outside.waiting for Amy to leave the room.
and jump back in bed with him when he's asleep.
more to it
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Heavy Duke or
soon more to it
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The old Time
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and more soon

________________
Dr Sheila

the Past of Dr Sheila of Capture of Baby Greed [[1]]

New Future of another capture more soon

-------------------------------------------------------Metal Greed The Metal Of Power
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The blood will not show in the game. Or
the bag of the blood. but all you can see is the red color.That is it, but there will be a . you can
see Blood but it will have a password on the site. For adults really want to see the full story. of
Baby Greed Third future That tells of his blood in Game Story What happened in the dirt future
will tell. But E There will only Cuts Of the story that keeps the gruesome stuff out. And that goes
for the other once to. And those parts are rated M for mature. That what you see what happens
to the baby And you feel so sad what happened to him. Them What a madman did to him in.
The Third future And (Amy). P.SAnd who's the madman. Alex Dr. Alex that said. He save the
world by one baby animal ??? In the third future. P.s
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Number (2). Is this
one. more. The blue colors our laser flows. Metal Greed will jump in the air release a most
powerful Laser. It makes a loud noise his whole entire body turned white and different colors. It
lights up the room and round sonic it's too bright. You better run away from this power or you're
done for. Sorry i me Green one hit kill no Ring Loss Die instantly. The blue Laser. You just get
hit once. You loss Ring for getting hit by the blue laser. OK ----------------------------- at the end of
the back of the picture Metal Greed is in the Blue Color Laser flow releasing Particles to the
Energy Ball. He can also Move the Laser Energy Ball and different Direction Targeting Sonic
The Hedgehog.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[[1]]This is Dr. Alex this Machine under Egg Man The Follower of EGG MAN. That man was
another person who's never been found that man will do anything for Eggman. And get what he
wants even if he kill a (baby) like Baby Greed in third future where can he be in the sonic world.

1 the Green are Rocket they can fire at you Unlimited loading Rocket (2)> The Blue Link
Connections it can create a laser in a fire at you unstoppable power. 3 it can also linked with
Metal sonic and Transform to Mega Metal Sonic Greed 4 on the back of his Metal back body
Opens up into Jet wings so he could fly. 5 on is Shoe he has propellers so he can sort through
the water like. Older Greed The Hedgehog. 6 on his long Hedgehog hair, this has pink smoke
coming from his hair. Do you know what that is? Baby Greed has been to that world the
underworld of spirit souls. We're Bella took baby greed to of souls where baby greed ended up
and in place of the pink cloud world of energy. You're saying oh shoot that means whoever
touches that could incidentally die if you have no energy. What out chaos emerald energy dies<
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No Ring Loss you Die instantly Keep your distance from the hair. If you have no Chaos Emerald
Energy. Find another way, but baby greed can go to it smells like spring smell to him. 7 from his
hands, he can create giant balls of energy that you see on the picture. But Baby Greed can do
this too. And the really deadly one shot kills you instantly with No Ring Loss.

8 On his head at the end of his hair lie seeking missiles on his hair, that releases from his hair
they are unlimited Seeking missiles they reload.

9 On his nose is a camouflage Beacon that last is 10 seconds.

This only activates when there's a trouble occurs.

10 it's machine stomach is very strong. It has a baby Chaos Emerald cracked intact to the
machine.

In the back is connected to sad and feared lost baby. Name baby greed of the third future time.
Of a failure, death. All remains are the blood sample bag. To keep the Baby Chaos Emerald
from turning to stone.
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12 Inside the machine. The back lies the poison and viruses inside that can kill an animal in
seconds. The machine has bottles. Of capsules of poisons of different kinds the machine can
create by blood samples it doesn't take the blood samples of baby greed It just scans it and
makes a virus of different samples. Of poison that can make you sick and die.
----------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The poison or sickness will go inside the long tubes traveling down into the shredder. The green
circle is where the poison is and it will go inside the needles those needles will detect a body
temperature. And it will sting them once stung it would inject the poison into the body. Then the
hero will feel the effects slowly. Slowing him down having temperatures rising getting sick.
Closer to death

The target probably hit the legs what ever hits it will get pray.

We all want to know if this will be metal sonic partner well. Sonic Team can decide that, but if
metal greed encounter metal sonic probably be a friendly thing. They'll probably look at each
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other in some subtle way I think the magnets will tell. They're going to be friends, they both have
the same goal and they'll probably team up for that but in this game he will be destroyed, but in
is another Time Dr. Alex will build metal greed in this future. But in another game if Sonic Team
at the size to put metal greed with metal sonic on this one they will probably be a transformation.
But it will be amazing for that they will encounter and become friends beyond on this one he
just appears out of nowhere. Seeking sonic the hedgehog looking to destroy him, he wants to
terminate him because what he did to baby greed. Baby chaos Emerald is doing that because it
thinks sonic abandon baby greed was supposed to protect him so it's getting its revenge to
destroy sonic and the rest of them. And this thing is going for no mercy the baby chaos Emerald
is completely confused. And it's taking control of the robot. That's what happened, he got
banned because that so it seems. He wants his revenge to the destroy sonic the hedgehog

13

On the bottom of the shoe represents his speed. How fast he goes his legs are skinny, but very
strong. They made out of 10 times steel they can't be broken.

Some say is speed is faster than sonic the hedgehog. We don't know how fast he go. Will have
to find out in the game and plus he came from the third future. That Was 10 times longer to this
one is more advanced.

14 Now this machine got some really accelerate spinning cycles. He can go right through the
rocks as he spends. And he really spins really up in the air. And goes directly into the rocks as
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he comes out through the rocks landing on the platform. Also, his tailspin with him and as. He
jumps his tail can spend like a Boomer Ray. As you trying to keep up with him sometimes you
can get hit by his tail. And it really makes a very deadly hit

Or damaging hits.

15 He's got really good agility that makes the fighting robot invincible. But how strongly could he
be against sonic.

16 On his cheeks has A sensor that is blue and green. By his gray face. It can detect any kind of
creature that he's looking for. He only came out of hiding at the time was right. He was
absolutely watching sonic for a long time in this game. If sonic was walking a loan he will be
Hearing footsteps. That would be him He would disappear in an instant if sonic turned his back.
because he can camouflage himself in front of sonic.

17 He could jump and spin his tail right at you. Like a spinning top.

18 Okay metal greed has built-in eyes. That is a master screen if you ever heard of Robocop his
screen is exactly like
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That. Is screen inside the colors of the letters are mostly blue green and it makes a sound just
like Robocop. Sound when it's finished typing it's words on the screen so if you ever vision
Robocop screen it is exactly like that.

It has his health battery power of energy it will say unlimited battery power energy

His screen is been built with a master screen. This robot doesn't play nice

He could detect any life form in the world. And will easily detect sonic the hedgehog no problem

It means this robot can find any animal in the world. And he knows his first target is sonic the
hedgehog.

19 Now his brain built in a master computer. With 100 memory cards.

Whatever installed in this master brain. Is equipped with hundreds of memories wires. And
memory chips. This is the smartest robot ever who walked on sonics world. The scientist really
puts a major work on this machine.

20 Next his tail's. Its tail is built-in with electric wires the pipe is completely electrocution. If this
hedgehog grabs you with his tail, he can electrocute you right there however long he holds you.
He will not let go of you to you fall. You instantly die even if you try to struggle, there is no way
out and he will electrocute you instantly. But if you broke free he will inject you with his poison
before you escape. And it will be a lot that can cause you to die faster than sticking you with a
little bit.
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All four needles he will inject you with them if you broke free. He will inject the four needles in
you is fast as he can. To get the poisoning In. You

21 Next is longhair can release hedgehog spikes that can really sting you hard and hurt you. He
will put his whole entire body to his feet and released his hair spikes all around him And spread
all around the path where he's at making deadly hits. Whoever's around him will get hit by him
with electrocuted. Or death./

Oh baby greed got this move to he also releases his spikes as well.

22 Next he uses spin ball as a bouncing ball attack. Is the same as baby greed.

But these are slower to his are not that great, but make brutal hits if you're not careful by those
attacks.

23 His speed attacks are far faster than baby greed.

And he can come at you like a machine. And he is a machine.

24 Next, this is the transformation this is where metal greed
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become one with metal sonic. His size will be the size of the tallest building.

To be more like the. Mark one master machine

10 times stronger any other hero has experienced before.

And stand before the tallest robot ever seen and set foot on the platform.

(Ultimate transformation in One Machine)

25 Next the mega billion ultimate power all combination robots that were long gone. Metal
knuckles, metal tails, and metal sonic, he has a hidden power to combine all three robots and
rise up of the King ultimate metal machine called (metal master metal sonic) giant robot in
space. The machine is an ultimate machine that got a metal shield, a metal sword, and
unknown power attacks. This is an unknown power that was in metal greed that can unlock all
robots that were once lost. Complete equipped that's it ***completed***

(Ultimate Mega Power 4 Transformation in One Machine)

And death means no ring lost instantly die.

Final Stage The Future of Oblivious [[2]]
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Categories:
Sonic Games SEGA Add category
Showing 1 most recent
1 comment
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
An ultimate power that was in metal greed. And it can unlock metal sonic and the rest of them
were long-lost machines. This will be a serious battle if they ever found them.I think this is a
good idea any questions. Well it's past 6:00 I guess I got the.

May 4 by Jorgebunny.zare
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------The poison or sickness will go inside the long tubes traveling down into the shredder. The green circle is
where the poison is and it will go inside the needles those needles will detect a body temperature. And
it will sting them once stung it would inject the poison into the body. Then the hero will feel the effects
slowly. Slowing him down having temperatures rising getting sick. Closer to death

The target probably hit the legs what ever hits it will get pray.

We all want to know if this will be metal sonic partner well. Sonic Team can decide that, but if metal
greed encounter metal sonic probably be a friendly thing. They'll probably look at each other in some
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subtle way I think the magnets will tell. They're going to be friends, they both have the same goal and
they'll probably team up for that but in this game he will be destroyed, but in is another Time Dr. Alex
will build metal greed in this future. But in another game if Sonic Team at the size to put metal greed
with metal sonic on this one they will probably be a transformation. But it will be amazing for that they
will encounter and become friends beyond on this one he just appears out of nowhere. Seeking sonic
the hedgehog looking to destroy him, he wants to terminate him because what he did to baby greed.
Baby chaos Emerald is doing that because it thinks sonic abandon baby greed was supposed to protect
him so it's getting its revenge to destroy sonic and the rest of them. And this thing is going for no mercy
the baby chaos Emerald is completely confused. And it's taking control of the robot. That's what
happened, he got banned because that so it seems. He wants his revenge to the destroy sonic the
hedgehog

13

On the bottom of the shoe represents his speed. How fast he goes his legs are skinny, but very strong.
They made out of 10 times steel they can't be broken.

Some say is speed is faster than sonic the hedgehog. We don't know how fast he go. Will have to find
out in the game and plus he came from the third future. That Was 10 times longer to this one is more
advanced.
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14 Now this machine got some really accelerate spinning cycles. He can go right through the rocks as he
spends. And he really spins really up in the air. And goes directly into the rocks as he comes out through
the rocks landing on the platform. Also, his tailspin with him and as. He jumps his tail can spend like a
Boomer Ray. As you trying to keep up with him sometimes you can get hit by his tail. And it really makes
a very deadly hit

Or damaging hits.

15 He's got really good agility that makes the fighting robot invincible. But how strongly could he be
against sonic.

16 On his cheeks has A sensor that is blue and green. By his gray face. It can detect any kind of creature
that he's looking for. He only came out of hiding at the time was right. He was absolutely watching sonic
for a long time in this game. If sonic was walking a loan he will be Hearing footsteps. That would be him
He would disappear in an instant if sonic turned his back. because he can camouflage himself in front of
sonic.

17 He could jump and spin his tail right at you. Like a spinning top.

18 Okay metal greed has built-in eyes. That is a master screen if you ever heard of Robocop his screen is
exactly like
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That. Is screen inside the colors of the letters are mostly blue green and it makes a sound just like
Robocop. Sound when it's finished typing it's words on the screen so if you ever vision Robocop screen it
is exactly like that.

It has his health battery power of energy it will say unlimited battery power energy

His screen is been built with a master screen. This robot doesn't play nice

He could detect any life form in the world. And will easily detect sonic the hedgehog no problem

It means this robot can find any animal in the world. And he knows his first target is sonic the hedgehog.

19 Now his brain built in a master computer. With 100 memory cards.

Whatever installed in this master brain. Is equipped with hundreds of memories wires. And memory
chips. This is the smartest robot ever who walked on sonics world. The scientist really puts a major work
on this machine.

20 Next his tail's. Its tail is built-in with electric wires the pipe is completely electrocution. If this
hedgehog grabs you with his tail, he can electrocute you right there however long he holds you. He will
not let go of you to you fall. You instantly die even if you try to struggle, there is no way out and he will
electrocute you instantly. But if you broke free he will inject you with his poison before you escape. And
it will be a lot that can cause you to die faster than sticking you with a little bit.
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All four needles he will inject you with them if you broke free. He will inject the four needles in you is
fast as he can. To get the poisoning In. You

21 Next is longhair can release hedgehog spikes that can really sting you hard and hurt you. He will put
his whole entire body to his feet and released his hair spikes all around him And spread all around the
path where he's at making deadly hits. Whoever's around him will get hit by him with electrocuted. Or
death./

Oh baby greed got this move to he also releases his spikes as well.

22 Next he uses spin ball as a bouncing ball attack. Is the same as baby greed.

But these are slower to his are not that great, but make brutal hits if you're not careful by those attacks.

23 His speed attacks are far faster than baby greed.

And he can come at you like a machine. And he is a machine.

24 Next, this is the transformation this is where metal greed

become one with metal sonic. His size will be the size of the tallest building.
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To be more like the. Mark one master machine

10 times stronger any other hero has experienced before.

And stand before the tallest robot ever seen and set foot on the platform.

(Ultimate transformation in One Machine)

25 Next the mega billion ultimate power all combination robots that were long gone. Metal knuckles,
metal tails, and metal sonic, he has a hidden power to combine all three robots and rise up of the King
ultimate metal machine called (metal master metal sonic) giant robot in space. The machine is an
ultimate machine that got a metal shield, a metal sword, and unknown power attacks. This is an
unknown power that was in metal greed that can unlock all robots that were once lost. Complete
equipped that's it ***completed***

(Ultimate Mega Power 4 Transformation in One Machine)

And death means no ring lost instantly die.

Final Stage The Future of Oblivious [[2]]
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Jorgebunny.zare
An ultimate power that was in metal greed. And it can unlock metal sonic and the rest of them were
long-lost machines. This will be a serious battle if they ever found them.I think this is a good idea any
questions. Well it's past 6:00 I guess I got the.

May 4 by Jorgebunny.zare
Not Fix
-----------------------------------------------------------
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Evil Amy Rose of Nightmare Dream is owned by Jorgebunny.zare!
Please do not edit this page without the consent of Jorgebunny.zare.
Evil Amy Rose of Nightmare Dream Says> you seems little baby Greed need to be put to bed
in his crib I hope baby greed brings extra diapers tonight because going to pound him There is a
nightmare waiting for him tonight ha ha ha ha more soon
not fix more to it
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Evil Cream The Rabbit Nightmare Dream
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( Evil Cream The Rabbit Nightmare Dream> Looks like baby greed need is diaper changed with
some slime and ha ha ha ha super glue are you ready to play and nightmare Amy is not here
to see what I do to you you're all mine now you're going to marry me or I'm going to super glue
your diaper and the rest of your body the master Want me to destroy you and when you wake
up you're dead you or we can set up a date right now and he might just spare you more soon

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Zone OSL
----------------------------------------------------------------THE OSL (SEGA RADIO)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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I hop You like it SEGA
^_^
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This SEGA RADIO

Will Not Be Offline.

1 Whoever Enters The Game will

Hear The Radio Staion. Live Around The world on Your Game.

In City Square More. The Music can be heard randomly around the world Live

On Your Game.
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2 SEGA RADIO IS. SPCIAL TO THE GAME

they will host their new musics. And old tracks to the game.

3 You can turm this off SEGA RADIO and listen.

To the original game musics. But you won't be hearing them anymore.

if its turned off.

4 Players can request new tracks and old tracks around the world.

New tracks can only be requested if they were released.

5 To send a Request. Call by phone or send a chat line Requsest EMail to them.

6 And SEGA Member. Can hostess and make a really popular seem to the game and them.

7 This is a special game to has an online system.
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For all systems including Pc around the world to japan.

8 other Cities around the world that was connected to all the other games will be connected to this one
Like Sonic 1, sonic 2, Sonic 3, Sonic R, Sonic CD,Sonic 3D,So that'll bring those robots back Off SONIC 3D,
ok sonic Adventures 2, Sonic unlesash, world only in Patches One day iMpart Pieces of Nights world,

it will also be permanent night of christmas, world pieces patch.

the Game represents almost christmas time.

a little detail to the main front page.

These will Be Maps To Coonnect To World Together.

Oh and Sonic Flicky Island, Sonic And The Secret Rings, Sonic Color,(Sonic Riders) Sonic Heroes, World
Connection Map Patch A Big world. Worlds Can Be Connected To This Game And New Ones. In a Patch.

Now these worlds will be remastered. And Upgraded to being a 3D Game like Sonic Unlesash. ok

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
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1 [[1]] The SEGA Jukebox - E00 - Bank Holiday Live (31

2 [[2]] The SEGA Jukebox - E01 (09 Jun 2010)

3 [[3]] The SEGA Jukebox - E02 (16 Jun 2010)

4 [[4]] The SEGA Jukebox - E03 (30 Jun 2010)

5

6

7

8

9

1310
10

Categories:
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3 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
O_O Wow That is a Big World Connection Patch

They can release the patch When they're ready for it.

But this could be years before they can decide. To make a wonderful big world.

The add worlds can only work online.

13 days ago by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Warioroll199
Good all music games.
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13 days ago by Warioroll199
Jorgebunny.zare
Thank You. ^_^

13 days ago by Jorgebunny.zare more to it
--------------------------------------------

Welcome to Sega Club 2 - Beat Grooves. [1999]

And it is the best here are the number line ups.

------------------------------------------------------
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Do you have what it takes.

To be a dancer of the. Rhythm

of the song and music

Then Sega Club.

Is the one for you of this Zone.

Show SEGA what you got.

To be a Star Dancer

--------------------------------------------

1 [[1]] 01 - work it out (eric kupper 7 classic mix)
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2 [[2]] 02 - Love & Peace (Groove That Soul Mix)

3 [[3]] 03 - We Are Burning Rangers (Body & Soul Vocale)

4 [[4]] 04 - Theme of Ending (Kanamix)

5 [[5]] 05 - Work It Out (Hex Hector Dub)

6 [[6]] 06 - ATC ~Domination~ (Hitomix)

7 [[7]] 07 - Dreams Dreams (Roland Clark Main Mix)

8 [[8]] 08 - Sona Mi Areru Ec Sancitu (Prescription Vocal Club Mix)

9 [[9]] 09 - I Just Smile (Maurice's Happy Smile Mix)

10 [[10]] 10 - I Just Smile (Vocals)

11 [[11]] 11 - Work It Out (Vocals)
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

like Sonic DX Adventures Cut

working it out track 1. will be running as random track.

If you change the radio the first time for another track.

In city square that will play first in the random. Selection

if you change the new track that sonic team.

put first In the world of City square.

01 - work it out (eric kupper 7 classic mix) will play first in a random selection.

Now Sonic and Baby Greed and Baby Cabela will vs Night. Into rounds.
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In a dance off. In this zone.

Track name 07 - Dreams Dreams (Roland Clark Main Mix) hip hop time

First Round Baby Greed and Baby Cabela Vs Night

Final Round Sonic VS Night.

You can also be Night. To vs Sonic and Baby Greed and Baby Cabela. Only

in this track. So have Fun ***Completed***

Categories:
SEGA Just dance Add category
Showing 2 most recent
3 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

Warioroll199
Good music.
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May 28 by Warioroll199 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
You're welcome that was awesome singer.

Back in my kid time.

She should be proud. That she had a wonderful voice ^_^

I would vote for her anytime

she's a good singer amazing.

I keep visiting she was on the stage Around everyone's singing. Without music.

Amazing how she knew those rhymes it means she knew her song. Without the music.

I would like to see her sing that again. I would like to see that for my own eyes.

With hundreds of people. That would be amazing oh well but she's dead.
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Thanks have a nice one.

May 29 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Yeah she was a good singer. Back then when i was a kid.

On the school bus. One of her songs put me to sleep I Smile.

well it was one of her songs with no music's got me.

it was strong i was trying to fight it.

but it was just one time song around the world. All stations was listening .

To it. Well she's probably dead right now. Too bad i wanted to give her a dumb up.

Oh well time to move on.

May 28 by Jorgebunny.zare
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The OSL DJ Sonic Free Tracks Unlock
This is all about sonics remix tracks to the old and new. may place the leads of remix tracks in this zone
only and DJ tracks only to dads as a DJ baby Greed or cool blue Sonic and other heroes and take on a
music hits of tap tap circle at the rest of them. Show your self what you could do as a DJ remixer in a DJ
dance.

Take on the skills of being a great baby dancer so the people that you are a big kid to dance around the
adults.

You're the star baby greed and sonic the hedgehog.

1 [[1]]

2

3

4

5
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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16

17

18

19

20

21

and billions of more Music to be. upload online and be. Approved by the GM. if the track is perfect.

If it's correct how it plays out GM well except your music track.

more soon
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Categories:
Sonic Games Add category
more to it
-------------------------------------------------------------

Here is SEGA Old-School Track

more soon to no.

its Detailed

The Swinging Star Artist: Dreams Come True Edit
Release: 14th Nov 1992
Origin: Japan
Label: Epic/Sony
Pop group Dreams Come True have a lot of history with Sonic the Hedgehog. On top of promoting the
original Mega Drive classic during their 1990 tour of Japan, Masato Nakamura was also brought in to
compose the very music of the first two Sonic games.
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The Swinging Star was released around the same time as Sonic the Hedgehog 2, and is notable for its
eleventh track, ‘SWEET SWEET SWEET’. The song is a re-imagination of the ending theme to Sonic 2,
albeit with lyrics and actual instruments.

Dreams Come True are still going, with each new single riding high in the Japanese domestic music
charts.

Old School The Swinging Star Zone

AlbumArt -3A36ACF3-7771-4D78-BD5B-104814710C2D- Large old The Swinging Star album cover
1 [[1]] 01 The Swinging Star

2 [[2]] 02 Ano natsu no Hanabi

3 [[3]] 03 da diddly deet dee

4 [[4]] 04 Sayonara (Extended Version)

5 [[5]] 05 Ikitai No Wa Mountain Mountain
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6 [[6]] 06 Meganegoshi No Sora

7 [[7]] 07 Kessen Wa Kinyoubi (Version of The Dynamites)

8 [[8]] 08 Namida To Tatakatteru

9 [[9]] 09 Hide And Seek

10 [[10]] 10 Taiyou ga Miteru

11 [[11]] 11 Sweet Sweet Sweet

12 [[12]] 12 Haretara ii ne

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------

New Bonus Sage

1 [[13]] the swinging star 2 10 Taiyou ga Miteru DJ < Male Version
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***Completed***

Sonic and Baby Greed and Tails Baby Cabela, and Amy

Will have a family dance. of next to me l'd like to be next to you. In Track 10

And bring memories to Sonic and Tails

Zone ***Completed***

Categories:
Sega Music Just dance Add category
Showing 1 most recent
1 comment
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
Done ***Completed***
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^_^ Beautiful. It'll be an awesome zone to play on.

I made it more better and it new 2015.

May 28 by Jorgebunny.zare
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Talking about at 12 i'clock >[1]

Welcome To Hatsune Miku in JP Zone 1

this is high flying speed and slow zone.

how good are you in high speed. Of Hatsune Miku

it start easy. And that it starts hard.

How good are you against dancing. and tap tap. Riddim

Show me what you got. To be a Start of a Dancer and Tap Tap Riddim. Of Hatsune Miku
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Sonic team/ Sega team. You can move this to the right area if its not.

A match to your symbol. But if i gotta write is it in the right zone.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 [[2]] Hatsune Miku & Megurine Luka - Prism Door

2 [[3]] 8#Prince ( - fake doll

3 [[4]] Miku Hatsune - Yellow

4 [[5]] Hatsune Miku - Strobe Nights (RAM RIDER remix)

5 [[6]] Hatsune Miku - Laika

6 [[7]] Hatsune Miku & Megpoid Gumi - MATRYOSHKA
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7 [[8]] Yuru fuwa jukai girl

8 [[9]] Hatsune Miku - Hatsune Miku no Shoushitsu

9 [[10]] Hatsune Miku - ChaiN DestructioN (Shiirn) [Climbb & Kana's

10 [[11]] Hatsune Miku - Glutamine - Babylon
--------------------------------Contents[hide]
Bonus Stage 3
[Crypton Vocaloids] Zone 2
----------------------------------------------

Sad, but beautiful song p.s
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------Bonus Stage 3 in Zone 2
Final Stage a Special Zone Unlock < Hot Party Zone
And Final Bonus Stage 1 Super Special Stage Modes Unknown Random Random Modes Power Unlock
Zone 3 nico nico chorus
--------------------------------------------------------------------1 [[12]] Hatsune Miku - World Outside
2 [[13]] Hatsune Miku - Light Song

3 [[14]] Hatsune Miku -Rolling Girl (Band Arrangement Chorus
Hatsune Miku Megurine Luka - プリズムドア Prism Door03:24
Hatsune Miku Megurine Luka - プリズムドア Prism Door
Original
***Cmpleted***
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Stage One. is an Easy track

it's Just Perfect. For your dance. And Tap Tap rhythm

as long as you keep up with the Music/Song and tapping. For a Perfect Shot of the circle dance. And a
Perfect Score to unlock. the Bonus stage

there's only going to be. 2 stages you could play

complete 2 stages to unlock the next 2 Stage.

You have to have a Perfect and easy and normal. To unlock 2 Stages Or Easy

if you can only beat 5 hard stages and have a lease 3 perfect on 3 hard stages. you will unlock the bonus
stage there is also extreme. stage

if you pass eight stages with the Extreme difficult one. You will unlock the bonus stage but if you
complete hard Normal or Extreme.
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With a hundred Percent in a perfect in all stages including bonus stage.

You will unlock Hatsune Miku prizes and a bonus token for complete The Extreme what a hundred
percent in all stages. You will get 25 Tokens for 1 Special gift for any choosing in the world for one set of
your choosing. It can only work online if you earned a token and purchase an item online it will not work
if you got another one offline.

The Tokens will disappear when you get online it cannot work offline. Remember if you registered and
sign up online it will automatically have a data. That when you purchase the item. So remember to
choose wisely when you purchase an item online. That's it for this

for every stage that you pass it speeds up.

When you reach the 5th stage it's going to get hard. If you

get on the six stage it will speed up.

However, she sings in the music moves its how fast you got to move with it ok. Make sense does it.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[Crypton Vocaloids] Zone 2 Edit
1 [[15]] [Crypton Vocaloids] 一緒に

歌って！ 【VOCALOID Original Song】

2 [[16]] [mmd vocaloid & utau] dream fighter [rin & len kagamine, kriss futarine]

3 [[17]] 【アンバ x 鏡音レン】 ponponpon.feat モモカシュー/> Amy Rose> Bonus Secret stage 11
[[18]]

Nightcore - PONPONPON -JubyPhonic- AMY ROSE JP
Nightcore - PONPONPON -JubyPhonic-03:58
Nightcore - PONPONPON -JubyPhonicThis Stages for Amy Rose Baby Cabela And Baby Greed only https://youtu.be/lOlK-uttz7w
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(4 [[19]] Candy candy vocaloid- [gumi] w lyrics
English Cover【JubyPhonic】CANDY CANDY きゃりーめぐめぐ 03:48
English Cover【JubyPhonic】CANDY CANDY きゃりーめぐめぐ
5 [[20]] Rin & Len Kagamine - Suki Kirai - Magical Mirai 2013./ Let's Party

6 [[21]] 6 Male VOCALOID】 「SHOOT ON TOKYO！」 【オリジナル曲】

7 [[22]] Jitter Doll Gakupo & Namine Ritsu [eng sub]

8 [[23]] Candy Candy [[Vocaloid&Utauloid]] Chorus

9 [[24]] Len And Rin Kagamine Purple Butterfly on your Right Shoulder ~ Project DIVA Live eng subs

10[[25]] 合唱 12 『six trillion years and overnight story』- nico nico chorus 「ia」 in crypton vocaloids]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Get a Perfect Dance or Other Modes. Go to the Special Dance or Other Modes of

Jitter Doll Gakupo & Namine Ritsu -eng sub-03:56
Jitter Doll Gakupo & Namine Ritsu -eng sub-
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【アンバ x 鏡音レン】 ponponpon.feat モモカシュー/ 9

Candy candy vocaloid- [gumi] w lyrics and 10

to go to the Special Stage of Nightcore - PONPONPON -JubyPhonic- AMY ROSE JP. of Stage 11

Bonus Stage 3 in Zone 2 Edit
合唱 12 『Six Trillion Years and Overnight Story』- Nico Nico Chorus 「IA」03:41
合唱 12 『Six Trillion Years and Overnight Story』- Nico Nico Chorus 「IA」
1
2

3

4 [[26]] Just Be Friends

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------

Complete All The Zones To Unlock. The Final Zones Special Stage
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The Best Stage And Tracks

Do You Got What it Takes To Be a Star Sonic and Baby Greed Team.

And The Rest of Them

Show Me What You Got in This Zone.

Show me your Moves What You Got

Final Stage a Special Zone Unlock < Hot Party Zone Edit
1 [[27]] 1 Hour Vocaloid Mix/ All Team Level 1

2 [[28]] Vocaloid DJ Mix - Dance & Groove (Funk House DiscoTech House)/ Level 2

3 [[29]] Vocaloid DJ Mix Aoki Lapis The Blue Fairy Progressive House ElectroTrance/ Level 3

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
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And Final Bonus Stage 1 Super Special Stage Modes Unknown Random Random Modes Power Unlock
Edit
1 [[30]] Vocaloid DJ Mix Future Pop Music Synthpop 2 step GarageBreakbea

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------

Final Bonus Stage Good Bye And Thank You For Playing. In Hatsune Miku Zone And Crypton Vocaloids
Team Zone.

And OSL The End

This Zone Represent (((((Easy Normal Hard And Extreme Level Random Mix Mode)))))

Morning Afternoon Night and Midnight

Complete All level of Final Stage a Special Zone

To Unlock. And Final Bonus Stage 1 Super Special Stage Modes Unknown Random Random Modes
Power

Dangerous Difficlt Mode
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Do You Have What it Takes to be a Hot Mega Master

Show Me Your Moves And Give The People What They Want.

And Be A Star of The Music Song Come on Let's Go.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------

Level 1 Represents Morning to Afternoon Dance its best you take that one ok

Level 2 Represents Afternoon to Night Dance this one might be a little Hard

Level 3 Represents Night and MidNight Dance this one will be Extremely Hard. You Got to keep up with
This Music and Song

You might say. they're singing. smooth and Slow

But The real thing is how fast The Pointer Going
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in this case. it Really Doesn't matter it still going to go fast

and the characters with dance smoothly with the music.

Here's a special thing sometimes the artist will want to jump in the OSL Dance floor or the Arena and
sing with the music.

That must because she loves to see all the awesome dance. And she will want to

Jump in and sing this music. And it can last for hours in the zone.

and i think this is an awesome great idea.

What do you think Hatsune Miku

would you like to have a little fun with the players enjoying the Ride.

^_^ i think it would be fun to enjoy the party with them.
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this is your zone. Your fun, your Party, Howerer you like it Join the party and your Team as well.

Have fun in yourself. You will be able to add your new tracks on your zone as well. And Your Team To.

HAVE FUN P.S OK Now

if you reached the half point of the Songs.

The world around you will start to turn Afternoon Night and Midnight

Zone 1 would turn afternoon that means it will start to get a little hard.

The Same thing with Zone 2 Afternoon to Night.

And Zone 3 Night to Midnight. You get what i'm trlling you it'll get a little hard and eats Zone.

sorry if you don't get what i'm telling you it's the Levels.

Level 1 Level 2 and Level 3
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

if you pass this Zone Perfectly.

you will be Rewarded 1 time. Big time

you can only play and one mode

Easy Normal Hard Extreme

Easy 25 Token Normal 50 Token Hard 75 Token and Extreme 125 Token

Choose One Mode it Cannot Be Switch. Once Chosen its a Permanent Mode.

Choose wisely.

Token are meant to Buy items Fashion and So Much more
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^_^ and don't forget they also have Baby Fashions and Baby Supplies. of Hatsune Miku)))))

For Baby Greed Baby Cabela and Baby Gaius Be The Star of Hatsune Miku and Rest of them of The Team.

Let's Party in Hatsune Miku Zone Welcome To Hatsune Miku, and Crypton Vocaloids, Zone in Zone, 1
and Zone, 2

You can only Buy the Cool Fashion in the OSL an Artist Zone. with the Baby Suplies as well Online

So have Fun in the OSL and Artist Zone Meet up with your friends there. and who knows you might meet
up with The Team Hatsune Mikuin Zone. Online give Her a Heads up.

one more zone
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Zone 3 nico nico chorus

【合唱】 PONPONPON - Nico Nico Chorus
Bonus stop go Randow Difficlty > https://youtu.be/tLZnGvySc8U
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Happy Synthesizer - Nico Nico Chorus

Vocaloid Nico-Nico - Butterfly on the Right
Shoulder -右肩の蝶-

【合唱】 Leia - Nico Nico Chorus
This Stage Extremely hard That Makes A Cutting Track This is a fire hard stage. I hope you can keep your
feet from falling. P.S it might sound easy at the moment. But when it start Rock on it really Speed up
And gets (HARD) Good Luck
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【6 人合唱】 CANDY ★CANDY 【Happy ♥
Birthday ♥ Ai】 +mp3
1 [[31]]Happy Synthesizer - Nico Nico Chorus

【合唱】 PONPONPON - Nico Nico Chorus04:12
【合唱】 PONPONPON - Nico Nico Chorus
Bonus stop go Randow Difficlty > https://youtu.be/tLZnGvySc8U
Happy Synthesizer - Nico Nico Chorus03:56
Happy Synthesizer - Nico Nico Chorus
2 [[32]] [Six chorus men and women] [I had you ran through refreshing] the Earth last confession

3 [[33]] [Chorus] melancholic rearrangement Melancholic rearrange ver. Nico Nico Chorus

4 [[34]]【合唱】 PONPONPON - Nico Nico Chorus

5 [[35]] Nico Nico Chorus】] Just Be Friends 【Boys Edition】【10 People's Chorus + 2】 6 【超大合唱
200+人】
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Melancholic (rearrange ver03:18
Melancholic (rearrange ver.) - Nico Nico Chorus
7 [[36]][Matryoshka] マトリョシカ - Nico Nico Ultimate Chorus of Choruses! Max Full all Combo

8 [[37]] [Chorus] Worlds End Dance Hall / World's End Dancehall - Nico Nico Chorus

9 [[38]] Vocaloid Nico-Nico - Butterfly on the Right Shoulder [右肩の蝶]
Vocaloid Nico-Nico - Butterfly on the Right Shoulder -右肩の蝶-04:40
Vocaloid Nico-Nico - Butterfly on the Right Shoulder -右肩の蝶10 [[39]]【合唱】 Leia - Nico Nico Chorus < Last Stae Extremely Hard Warning

【合唱】 Leia - Nico Nico Chorus04:57
【合唱】 Leia - Nico Nico Chorus
This Stage Extremely hard That Makes A Cutting Track This is a fire hard stage. I hope you can keep your
feet from falling. P.S it might sound easy at the moment. But when it start Rock on it really Speed up
And gets (HARD) Good Luck
-----------------------------------

Bonus>

[[40]]【合唱】 PONPONPON - Ultimate Nico Nico Chorus
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Stop Go Dance Random Difficulty

no more zone

Zone 3 nico nico chorus is ^_^ Done *****

Oh I For Get

Super Bonus Happy Birthday Candy

[[41]] 6 人合唱】 CANDY ★CANDY 【Happy ♥ Birthday ♥ Ai】

------------------------------------------------

Ending Hatsune Miku Happy Birthday

Thank You For Play Hatsune Miku Birthday

And Candy Birthday Good Bye
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【6 人合唱】 CANDY ★CANDY 【Happy ♥ Birthday ♥ Ai】 +mp303:51
【6 人合唱】 CANDY ★CANDY 【Happy ♥ Birthday ♥ Ai】 +mp3
Categories:
Sonic Games Just dance Add category
Showing 10 most recent
18 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
ShinemanSpaghetti So what you think thye look like Good Rhythm tracks. Expecially. 9 in VOCALOID
That'll Really put up a crowd in the stadium of the game of her zone.

now listen those last numbers. are going to be very very very long time 3h or 6h long

But the zone is meant for the Masters the can stay on the dance floor for 3 to 6 hours.

Your say O_O no way. Yes way there are a longer tracks that I seen that will put them here.

6 days ago by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
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Well not today I'm hitting the road I did a lot today.

6 days ago by Jorgebunny.zare
Warioroll199
Awesome music song.

7 days ago by Warioroll199 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Fix lost link Vocaloid

7 days ago by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
] 合唱 12 『six trillion years and overnight story』- nico nico chorus 「ia」 in crypton vocaloids]

now that will really bring the people up for that game BOOM baby be

April 2 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
now where was i

April 1 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
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http://board.sonicstadium.org/user/7389-greedteam/

i don't know if i'm going to stay there long i got to find ideas there.

maybe the like this even more if i found something in there

all finding sonic and megaman. If sonic and greed was in the picture they will probably be another one.

man's friend oh boy i have to face him oh shoot. ^_^'

March 30 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
i think this game in the OSL Zone of Hatsune Miku Zone. Sounds very challenging who ever whant to
take her limits.

any player can lose its cool in this game if they don't know how to keep up with her songs or her.

this game is most like famous well. And Stars once to gain fame.

March 29 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
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i seem to run out of time 5:32 got to go. see you tomorrow morning

i got to feeling those other numbers tomorrow.

i think it's almost finished getting the best tracks.

March 30 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Vocaloid DJ Mix - Dance & Groove (Funk House DiscoTech House)

This ment for a Master Player

Get some water and soda cuz its going to be a long dance.

March 28 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
And Tap tap, drums Catch the beat, and piano, Other Modes can be included with this in the update.

March 28 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
i know what you're talking about you want Crypton Vocaloids songs. ok zone 2
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March 28 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
More info about it would be know soon how it plays out. So it Cmpleted. P.s done

Hatsune Miku is ready to be linked with the story game a little kind of we will call it SPECIAL STAGE.

March 27 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
ShinemanSpaghetti
Don't make more than 60% of the songs as Miku songs. We need more of a variety.

Maybe throw in some non-Crypton Vocaloids to keep things even more interesting.

March 28 by ShinemanSpaghetti
Jorgebunny.zare
you're right she needs more than this she needs center Out side City Square

there will be effects Just like Paradise Jazz Zone. They will Love the Effects of Hatsune Miku
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i was explain more for her. Soon listen if you don't want more than 60% songs you won't be able to add
that.

if Sonic Team or SEGA Team or Hatsune Miku Team. Once more or less songs they can remove it. Or add
more to it they will make the decisions on that. Or Add New songs to it that's their decision to put in.
And it's easy to do. they can just swap it or delete it to put in the best tracks for the people. That they
like so once they take it in i don't even know what tracks they switch would be interesting. so that
sounds like a good idea for all the artist out there that includes all the music out there for every artist
that wants to switch thir tracks they can do that. And put new tracks including the game so artist win
some better taste of the game to make it even better and exciting the people and kids will love it.

and i think you would agree on that too.

so think of a good song for her it could be gooder than the ones here. P.s Boom

March 28 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
i think i like level five it has more spunk.

i think this game could be really somehing one day.

it could be the best game of all. Sonic. who knows it could happen
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bringing this character in OSL really rock the world.

and plus i give her first taste to try the OSL.

i've been thinking maybe she could become a GM or Boss of her Zone.

Cool i think she will love making events.

March 28 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
i think now it will even the odds. Of Crypton vocaloide with hatsune Miku.There's a lot of songs in Final
Stage a Special Zone.

March 29 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
I think the 9th track with the best idea ever. P.S Rock on Fire. Now look for more

April 2 by Jorgebunny.zare
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Michael Jackson Zone
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Michael Jackson - Love Never Felt so Good

Michael Jackson, Justin Timberlake - Love Never
Felt So Good

1355

1356

Welcome To The Best Of Michael Jackson Song.
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It bring memories to Sonic Team/ SEGA

That's why it's a part of this zone.

No Sonic Team/ SEGA

Will doubt Michael Jackson being on Sonic/ SEGA

Because They Knew him from the start.

I know a 100%

The Number line up

-------------------------------------------------------------

1

1358
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Michael Jackson, Justin Timberlake - Love Never Felt So Good04:08
Michael Jackson, Justin Timberlake - Love Never Felt So Good
773600604 1612250
810111666 1273275
10 [1] Michael Jackson - Love Never Felt so Good
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Sonic3michaeljackson1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The last Special Stage Let's

Michael jackson goes sega by mawinthehedge-d5zie08
Say Good Bye To Michael Jackson
1 [2] Michael Jackson - Love Never Felt so Good/ we all love you

All in 1

Good Bye we Love You (Michael Jackson)

--------------------------------------

Michael jackson and sonic the hedgehog by xangosmith-d4vzuc3
Categories:
Sonic Games Just dance Add category
Showing 1 most recent
2 comments
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Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
^_^ I like to say SEGA i'm a part of his peace.

And Baby Greed call it collection character. Let move on.

^_^ let's keep it quiet.

June 25 by Jorgebunny.zare Replyedit history
Warioroll199
Good Music.

June 25 by Warioroll199 more to it
-----------------------------------------------------------------Rocks Steam and Unknown track
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The Mad Capsule Markets Pulse
Rock Baby Be

Funeral For A Friend - Rookie Of The Year (Live)
and it green. Thank You ^;_;^ it is beautiful.

Welcome to the star Tap Tap or go Dance Off

This room is Represents. To all rocking out musics all

Here all the track numbers

Sonic Team / Sega Team
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can change these tracks and put. A different track if they wish.

more to no soon

1 [[1]]

2 [[2]]

3

4 [[3]] pre)Thing - Can't Stop

5 [[4]] Breaking Benjamin Firefly

6

7
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8

9 [[5]] Mad Capsule Markets - Pulse

10 [[6]] Funeral for a friend - rookie of the year (w lyrics) >
Funeral For A Friend - Rookie Of The Year (Live)03:10
Funeral For A Friend - Rookie Of The Year (Live)
and it green. Thank You ^;_;^ it is beautiful.

Categories:
Sonic Games Soundtrack Just dance Add category
Showing 1 most recent
1 comment
Jorgebunny.zare

99.169.78.196
here good one.

May 24 by A Wikia contributor
--------------------------------------------------------------
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All DJ OSL Here Power in One.

1 [[1]] OSL- 2PM - Take off (TV Size) DJ

2

3

4

5

6

Categories:
Sonic Games Music DJs
----------------------------------------This mode is for rap music and hip-hop. POP The mold will be's explained in detail soon.

Don't worry In this cha cha zone It's got PSY vs Perfume - A Gangnam Style Hurly Burly full
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And Muses can be uploaded to be new to this pops star.

how good could you dance on a pop star track.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

1[[1]] OSL- Pitbull-time of our lives ft ne-yo (iplayer.fm)

2 [[2]] OSL- John Legend - Green Light ft. André 3000

3 [[3]] OSL- ☀Pop Star - Ken Hirai

4

5

6
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7

8

9

10

Categories:
Sonic Games Soundtrack Just dance Add category
Showing 1 most recent
1 comment
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare

I think sonic baby greed tails baby Cabela knuckles Amy and cream would be dancing to John legends's
music rhythm.I think it will be awesome and baby greed is so happy dancing with sonic and the rest of
them. He's enjoy so much joy.
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January 23 by Jorgebunny.zare
---------------------------------------------------------❤RMB ❤
This area is based on love and lost. it is mostly based on the story. that you lose someone precious to
heart.

Don't be a fool. You might lose her or him. PS

1 [[1]] Joe - If You Lose Her (feat. Ksen
iya Simonova) [Full Sand Story ]

2 [[2]] All The Way

3

4

>Fast 5

6
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7

8

9

10

Categories:
Sonic Games Just dance Add category
-----------------------------------------------------------------Paradise Jazz

1369

1370

1371

1372

Welcome to (Paradise Jazz) Effects Parformance Stage Effects.

You're in the Special Zone. This Zone is for Background

Sunset, moon, Stars, Space Line in Galaxy, Background Effects.

Not only that your floors and backgrounds automatic come to life.

With Ocean, Seas, Tidal wave, Rockies dances, forest dance, field dance, city dance, Ice dance, Fire
dance, and Wind dance.

And so much more become dances effects player this is an awesome zone you been in.
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Welcome to the awesome Paradise Jazz dance Effects.

1 [[1]] ☀A Son Of The Sun

2

3

4

5 [[2]] When Dreams Come True

6

7

8
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9

10

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Smooth JAZZ DANCE. Night Zone

1 [[3]] Lounge Beats 6 by Paulo Arruda

2 [[4]] Lounge Beats 7 by Paulo Arruda

3 [[5]] Lounge Beats 12 by Paulo Arruda

4 [[6]] Soulful＆Jazzy House Mix＃1/ this is. The last Stage. Amazing Jazz Dancers. Sonic and Baby Greed.
And the Team Let's party

Bonus Long
---------------------------------------------------------------------Techno Star Trackers

1375

1376

Original and DJ here of Techno Star house Music Baby.

this has last Story Mode here. More soon

1

2

1377
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 [[1]] One more Time ?> [[2] < Last Round For it all.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Blues Star Trackers
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Let us groove with the blues dancing room. And otters let's show them what we can dance like.
To the blues Street. Let us slow dance that show the people what we could do baby and all.
Tracks Here Are Oldies And New Track.

The dancing arena so beautiful at the blues Road. The place is so smooth and the lights of cozy
down. At night How what was meant to be in the blues time. The lights are on you dance in the
blues light. Not just the blues light every color. and (Pop Low Love) Fast Blues Blues (Low Love)
Barry White - Practice What You Preach04:08
Barry White - Practice What You Preach
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Are You Good Enough To Be a Dancer Or the OSL Player Let's See what You Got Against
Barry White
The OSL Represents All Musics
Around The World. Including Love Music. Like Barry White

1 [[1]] Barry White Honey Please Can t You See

2 [[2]] Barry White - Practice What You Preach

3 [[3]]Barry White What am I going to do with you girl
BARRY WHITE - I WANNA DO IT GOOD FOR YOU09:14
BARRY WHITE - I WANNA DO IT GOOD FOR YOU
4

5

6

7

8
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9

10 [[4]] BARRY WHITE - I WANNA DO IT GOOD FOR YOU

Love Blues and Love Pop star + ☀Soul Seduction

----------------------------

Fast Blues here Zone pop

1

2

3

4

5
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6 [[5]] ☀Sweet Shining Shooting Star

To The Game

story mode of blues area not acted yet.

-------------------------------------------

and billions more Online

Categories:
Sonic Games Musical games Just dance Add category
Showing 4 most recent
9 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
Strange it close down again. it wouldn't matter i'm moving the musics to my website.
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So I never had problems be move to zone 2>
http://sonicandbabygreedzone2.altervista.org/index.html

I like To say I've been testing Barry White and Michael Jackson Voices They almost Match But
in different ways.

10 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Warioroll199
Best Music

12 hours ago by Warioroll199 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Barry White is a good singer For love in blues soul song.

if i'm right he still alive he's 13 years older than me.

12 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Plus if you can check this. you can actually see Barry White with Michael Jackson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2vphOWh6_w
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I like Barry White how he was he didn't have to sing with Michael Jackson.

if this was challenge their voices were awful they didn't match.

11 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
From My is Spective i Could Tell Barry White Your Voice Was A Draw.

And That's Good For Barry white Because that will Give Him Another Challenge.

Against Michael jackson on That Music.

11 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
And this is My True real Hard It Honest Word.

11 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
^_^ I don't know what I track came from but Thank You. Man i will like to shake Barry White's
Hand.
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Tha'll be so cool. and way i need to move. I need to go back to Microsoft Office and keep
copies of these. ^_^!?

12 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Look like download coing back to normal

Kiwi6 coming back.
12 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
^_^ Barry white is one of the best you can choose of lost love. that's too bad i don't got a
girlfriend oh well.

let's move on.

13 hours ago by Jorgebunny.zare
-----------------------------------------------------------------Baby's room

this is the Day Cares baby room. This has so much stuff that you can do to your baby. They are
4 baby. Baby Greed,
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Baby Cabela, Baby Star and Baby Gaius, were you dress up your baby character and change
his diaper. were your baby character lovely. And get cute fashion. Make him or her look cute.
You can unlock new fashions in the world of city Square and BIG Square. And stages. And
more. Find lots of stuff in the world or purchase it at the sega system. More soon

Categories:
Sonic Games Simulation games

Wing Power up Box [1]
[3]> Wing Box Item

Let Fly

Sonic Box Ready To Fly Fully Babys-0
Wing Power up Box [1]
This wing only works on.

Winged creatures that has wings on their back.

it'll Porobably work on psychic energy
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Baby Greed

Baby Cabela

Rouge

and Tails

can use this.

Have unlimited flying with that.

it latches in the world or staged.

1 minute/ to 15 seconds.

1 ***Complete it***

--------------------------------------------
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Details of the Wing Box Item

1 You Can Fly So far why Baby Greed.

2 The Wing Box item is very special. To the babys

and Kids

why. Wing box items have a Special power.

Can't take Sonic so far into cloudy areas.

It will be some ride for Sonic.

Also Baby Cabela Fly a way

+ Young Ones can have a longer time.

So This will be a good place for a stage called.
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Wind Path Cloudy Stage 1

where you enter is a high.

Mountain and fly through the clouds.

But you're not going to be. Alone they will be

EGGMAN Bird Robots after you

2 Once the wing box item has been used.

Baby Greed wings with glitter different colors like

a fairy. But not fairy. ok

it's just the power of the wing box item.

more soon
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-----------------------------------

if your were baby greed. in the sky fiying.

you can do sky attacks

1 if you're holding sonic hands

you got to be very careful.

This is fun. That baby greed does

let's cartwheels spin attacks.

When your cart wielding

you holding sonic

you will cartwheels attacking enemies.
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as you cartwheels.

Also he uses one hand to put the pressure of the attack.

Using sonic has blue spinning ball.

I think sonic will have a rollercoaster in the sky.

If you're using one hand

you got to make sure sonic is using two.

Hands on one hand. or sonic will fall.

you can also dodge enemies. By going left or right.

Cart wielding. and it sounds fun

Soar through the clouds with. Baby Greed in the. Sky
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And he's a. Fast flyer too.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

invincibility. It aloso has some sort of power to raise energy. Meter
and hart to find.

Energy Power up Box. It can only be used by energy power, And
psychic characters as will, as restores energy number. 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 50%, to 100% a random
number that you fine. It also restores energy of brutal attacks. That come from a bad baby of Egg man
ice ship

Fire Shield. You can
only use this online. Plus You can also use it skills. Like on part 3
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Lightnig Shield Power
up box. You can only use lightnig shield. Online and its skill for part 3

Wind Shield. Can only
be used Online. New You can use its wing skill. If sonic team want to see the wing shield. It could be
offline as well
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Bubble Shield. Can only
be used online but from part there you can use it skills. Online

10 Rings 20 Rings Plus New 30 Rings. With 10% Energy Bonus.
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50 Twin Rings Box Item.
5% Energy Bonus

A Free Man Power up Box item. This will also have all the characters faces on this Power up Box Items
and Baby greed as will.
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Go Super power up box
item. It's only required online matches. You will not find this box in offline mode. Only online in matches
races and other sorts of stuff. That they will update and patches and other sort of stuff so you can get in
with a supersonic blast. And you will become a super sonic or any other character in super mode. This
item cannot be found in online. It in impossible to find. And it's not in the world online it can only be
required in matches, stages, sports, races, and other sorts of stuff. That sonic team announced in the
event

Speed up Power up Box
item. Here go take the speed on.
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Random Power Box items The random power box items. Will give you a random power up items. But it
will not give you the super box. What random power box item will you get. ? Whatever the random box
lies on you get. You gotta to be careful because it's tricky.

Zare Dream Kill Power
up Box, This is The Dark Evil Dream Kill, 1 Any heroes that lands on this power box will die instantly, 2 Or
Be spared to a dark dream, And you have to escape the nightmare, 3 there will be a wheel to tell you
where it lands on. A dark evil henchmen. Appear before the wheel and tells you, will you live, or die, or
lose your life completely. Sometimes if the wheel hits the dark evil nightmare dream, You can be sent to
an evil fear of your nightmares. But you can never escape. But you still can, The only way you can escape
that if you defeat the giant, (Trollarch) A BIG BOSS of the realm. (3 If the wheel hits, die instantly. You
die instantly. No ring lost 4 If the wheel hits you survive. Then You survive. So you may continue. The
stage Final curse. If the wheel hits game over. Then You lose all life completely. And it says. Game over
[2] If you lose before the wheel. And get game over the screen turns RED
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EGG Man Trap Power
up Box item They also got Dr Shields trap as well. Whoever hits these power up box items there going to
lose rings so be careful
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EGG Man Trap Power up Box item
They also got Dr Shields trap as well. Whoever hits these power up box items there going to lose rings so
be careful
Details of the Wing Box Item

if your were baby greed. in the sky fiying.

you can do sky attacks

1 if you're holding sonic hands

you got to be very careful.

This is fun. That baby greed does

let's cartwheels spin attacks.

When your cart wielding
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you holding sonic

you will cartwheels attacking enemies.

as you cartwheels.

Also he uses one hand to put the pressure of the attack.

Using sonic has blue spinning ball.

I think sonic will have a rollercoaster in the sky.

If you're using one hand

you got to make sure sonic is using two.

Hands on one hand. or sonic will fall.
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you can also dodge enemies. By going left or right.

Cart wielding. and it sounds fun

Soar through the clouds with. Baby Greed in the. Sky

And he's a. Fast flyer too.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------More Soon Friday

What Are Twin Rings

Twin Ring
if these were ever made on Sonic Game. This will be in the future of a dark place.

Of Greed The hedgehog. Heading towards. Zare in the Stage

Wasteland of City Square.
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But came across Shadow The Hedgehog

First looking for a fight Shadow was. Look for Greed The Hedgehog
--------------------------------------------------------------Twin Ring

The Twin Ring.
Twin Ring for The Babys sprite

Are Gifted Powered of

Energy, Brutal Attacks, Psychic Energy,
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Energy Of The Darkness Star,

Then it Works on 5 Babys

The Twin Ring Appeared As Soon As One Of The Baby Were In A Ritual.

These Twin Ring Only Work On Baby

That Came From Another Galaxy OF The 3 Leginons Name Are

Satirist tribe, Planet
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Uterus tribe, Planet

Kia tribe, Planet

The Twins Ring Are Useless Against Sonic And The Rest of The Heroes.

They Were Actually Hit Them.

When They're Going Against.

Stage or Anywhere
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And the Twins Ring Are Also Work On The Age When They Grow.

This Is There Life Span Twins Ring If They Get Hit By Enemy They Lose Twins Ring

There Are Hundreds Of Twin Ring More Than the Original Rings.

So These only For The Baby They Came From Another World.

From Another Galaxy Only the Baby that had the ritual.

Can use it the ones from the three nations can. Use it as well.
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Like Baby Star The Bunny and Universe can use it as well, but not the Original Ring.

Cha Cha The White Rose, Baby Greed, Baby Cabela,

Baby Gaius, and the unknown threat. Baby Jessa Bella, As well can use it, but not the original rings.

If the adults made it to the world like Cha Cha And Universe.

It can work on them as.

-----------------------------------------------
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More Detail

(Twin Ring is for fusion) The fusion emerald crystal You need a 150 Twin Rings.

The original rings. Or for The Chaos Emeralds and Chaos Emeralds need 50 Rings

The twin ring is very special. That holds lots of energy this is very Gifted for Baby greed that could
increase its. Energy and

the other one for psychic energy There are lots of twin rings To gather then original rings. The Twin Ring
it's useless to Sonic.

Sonic hasn't got any energy of a power that they were born with these twin rings. Appeared When baby
greed became one

with the baby Chaos Emeralds. But it Sonic becomes fused with baby greed sonic will be not able to use
the original rings
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anymore he will have to use. The twin rings from now on but that's easier now because there a lot of
twin rings Then original,

rings baby greed has a special ability he will have to get hit 3 times he will lose twin rings 2 times and the
last time he died if

Sonic is fused with baby greed the effects will also be with Sonic. This Twin Ring Super rare. Never been
found in the Mystic

Ruins the people in the Mystic Ruins has never heard of it into it appeared out of nowhere Sonic will
become the energy

Hedgehog if he's fused. Al the special energies of baby greed will be with Sonic now, but you'll need a lot
of twin rings to

increase its power and energy, including the Chaos Emeralds in him to feed the energy to him. It's not
just the Chaos

Emeralds. It includes the Baby Chaos Emeralds in Baby Greed and the Original Chaos Emeralds and
fusion emerald

crystals in you that's double the work to feed you will. Be drained 10 times more Like Sonic and the
Secret Rings this is also
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a secret Twin Rings it's never been discovered This Twin Ring get. You 2 Points and original ring give, you
one But they're

both different the Twin Ring is stronger than. The original ring, but it's meant for energy and that's
where the baby come in and

that baby do got. Energy power. More soon

Categories:
Stages Sonic Games Add category
Showing 4 most recent
6 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

AStranger195
What the heck is this?

March 30 by AStranger195 Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
it Twin Ring of Enetgy it for 3 or 5 Baby
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Baby Greed Baby Cabela and Baby Gaius

These three baby have Enetgy forms in there body and hearts.

they were born with them these two baby don't have energy like baby greed.

Baby greed was gift with so much power. And energy that is in him. That everyone wants to get their
hands on him.

The other two baby cant be controllers but they're not strong enough to be controlloers. of EGGMan
and Tails like Sonic

But they can still be controllers to train them to Learn to be strong like Baby Greed one days they will be
able to join Sonic and Baby greed to stopping great powerful monsters. That can destroy world one day.
The two baby would join up with baby greed and Sonic to stopping monsters along with sonic in the
heroes. Tails, and for the first time. Eggman will join up with sonic to stop zare. The sealed was cracked
open a little for is power. The monsters entered to destroy. Baby greed and the world. But one day the
rise of the broken cracked sealed. We don't know in the future how long the sealed could hold him. This
will be a future game of Sonic and Baby Kids Greed the Crack of the Sealed.

This Monster Zare will never give up to get his hands on him. One day it's going to drive sonic mad one
day. That he will one day kill Zare one day. Sonic is going to hear a giant earthquake that's when he
comes. The Overlord The king of Evil Darkness.
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like i said before. If sonic is fused with Baby Greed. Then he can use the Twin Rings and The Rings to. But
only in a Orc Form. It'll makes Sonic Twice as Powerful like no other hedgehog experienced.

April 20 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Yes you can still use the other 2 baby. Baby Cabela and Baby Gaius as controllers. But not any
destruction worild the Sonic and Baby Greed have to save the world in. get ok So have fun with them.

April 20 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
They only appeared when baby agreed landed on the world. And became one with the baby chaos
emeralds. they appeared when they went into a stomach and body. But this was a different time he just
appeared in the mystic ruins. and the Master Emerald was starting a ritual a gifted ritual to baby great
body and DNA.. then they appeared out of nowhere in the world

January 16 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Sonics got to Gather, a lot of twin rings how fast, he can gather twin rings. Sonic is at his final limits is
packed with so much energy he's like glowing like fire, no one can beat him now he is the true master. of
the galaxy now this is the ultimate form that no one can touch him now. he's become the master
Hedgehog, the legend Hedgehog of the second elder. Elder kimchi was the first legend of the galaxy now
sonic has become the seconds legend of the galaxy I know i what to tell you Sonic, is not small anymore
he becomes a giant Hedgehog just like elder kimchi, in the galaxy but he will become small if the fusion
breaks.It's his twin rings run out

September 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
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Look 25 Twin Ring drained 15 time of Twin Ring This twin ring is mysterious and very special, to the
world it is meant to say the galaxy that's what elder kimchi did he. tried to stop the monster, elder
kimchi did curse the monster With internal sleep if he entered another planet He will be. curse with a
internal sleep, and the only way the monster can be awakened if they call his name that's what elder
kimchi. curse him with

September 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Read more
---------------------------------------------

Yes, there is a Black
Fusion Crystal the relies on Darkness. If the character holds onto its powers it can turn him into
(Darkness Character) and attack is own Friends. However, long he holds it its best you hold a sheet
around it to cover it powers raised against you. All of them has different powers, but. The light pink one
has a power that you don't want to know what happens if used it. But has a tough power to take down
enemies but. It comes with a curse howere long use it. The longer you use it the smaller you get. And
you become the age of a little one. The curse can be broken if you don't use it anymore. You will
become an adult again. P.S it is incredibly strong if use its powers and take enemies down with it, but
you all of them has different kind of powers they have incredible strength and different kind of waves,
but most of them have courses that can curse you in a different matter, I will explain all 25 of their
powers they have unlimited power just like the chaos emeralds ok The Pink One is Next To The. Light
Greed One.
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-------------------------Why do these fused crystals have cursed power it's.

Because however long you use their powers it will drain it from you to restore it.

It does have unlimited. Power. But.

Energy is another story that it needs.

To Keep the crystal from breaking.

So it will take something from you. By trading to exchange of a curse. (TO YOU) Coming Soon To Know

Categories:
Sonic Games Add category
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------------------------------------------------------------Select Your Character
Select your Character theme song the music It can be improved or changed by sonic team including all
the other musics Sonic the hedgehog

Select Your Character Theme song Here [[1]] The one whose Got Story Mode are Them

Some Characters Sonic. Cannot Unlock. The other Characters have to do that.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Sonic The Hedgehog <1 Story Mode by 1 part. On different characters( Sonic The Hedgehog Unlock All
The Characters. In The Story Mode

Baby Greed The Hedgehog <2< these will be parts of these characters with him

Miles Tails Prower ) Unlock one <Story mode by 1

Baby Cabela The Hedgehog Bunny) And Unlock to <2 these will be parts of these characters with her

Knuckles The Treasure Hunter) Unlock ) Unlock to Story Mode three by 1
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Baby Queen Jessica The Egypt Hedgehog ) Unlock Three 2

Tikal Unlock 3

Amy Rose Unlock Story Mode her on Baby Greed and Baby Cabela) by 1

Cha Cha The White Rose Unlock 2

Cream The Rabbit Unlock

Big The Cat Unlock Story Mode by 1 Froggy Problems

Ashley The African Hedgehog Unlock 2

Crazy Billy The Hedgehog Unlock

Goshen The Hedgehog Unlock
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Baby Star Universe The Bunny Rabbit And Unlock Three)

Universe The Hedgehog Unlock To)

Shadow The Hedgehog Unlock one)

Rouge The Bat Unlock One

Parasite The Hedgehog Unlock To

Omega Unlock three

Silver The Hedgehog Unlock

Vector the Crocodile) Unlock One

Espio the Chameleon) Unlock To

Charmy Bee Unlock) And Three
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Crocker The Black Alligator Rocker) Unlock one

Betsy the chipmunk) Unlock To

Jamar the squirrel) Unlock Three

Night Unlock

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

E102 Gamma The Chaos Power) Unlock Returns and Rebuilt By Dr. Sheila Unlock Three)

Baby Gaius The hedgehog Complete the full game to unlock one him)

Robots R 2 babysitter And Unlock to)

-----------------------------------------------------
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these characters are meant for Quest tasked questions and missions card challenges and puzzle
challenges and command and build mission and quest. and to access more the base features. To give to
the heroes and sometimes gifts and a access to the base. and online. And much much more. online and
off-line You will not be able to play these characters in the game. But they will be able to help you and
some sort of fights.. And probably fighting missions any sorts of fights they will be helping to you. They'll
probably will fight which you in some places and online players which you if you don't have a team
partner. they would join the fight which you.

Mission characters in the city in the world's and The base in the mystic ruins.

Commandos Mission givers

Commander shorts Quest and missions giver

Sludge The butterfly king Mission givers

This one is for the top team of sonic's team Top row List

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Bottom row of the baby Gaius The hedgehog List

Egg Man Missions an quest
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Metal sonic mission

Sonic Team Can add New characters If they want That is all the characters to the top.

Categories:
Sonic Games Original characters New characters Add category
Showing 3 most recent
7 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare
Histories of these characters here http://jorgebunny.deviantart.com/art/Gaius-The-Hedgehog-BabyAge-3-in-a-Half-499535603

January 4 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Now remember baby Gaius in all of the games but he will not encounter. The heroes these only
encountering. Dr. Sheila that his mission. to stop her there will be no sonic or any heroes on his missions
or any kind of heroes But you will be able to see them on a vacation but you will not able to encounter
them only egg man plans and missions that you have to do for him. And there very long you got to go to
lots of stages. And stop a lot of bosses of hers. But if you save the world you will be able to fight the
heroes but you have to start from the bottom. Of the hero's list to reach sonic or baby greed.
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December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
Baby Gaius Name will be to the bottom of the list. In every game The heroes on the top of him that's
how far he has to go to the top of the list heroes names.

December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
But remember the names can be in random names but it will not reach. Sonic or Baby Greed or any
stronger heroes.

December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
But using another character you guys will encounter him.

December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
Remember Goshen I am not knuckles you sound like knuckles.

December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5KbFhNMSCw&list=UU3pHXZWNkvBGCebIBB_eDGg you here
goshen
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December 30, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
-----------------------------------------

Sonic And Baby Greed Team
-------------------------------After the SEGA Logo Finishes. this One comes Next.

The Blue One Represents Sonic.

But The Sun Passes Over him

To Show is New Son Light Greed logo of Baby Greed

Newcome it's a wonderful beach time when you hear it.

and this is where it Starts.
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Once again

This logo and all can be improved. And change in a different way Bye Sonic Team.

More Soon

Categories:
Sonic Team Video Games Add category
---------------------------------And startup Sega Symbol
For the Preciation of the SEGA Symbol Long old symbol will always be remembered.

Give Thanks to the people who had SEGA 1

They Work so hard to make wonderful Games and they tried
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To secede. They came up with so many characters and they made it through lots of times with them.

What all those games they had in their hands

They fought many battles and try to succeed

So Many Games so many comic books so many times and old time.

It is time to remember them. Take 30 minutes to remember.

Now I pass out this new SEGA Symbol Blue and Green.
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If this game wins SEGA 2 will be Created Sega will become SEGA 2 UPGRADE.

The Blue Beacon Cut in half calls Blue and Green Representing Sonic and Baby Greed

A Permanent Symbol as a New Baby Connected to Sonic Call it Team Work SEGA 2

There will be a background Spaced line.

Baby greed will be hiding behind SEGA symbol peeking at Sonic

The baby plays hide and go seek with sonic.
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Sonic is wondering why is the Sega symbol gray

Sonic is Thinking something is not right.

All of a sudden he hears a giggle

Coming from the back.

Sonic goes to the back and finds out what was that sounds.

Baby Greed jumps to the top of the S
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Sonic continues to find out what was that Sounds

Baby Greed taps on Sonic Head

Sonic looks up and says hey

Baby Greed Jumps on A then the Baby Greed says uh oh.

Baby greed falls off the A lands on Sonic Stomach then the Music started SEG A 2

☀http://gameideas.wikia.com/wiki/Sonic_and_Greed_Avengers_GX_The_Rise_Of_The_Chaos_Fusion?fil
e=Let's_Go_to_New_world_Baby_Greed_SEGA_2_Green_All_Team_Color

Baby Greed looks at Sonic with a smile face. And say 'I Love You Daddy you're my big big Super Hero^^!?'
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And Give a Big hug to Sonic and then the SEGA Symbol turn back blue and green

And Sonic Gave a big thumbs up at the screen and end it.

Categories:
Sega Add category
Showing 6 most recent
13 comments
Jorgebunny.zare

AStranger195
WTF is this?!

And Jorge, why are you replying to yourself?

April 8 by AStranger195 Reply
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99.169.78.196
> other people are viewing listening.

April 8 by A Wikia contributor
99.169.78.196
and one sega member has intercepted it is mostly you notice about this he is hiding in listening. I really
don't no.?

April 8 by A Wikia contributor
Jorgebunny.zare
Sorry AS195 i was just talking about these ideas. But i have another way. I well use.

Facebook to talk about it. I'm thinking about talk about the sega logo. I am still not finished

thlking about it. So you'll be hearing it all here.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GameideaswikiacomwikiUserJorgeBunny/1396590990661609?ref=b
ookmarks i'm thinking of a way to do this.

April 8 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
those features will still be in SEGA.

i still want to see Sonic and Baby greed play hide and go seek.
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well Baby greed doing that. but what that will be a super if they got that.

i'll be there to hear the countdown and have a friend egg.

April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Warioroll199
Cool Sound

April 3 by Warioroll199 Reply
Warioroll199
Wow

April 3 by Warioroll199
Jorgebunny.zare
you again. trying to think of something big. Your welcome I am proved it.

but it representing two teams Sonic and Baby Greed and rest of them.

I'm trying to make a new SEGA Symbol so they can leave all There trouble behind. And be free from it
and start their new day of something new.
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April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
I be saying that is so sweet ^_^

April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
and this is my idea for SEGA 2 from long ago when i was a kid.

April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
they never heard of this name I brung it up when I was a kid.

April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
this game could be something if it win it could bring a new SEGA symbol i really don't know

but I will give it all I could to give them what they want.

April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
they don't have to add this is to the game if they don't want to.
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but remember if you don't accept it will not work if you go back for it.

It'll be too late this letter will be on every single game.

If this game wins you will be accepted by all the people would vote for you.

This is only for one chance to be accepted as SEGA 2 who will vote for you. Around the world SEGA 1 ok.

April 3 by Jorgebunny.zare
-------------------------------Let's play open the game
This is fun of the starting of the game. You can, they will be an egg man symbol. In front of your screen
and on the bottom to start the game if you play the Egg man symbol you. Earned something a prize for
starting the game, but if you play it will save and you have to beat that game to play the game. There
will be no running away from it, it's completely blocked your game you have to stop egg man from
blocking your game you have to open the game to get in the game but remember it's an online. When
you there you'll have to stop Egg in a race I guess what you get as play a sonic and baby greed

You can only play one time and completed and it's fun a black world inside the computer chip. Play this
music in the background of that game. Here> [[1]]
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Categories:
Sonic Games SEGA
----------------------------------------------------------------------Demo of Greed The Hedgehog's Game Bad Future Unlock?

This includes blood and bloodshed. and poison and everything out there can hurt him. this
monster and shadow will give him no mercy. this is rated M for mature 17 and older. that has a strong
password.
-----------------------------Registration Form Questions Answered Detail

Darkest Deepest Demo Of Greed The Hedgehog

Future game

Story mode of The Past Into Dark future

Darkest square stage III

Entry mode of a dark future

Dark Green hill Slime Water stage III
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Entries to Zare Plane of Dark City Square Stage V

Entry mode of a Greed The Hedgehog VS Shadow The hedgehog

Chaos darkness Palm Panic Poisoned Water Stage III

Darkness Wasteland Of One Called City Square Stage IV

Final entry mode Sonic and Greed The Hedgehog mag do of Zare minion

A sneak look how he reversed time and turned back into a baby ***Completed***

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This story is based on a true story. Everything became a wasteland. Monsters ruled the world almost.

The water was poisoned the grass was black. Monsters roaming the streets. Dark Lords controlling the
actions of people.
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The heroes hiding on the ground or in, the mystic ruins. Behind the barrier.

The commandos trying to take control of the areas to protect the mystic ruins.

There was no daylight beyond the city. But darkness there were no son around.

The sky was trying to rain poison. But the world wasn't not completely took in over yet.

The mystic ruins was trying to control the world still. The fusion crystals was about to become poison.

By the waters poison that was coming towards it. The shrines on the water, ground was about to
become cursed. If sonic didn't reach it in time it would've been too late for the world.

But did he make it there. Only the demo will tell if he rescued the fusion crystals.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Knuckles was cursed and turned to stone on the mystic ruins. Half of his body

The commandos are protecting knuckles. Trying to find a cure to break that stone. And the cursed of
Zare power
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the Working around the clock trying to find A cure. As they run back and forth trying to find a cure they
don't want to lose knuckles

The monster has cursed them in the mystic ruins somewhere he tried to run away from zare. But he
shot a poison at him.

and slowly he's turning to stone. Can the commandos save knuckles or will it be too late for the world
for him the real full version will tell.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

As tails try to find the answers to the time reverse

Crystal he has collected them all.

But noticing tails had a visitor

universe came to take the crystals from him

He told tails I will not allow greed to use those crystals.
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Because we don't know what will happen if he came back again.

Tails was trying to defend the crystals.

Universe tour tails apart, he was so messed up. So much marks all over him and universe vanish with the
crystals.

Tails tried to talk to him. He said" we had to do something about this. Can't allow this world to continue
being under monsters rage.

This nightmare must stop. We got to give these to greed. He's the only one who could reverse the time.
And turn everything back to new again."

Universe degreed with that he told him to give me. The crystals, that's when tails, tried to run with them
and universe tore him apart. And took

them from him and vanished. more soon

Categories:
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1 comment
Jorgebunny.zare

Jorgebunny.zare

This category will be the darkess world of a dark future. And dark waters name starting of the game the
pictures. Mostly dark and you see the water is darkness in a dark that's the logo picture of a darkness
way and it makes a creepy sound like alone in the dark. This game is most like the creepy darkness of a
dark future game is mostly meant for an 12 16 18 or an adult to play an I really call it rated M for mature.
When you unlock is it will be placed a warning sign it will give you a subject how old are you and gives
you the to sign a registration form. If you are an adult if you don't pasties questions it will lock. And it
will not open and to a week to start again. The only get three chances to get it right. And there's 10
questions. To be safe. And there's billions of questions you will never answer for an adult or. 12 to 16 18
And there at random And it might take you to you get older to get it right.

January 5 by Jorgebunny.zare
-------------------------------------All Heroes Unite
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PHANTASY STAR UNIVERSE USA ? Can Be
---------------------------------------------his is the best story mode of all the heroes combined. The final story mode if you find it in. City Square
underground this place will take you to Phantasy Star ships. You will be teleported on the ship. Sonics
stepped through the gate and enter the other side. And find yourself fighting max robots invaders. more
soon one day. Robot hero guider[1] to Phantasy Star Generation X > [[2]]

The beginning of the time of Phantasy Star Universe.

They have saved the world but need their help again

This is the inside appendices start demo.

1438

we all want to know is this a demo of Sonic and baby Greed

Phantasy Generation X Yes

1 Once you beat all the mex and beat the boss

The demo well end there.
PHANTASY STAR UNIVERSE USA ? Can Be04:13
PHANTASY STAR UNIVERSE USA ? Can Be
2 One day the game will we be full under the patch. Of
Under Sega's Release To Sonic and Baby Greed Avengers GX: The Rise of the Chaos Fusion

That means. You got the full connection to the game with that.

and it's a long game like original Phantasy Star.

But I will give you the details. Of the story mode.

1439
3

[[3]] New Characters in space, causing

The Mex to Attack PHANTASY STAR.

For some other reason. 1 discovered another animal child that came from the other side of the galaxy.
Came through time from satirist lost traveling west. Fastest speed of light the others must be a girl and a
boy

they are the age of Sonic age. But a little older they are traveling north and south

They can breathe in space. And they're also galaxy heroes.

Train to be strong warriors. Young or old.

They came from three nations escape into the future.

But they're not alone in space something is growing. And getting ready to attack the planets.

1440
it's another minion of the Overlord king of darkness evil. Minion Egg. To become another ruler of the
galaxy just like ZARE.

The Galaxies in trouble it's time to unite. Heroes and save the galaxy and stop that egg from hatching.

More Soon
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Jorgebunny.zare
^_^lol Baby greed try to take the ship but he didn't have enough money to pay for that.

the robot called and. enough money to pay for that.

December 29, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
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this is a secret place on the ground impossible to find. somewhere in City Square a place that will take
you out the universe to hundreds of ships on the other side of Phantasy Star Generation X unite if you
find it you will be taking on a war of starships of the Mex. it'll be like Star Wars. this will be intense to
out the histories of Sonics game. no one's ever believed a building it. in the game that this will be total
war like Star Wars. I like to give Phantasy Star a first flight into the Mex Wars. just hop on a ship and
fight the motherload.

November 18, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare Reply
Jorgebunny.zare
I say this will be the best idea ever ha ha lol yeas

November 18, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
Jorgebunny.zare
I got the detail the ship. and what's going to happen to Phantasy star and the Galaxy commandos and
Sonic and baby greed all the Heroes of the team. awesome. ^_^ one day wheh it gets there

November 18, 2014 by Jorgebunny.zare
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